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STELLING EN 

1. Titels van publicaties bevatten teveel informatie om ze zomaar weg te laten uit de 
verwijzingen in de referentielijst bij wetenschappelijke publicaties. 

2. De tot nu toe gepubliceerde resultaten m.b.t. de familiaire t(3,8) geassocieerd met 
nierkanker geven geen aanleiding te veronderstellen dat de kanker-predispositie wordt 
veroorzaakt door een constitutionele mutatie in een tumor suppressor gen. 

3. Om resultaten van verschillende LOH-studies onderling goed te kunnen vergelijken is 
een algemeen geaccepteerde standaard methode voor het opzetten en het interpreteren 
van dergelijke analyses vereist. 

4. De bewering dat het integrin alfa subunit gen en het PTPgamma gen "extensive" 
danwel "exhaustive" zijn gescreend op mutaties is onjuist. 

Tsukamoto et al., Cancer Res. 52: 3506-3509, 1992. 

Hibi et al., Oncogene 9: 611-619, 1994. 

5. Complexe karyotypen zouden alleen dan nag gepubliceerd moeten warden, wanneer 
verificatie met behulp van fluorescente in situ hybridisatie heeft plaats gevonden. 

6. Het is onwaarschijnlijk dat de familiaire clustering van longkanker zoals waargenomen 
door Sellers et al. berust op een kiemcelmutatie in een tumor suppressor gen. 

Sellers et al., Cancer Res. 52: 2694s-2697s, 1992. 

7. Uit de publicaties van de laatste jaren krijgt men sterk de indruk, dat bij tumoren het 
aantal deletie-gebieden evenredig toeneemt met het aantal probes. 

8. De FISH wordt duur betaald. 

9. ACOL: "Simply the best" 

10. Met het ALERT-kaartje alerteert men vooral zijn partner. 

11. De bekende "UIT" bordjes die in veel gebouwen de nooduitgang/snelste uitgang 
aangeven zouden een welkome aanvulling vormen op de bewegwijzering in sommige 
Groningse stadswijken. 

Stellingen behorende bi} het proefschrift van Klaas Kok, 

Groningen, 13 Juli 1994. 
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Voorwoord 

Een ieder die regelmatig wetenschappelijke publikaties onder ogen krijgt, weet dat 
de gepresenteerde gegevens meestal het resultaat zijn van de samenwerking van 
meerdere onderzoekers c.q. onderzoeksgroepen. Waar dit geldt voor een enkele 
publikatie, geldt dit nog sterker voor een -dit- proefschrift, dat ook zijn verschijnen 
dankt aan de inspanningen van velen. Graag wil ik iedereen daar hartelijk voor 
bedanken. Hoewel ik daarmee het risico loop sommigen -ten onrechte- te vergeten, wil 
ik toch graag een aantal mensen de revue laten passeren. 

Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek is begonnen met de genomische 
analyse van long tumor materiaal. De goede start van het onderzoek was niet mogelijk 
geweest zonder de -overigens nog steeds bestaande- nauwe samenwerking met de 
afdelingen pathologie (met name Wolter Oosterhuis en Harry Hollema) en inteme ge
neeskunde (o.a. Henk Berendsen, Piet Postmus, Liesbeth de Vries en Egbert Smit) van 
het AZG. Graag wil ik ook de afdeling klinische immunologie bedanken voor het mij ter 
beschikking stellen van hun long kanker eel lijnen, waarvan de analyses als een rode 
draad door dit boekje !open. Loe, jou wil ik bovendien bedanken voor de vele nuttige 
discussies die we in het kader van dit onderzoek hebben gevoerd. 

At a later stage of the project, a search for genes was started. As this was a task far 
to big for the small research group we were, I am grateful for the successful 
collaboration we had with Ben Carritt and his coworkers. Ben, I have appreciated both 
the scientific, and the not-so-scientific meetings that we have had, and hope many will 
follow. 

Graag wil ik ook Peter Terpstra bedanken voor de vele computer-analyses van 
"onze" DNA volgorden en zijn deskundige interpretatie van de resultaten, en Eric 
Schoenmakers en Christel Huysmans voor de snelheid waarmee zij elke keer weer de 
Y AC-bank screenden met onze primers. 

I have experienced the more recent collaboration with the research groups of Susan 
Naylor and Harry Drabkin in the analysis of the homozygous deletions as very 
stimulating and enjoyable. Susan, I would also like to thank you for your willingness to 
be a member of the promotion committee, and am looking foreward to joining your 
group at San Antonio. 

Door de jaren heen hebben vele mensen dee! uitgemaakt van de bovengenoemde 
"small research group". Berry, Dick, Femke, Hans, Heleen, Jessica, Johan, Jolanda, 
Marjolein, Marion, Patrick en Tineke, ik heb het heel leuk gevonden dat jullie dee! uit 
hebben gemaakt van deze groep en ik bedank jullie voor het enthousiasme en de grote 
inzet waarmee jullie hebben meegewerkt aan het onderzoek. Raquel, I have many good 
memories from the period you worked at our lab, and am convinced that I learned as 
much from you, as you did from us. Dick en Robert, jullie hebben laten zien dat het be
grip "dienstweigeraar" maar zeer betrekkelijk is. Jan en Anneke. ook jullie hebben, 



dankzij veel doorzettingsvermogen bij de soms zeer lastige Northern- en FISH- analyses, 

in belangrijke mate aan dit proefschrift bijgedragen. 

Menke, je snelle en prima verzorgde foto-vakwerk werd slechts overtroffen door de 

persoonlijke betrokkenheid die je altijd hebt getoond. Rene, jouw bereidheid om te hulp 

te komen bij onwillige cellijnen en computers heeft het lawaai op onze zaal zeker 

draagbaarder gemaakt. En daar waar "mijn" studenten afgestudeerd zijn met een extra 

dosis incasseringsvermogen, hebben ze dat vooral aan jou te danken. 

Bovenal wil ik mijn paranimfen, Anke ("Anke's way" is inmiddels een keurmerk 

geworden voor goede protocollen) en Patrick (sinds de Chromosome 3 workshop tot ver 

over onze grenzen bekend als "the tall one"), bedanken voor de enorme hoeveelheid 

werk die ze in de loop der jaren hebben verricht. 

Charles, jou bedank ik uiteraard voor de deskundige wijze waarop je mij naar deze 

dag hebt begeleid. Ik waardeer het vooral, dat je, ondanks jouw overvolle dagen, toch 

altijd weer tijd vond om, met veel enthousiasme, onze nieuwste autoradiogrammen te 

bekijken. 

Graag wil ik op deze plaats ook de tijd memoreren waarin ik dee! heb mogen 

uitmaken van de 'RNA' groep van de subfaculteit scheikunde, waar ik, onder leiding 

van Ben Oostra, Geert AB, en Prof. Gruber en gesteund door vele anderen (Lenie 

Snippe, Sjaak Philipsen, Adri van Vliet, Marion Byrne, om er maar eens een paar te 

noemen), op heel plezierige wijze het vak heb geleerd. Het is vooral die tijd geweest, 

die mij enthousiast heeft gemaakt voor het DNA onderzoek, maar ook voor het schaak

en bridgespel. Desondanks is de overstap naar het Anthropogenetisch Instituut, zoals het 

toen nog heette, mij niet moeilijk gevallen. Dat ik nu al zo Jang met plezier naar het lab 

kom, zegt meer over de goede sfeer binnen onze groep dan over het werk zelf. Behalve 

tijdens de vele social-lunches, laatste-vrijdag-van-de-maand-borrels, zeilweekenden en 

instituuts-uitstapjes, kwam dit misschien nog we! het meest tot uitdrukking in onze 

uitstekende klasseringen tijdens de diverse Lauwerslopen. 

Tineke en Tineke, jullie hebben mij in de laatste maanden v66r de promotie veel 

organisatorisch werk uit handen genomen, en -terwijl mijn paranimfen in Parijs zaten

mij bekwaam door de laatste uren van stress heen geholpen. 

Helaas heb ook ik moeten ondervinden, dat het !even inderdaad niet altijd over 

rozen gaat. Een dee! van "mijn liefde" voor de vakgroep Medische Genetica komt dan 

oak voort uit de steun en het begrip die ik op die momenten van mijn collega's heb 

gehad. Zonder iemand tekort te willen doen, wil ik -ook hier- graag een naam noemen: 

Anke, Bedankt. 
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1. Cancer and cancer genes 

Cancer is an uncontrolled proliferation of somatic cells caused by the accumulation 
of several mutations in a single cell. Therefore, it is essentially a genetic disease. The 
mutations result in the malfunction of genes that regulate cell proliferation and 
differentiation. Genes involved in cancer are being distinguished into two categories: 
those that promote cell growth, oncogenes, and those that suppress growth, tumour 
suppressor genes. 

Tumour suppressor genes play a role in the control of normal cell proliferation and 
differentiation as well as in cell senescence, a special kind of differentiation in which 
cells lose their ability to divide. Their loss or inactivation causes tumourigenicity 
[reviewed in 1 and 2]. The paradigm of tumour suppressor genes is the retinoblastoma 
gene, RB 1. In 1971 it was postulated, based on an epidemiological analysis of 
retinoblastoma, a childhood tumour of the eye, that the tumour developed as a result of 
two inactivating mutations [3]. This was soon followed by the suggestion that the two 
mutations might have the same target site on both homologues of a pair of chromosomes 
[4]. Cytogenetic analysis showed the constitutive occurrence of deletions of chromosome 
13 in retinoblastoma patients [5], band q14 comprising the smallest deletion [6]. 
Ultimately, the involvement of this chromosomal region could be confirmed by loss of 
heterozygosity-studies with polymorphic probes in both constitutive and tumour tissue 
[7,8]. When the identification and isolation of the retinoblastoma gene was described 
[8], this permitted a direct confirmation of the hypotheses of Knudson [3] and Comings 
[4], more then seventy years after Boveri [10] suggested that cells could become 
malignant upon the elimination of "inhibiting chromosomes". 

1.1. How to localise tumour suppressor genes 

The experiments of which the results initially pointed to the existence of tumour 
suppressor genes, at the same time provided clues to the localisation of these genes. 
Basically, there are two different approaches. One is cell fusion. When tumourigenic 
cells are fused with non-tumourigenic cells, the resulting cell hybrids are usually less 
tumourigenic [11, reviewed in 12]. The observation that the hybrids regained their full 
tumourigenic potential after loss of one or more of the chromosomes that originated 
from the normal parental cell, led to the conclusion that these chromosomes contained 
genes capable of suppressing tumour formation [13]. Introduction of single 
chromosomes or parts of them into cancer cells has led to the identification of several 
chromosomal regions harbouring tumour suppressor genes [2]. The reciprocal approach 
has been the identification of genomic regions that are specifically and with high 
frequency deleted in solid tumours. For this, microscopic analysis of banded 
chromosomes has been carried out in a variety of tumour-derived cell lines and primary 
tumour specimens. At a DNA level deletions can be assessed by the analysis of loss of 
heterozygosity. Reduction to hemizygosity for specific loci can be revealed by analysing 
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matched pairs of heterozygous normal tissue and tumour material with polymorphic 
probes. One of the consequences of this analysis has been the detection of small regions 
that were homozygously lost in tumours or cell lines. These findings probably represent 
the only mechanisms by which functional elimination of both alleles can be detected 
prior to the identification of the affected tumor suppressor gene. For most types of solid 
tumours a combination of approaches, including linkage analysis in case of the 
occurrence of hereditary forms, is used to define a small region where a particular tumor 
suppressor gene may be located. The identification of the tumour suppressor gene itself 
requires the isolation of transcribed sequences from that region, and subsequently a 
mutational and functional analysis of the genes. The recently introduced method of 
differential expression cloning [14] may lead to the direct identification of tumour 
suppressor genes without a prior localisation step. 

2. Lung cancer 

The lung, in particular the bronchial epithelium, is a major site for tumour formation. 
Based on a histologic classification, two main types are defined [15]. The so-called 
small cell lung carcinoma (SCLC) accounts for about 25% of the lung tumours. Patients 
suffering from SCLC have a very poor prognosis, the 5 years cancer-free survival rate 
being 2%-5% [16]. Non-small cell lung carcinoma (nonSCLC) is often subdivided in 
several subtypes, of which adenocarcinoma and squamous carcinoma are the most 
predominant. They make up of the remaining 75% of lung tumours, with a 5 years 
cancer-free survival rate of 10-15% for the patients. Lung cancer is thus one of the most 
lethal types of cancers, but one of the most common as well. In 1990, the incidence of 
lung cancer in The Netherlands was 8638, which accounts for 15% of all cancers. In the 
same year, the mortality was 8240, accounting for 23% of all cancer-related deaths [17]. 
In the United States, 168,00 new cases and 146,000 deaths from lung cancer were 
estimated for 1992 [18], which will account for about 30% of all cancer deaths. The risk 
of lung cancer is not the same for all individuals. It is influenced by a number of 
predisposing factors, that will be discussed below. 

2.1. Lung cancer predisposition 

Factors predisposing to the development of lung cancer can roughly be divided into 
two groups [ 18]. First, there is a very strong acquired predisposition, due to 
environmental influences. It is estimated that about 80%-90% of all cases of lung cancer 
are directly related to tobacco consumption. In addition, passive smoking is thought to 
be responsible for 17%-30% of the cases of lung cancer among nonsmokers [18, and ref. 
therein]. This would imply that without the use of tobacco lungcancer would be a relati
vely rare disease, that would account for only about 1 %-2.5% of the newly diagnosed 
cases of cancer. In addition, exposure to asbestos and ionising radiation, e.g. caused by 
radon, are recognized as factors that impose an increased risk of lung cancer. 
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Secondly, in a number of studies a genetic basis for lung cancer has been described 

(reviewed in 18, 19], often indicated by an increased relative risk of lung cancer for close 

relatives of lung cancer patients [20-22]. An analysis of a large number of families of 

lung cancer patients suggested that the pattern of disease was best explained by 

Mendelian codominant inheritance of an allele that produced earlier age of onset [21,22]. 

This inherited predisposition becomes only expressed in the presence of environmental 

factors [22], suggesting a relation with an enzymatic metabolism of procarcinogens in 

tobacco smoke. The cytochrome P-450 system can catalyse the oxidation of oncogenic 

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) that occur in tobacco smoke as inactive 

procarcinogens to form highly carcinogenic DNA-adducts [ 19]. The activity of at least 

some of the P-450 enzymes, e.g. CYP2D6 and CYPlAl,  appears to vary among 

individuals [23], and a high activity of these enzymes has often [18,19,24], but not 

always [25], been correlated with an increased risk for lung cancer. Detoxification of the 

activated PAHs is catalyzed by glutathione S-transferases (GSTs). A low or even absent 

GST-µ activity, again a natural variant occurring in the population, appears to correlate 

with an increased risk for lung cancer, possibly in combination with high CYPlAl 

activity [26,27]. The factors discussed here contribute to lung cancer susceptibility. They 

define a subgroup of individuals that is likely to accumulate relative high levels of 

carcinogens in their cells after exposure to tobacco smoke. Tumour cells will only 

develop as a result of the interaction of these (processed) carcinogens with specific 

genes. 

3. Genetic changes in ltmg cancer 
Numerous cytogenetic analyses of lung cancer derived cell lines and of fresh tumour 

material have shown a lot of genomic instability in lung cancer cells [28-31]. In 

addition, studies of loss of heterozygosity have shown that reduction to hemizygosity 

takes place at many chromosome arms, including 17p, 13q, and 9p [32-35], albeit with 

varying frequencies. The region most consistently involved, however, is undoubtedly the 

short arm of chromosome 3. The next paragraphs are an attempt to summarize the 

literature on this. 

3.1. Microscopic cytogenetic studies on lung cancer 
Individual tumour cells may contain several chromosome abnormalities, both 

structural and numerical [reviewed in 36]. Many of these may vary from cell to cell, 

even within one tumour specimen. Such heterogeneous changes are probably due to the 

increased genomic instability of cancer cells as compared to normal somatic cells, and 

have no direct relation with tumour initiation or progression. Therefore, the analysis of a 

large number of cells from a single culture is warranted in order to identify clonal 

abnormalities of a certain tumour or tumour cell line. When a high percentage of 

specimens, or derived cell lines, from the same type of tumour have a specific clonal 
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aberration in common, such an aberration may be regarded as a primary event, related to 

tumour initiation. In contrast, clonal events observed in smaller percentages of tumours 

may be secondary events, related to progression or metastasis. 

The first cytogenetic analysis of lung cancer material was published by Whang-Peng 

et al in the early 1980s [28,37], shortly after the first reports of a successful culturing of 

SCLC-derived tumour cells. Their analysis of 16 SCLC-derived cell lines, 3 short term 

cultures of tumour cells, and one SCLC bone marrow preparation, revealed the presence 

of multiple chromosomal aberrations. In all samples analyzed one of these turned out to 

be a deletion in at least one chromosome 3. For the majority of cell lines the deletion 

appeared to be interstitial with 3p14-p23 as the shortest region of overlap. Despite some 

dispute on the consistency of this 3p involvement [38-41] a frequent if not consistent 

deletion of the short arm of chromosome 3 could be confirmed and further delimited by 

cytogenetic analysis of established cell lines [42,43]. Deletions of 3p were also 

confirmed in direct preparations of tumour material [41,44]. The variation in the 

reported minimal region of overlap of the del(3p) can be attributed to difficulties in 

obtaining good chromosome preparations and to difficulties in an accurately determining 

of the breakpoints involved in the structural changes due to the complexity of the 

rearrangements. Most authors agree on the fairly broad region 3p l 4-p23 as the one most 

frequently involved in these changes [37,40,42,44]. Tumours that do not carry 

microscopically detectable deletions on 3p may have suffered from loss of a whole 

chromosome and reduplication of the remaining homologue [6,46], resulting in 

hemizygosity for 3p without any visible cytogenetic alteration. In addition, 3p- marker 

chromosomes may be lost during long term culture of tumour cells [39]. This might 

explain the with respect to chromosome 3p apparently normal karyotypes that oc

casionally have been reported [38-4 I]. It may be concluded that cytogenetic aberrations 

of 3p occur in most if not all SCLCs. 

Also for nonSCLC, karyotypes can be extremely complex. This might explain the 

discrepancy in the various reports with respect to the loci most frequently involved. For 

instance, although one report describes 9p alterations in 9/10 cases [30], this frequent 

involvement of chromosome 9 was not found by others [29.31 ]. Again this may reflect 

the difficulties in interpreting the very complex lung cancer karyotypes. Alterations of 

the short arm of chromosome 3 are also found in the nonSCLC tumours. Visible 

aberrations occur in about 60% of the cases [29,30,31 and ref. therein, 47]. Breakpoints 

occurred most frequently in band 3p 14, which may in general imply loss of the distal 

region. Thus, in conclusion, deletion of the region 3p 14-p23 is a common abnormality in 

nonSCLC, too. 

Efforts have been made to distinguish different regions of deletion on 3p by 

microscopic analysis [31 ]. However, fluorescent in situ hybridisation (FISH) analy:;is 

using chromosome 3 libraries as a probe, could clearly demonstrate that in some cell 

lines parts of chromosome 3, including minute fragments, were distributed over several 
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other chromosomes [48, and Chapter 7 of this thesis]. A correct interpretation of classic 
karyotypes seems, therefore, hardly possible without supplementary FISH data. This 
suggests that deletions are best assessed by DNA analysis of loss of heterozygosity. It 
should, however, not be forgotten that also in the case of lung tumours, microscopic 
analysis provided as usual the first clue to the genomic region on which to focus for a 
primary event in the somatic-genetic etiology of lung cancer. 

3.:Z. Loss of heterozygosity in lung cancer 
In 1983 the application of polymorphic probes was introduced to detect allelic loss in 

tumour material [7]. The advantages of this method as compared to microscopic 
cytogenetic analysis are evident. First of all, the analysis is no longer dependent on 
mitotic cells. Since most tumour specimens are hard to grow in vitro, this is an 
important point. Second, deletion analysis by DNA markers excludes misinterpretation 
caused by complex chromosome rearrangements and has a resolution which is much 
higher than that of microscopic analysis of mitotic chromosomes. It is only dependent 
on the density of accurately mapped polymorphic probes, including the highly 
informative microsatellite sequences [ 49]. Since high numbers of cells are always 
included in a single analysis, one is bound to detect only clonal aberrations. This, on the 
other hand, implies that clonal aberrations occurring in a small minority of cells may be 
missed. A major pitfall of the method is the presence in tumours of infiltrating stromal 
tissue, resulting in an apparently partial loss of heterozygosity. This necessitates 
densitrometric analysis of the resulting banding patterns, but perhaps even more a 
careful selection of tumour material. Microscopic examination should be used both to 
select areas with limited amounts of infiltrating tissue, and to roughly estimate the 
proportion of normal cells in a given tumour sample. 

A number of deletion analyses by restriction fragment length polymorphism markers 
have demonstrated that all small cell lung tumours suffer from allelic losses of markers 
of the short arm of chromosome 3 [32,50-55]. The vast majority of SCLC tumours 
appear to have lost the entire short arm distal to 3p12  (D3S3). This finding may be 
biased for most of the earlier analyses by a restricted availability of polymorphic 
markers. The determination of a smallest region of overlap of the deletions had thus to 
be based on only a few cases that showed retention of heterozygosity at loci distal to 
3pl 2  (for the approximate location of loci see Fig. 1). Retention of heterozygosity for 
THRB has been described in a few reports, also in combination with loss of 
heterozygosity for more proximal loci [56-58]. Likewise, a few tumours have been 
described that retained heterozygosity at D3S2 or D3S3, in combination with allelic 
losses at one or more distal loci [53,59]. One SCLC tumour has been described with 
retention of heterozygosity at D3F15S2, in combination with loss of heterozygosity for 
3q [53]. Although further 3p markers were not informative this case, most likely the 
whole of chromosome 3 proximal to D3F15S2 got lost. 
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Fig. 1 :  Schematic representation of the short arm of 
chromosome 3. The approximate location of the loci 
that are discussed in the text (deduced from several of 
the references), is indicated. 

Another study reported one tumour with retention of heterozygosity at D3 S686 which is 
thought to map just telomeric to D3F15S2, and two with retention of heterozygosity 
distal to this locus [60]. Several groups have screened large numbers of SCLC-derived 
cell lines for the presence of heterozygous 3p loci [61-63]. Heterozygosity was detected 
only rarely, but never for D3F15S2 and for D3S1235 probably mapping just proximal to 
D3Fl 5S2. One tumour has been described which was heterozygous for D3S2, and -
based on densitometric analysis- had also retained both D3F15S2 alleles [64]. This 
tumour did show loss of heterozygosity for a more centromeric region identified by 
D3S30. With the exception of this single case, a smallest region of overlap can be 
defined as distal to D3S2, and proximal to THRB, or perhaps to D3Fl 5S2, i.e. band 
3p21. 

Autoradiographs of nonSCLC tumours often show partial loss of one of the two 
alleles. These tumours usually have a substantial admixture of normal cells, explaining 
the residual signal for the "lost" allele. The residual band may, however, also reflect 
heterogeneity of the tumour for a particular allele loss [65]. Another possibility is that 
the chromosome 3 homologues have different copy numbers. Cytogenetic analyses 
already indicated that in nonSCLC numerical aberrations are not infrequent. Only those 
tumours that show allelic loss for a subset of chromosome 3 markers, and thus retention 
of heterozygosity at other chromosome 3 loci, may be expected to show a genuine loss 
of heterozygosity. The inclusion in each tumour analysis of a number of markers on the 
same chromosome and quantification of allele intensities should, therefore, be a 
requirement for studies of loss of heterozygosity. Many reports in the literature fail to 
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provide criteria for loss of heterozygosity and thereby cause ambiguity in the results. 

Therefore, it is understandable that the literature shows some disagreement with 

respect to the percentage of nonSCLC tumours with loss of heterozygosity at 3p. 

Reported frequencies vary from 50-75% [32-34,66] to 1 00% [51  ] .  Methods of selection 

of tumour material, choice of probes, and differences in interpretation of the resulting 

data all will contribute to this variation. The lowest percentage for loss of heterozygosity 

has been found for adenocarcinoma of the lung [34,66], the subtype known to have on 

average the highest amount of infiltrating normal tissue. Still, most authors agree upon 

the importance of 3p deletions in nonSCLC. Only a few tumours have been described 

that show loss of heterozygosity at a subset of 3p markers. Three tumours have been 

reported to show retention of heterozygosity either for O3S3 [67] or D3S2 [5 1 ]  in 

combination with allelic losses at more distal loci. Several tumours have shown retention 

of heterozygosity for THRB in combination with loss at D3F 1 5S2 [57] . In a large study, 

using 1 9  RFLP markers from 3p, two smallest regions of overlap of deletions were 

defined for adenocarcinoma of the lung, namely 3p2 1 .3 and 3pl4. 1 -p2 l . 1  [66]. The 

3p2 1 .3 region, flanked by the markers D3S686 and D3S643, was the common deletion 

region occurring most frequently. In a similar large study an almost identical smallest 

region of overlap of deletions was defined both for adenocarcinoma and squamous cell 

carcinoma of the lung [60]. All these data are in support of a smallest region of overlap 

for nonSCLC tumours identical to that for SCLC tumours. The high frequency with 

which all histological types of lung cancer show allelic loss at the short arm of 

chromosome 3, and the detection of such abnormalities already in preinvasive lesions of 

the bronchial epithelium, might indicate that they represent an early event in the 

pathogenesis [68], and precede p53 mutations [69]. 

It may be noted that nonSCLC-derived cell lines appear to contain heterozygous loci 

at 3p in a higher frequency than SCLC-derived cell lines [62,63]. This possibly indicates 

the occurrence of relatively small interstitial deletions in nonSCLC. Since notably 

nonSCLC tumours show more or less consistent loss of heterozygosity at other loci as 

well [34,35,70,7 1 ], it cannot be excluded that a different locus may play a crucial role in 

tumour initiation in some subset of tumours [72]. Recently, a new candidate tumour 

suppressor gene was identified and mapped to 9p2 1 [73,74]. This gene, a cyclin

dependent kinase-4 inhibitor, is very frequently homozygously deleted in several types 

of solid tumours, including about 25% of nonSCLC tumours [73,74]. 

At least two genes coding for receptor proteins have been mapped distal to D3F 1 5S2 

(see sub 5.). Heterozygous loss of a receptor gene may conceivably have a direct 

phenotypical effect. The relatively small number of tumours for which interstitial 

deletions could be demonstrated make it, however, unlikely that variations in the size of 

the deletions determine the phenotypical differences between the main histological 

subtypes of lung cancer. 

It has been argued that allelic loss is an aspecific phenomenon that arises only as a 
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result of carcinogenesis, due to the increased genomic instability (75]. Though, indeed, 

loss of heterozygosity is in itself no proof for a causative role of a tumour suppressor 

gene in the development of a tumour, and should at best be regarded as circumstantial 

evidence, the success of the identification of tumour suppressor genes in regions 

showing consistent allelic loss in other types of cancer makes it at least worthwhile to 

pursue the search for tumour suppressor genes in lung cancer on this basis, too. 

3.3. Homozygous de/etio11s i11 lu11g ca11cer 

As a result of the inclusion of an increasing number of markers in the search for allelic 

losses homozygous deletions have been detected in a few lung tumours and derived cell 

lines (63, 76-78, and see Chapter 7]. Homozygous loss of large genomic regions 

containing many genes might be lethal to cells. Homozygous deletions therefore tend to 

be small, and their precise localisation can drastically delimit the region where a tumour 

suppressor gene should be looked for. A large homozygous deletion of about 7 Mb was 

detected in the SCLC cell line U2020 (76]. The deletion mapped in 3p l2  (79], and 

includes the marker D3S3. This homozygous deletion is, therefore, in a region different 

from the smallest region of overlap defined in SCLC. It has recently been shown, 

however, to be a consequence of complex chromosome rearrangements and not a simple 

interstitial deletion [80]. In another study, a single cosmid detected a homozygous 

deletion in five out of 36 lung cancer-derived cell lines [77]. The cosmid was localised 

to 3p21, but its position relative to the reference markers of Fig 1 is not known. Two 

reports each describe a homozygous SCLC deletion, mapped with the use of known 

chromosome 3 markers [63,78]. The two homozygous deletions, of which the smallest is 

about 440 kb [see Chapter 7 of this thesis], overlap with each other, and both map 

directly centromeric to D3Fl 5S2. The homozygously deleted regions are contained 

within a 2 Mb DNA segment that was able to suppress the tumourigenicity of a mouse 

fibrosarcoma cell line [81 ]. 

4. /11volveme11t of chromosome 3 i11 other tumours 

Chromosome 3 aberrations are not confined to lung cancer, but have been described in 

most types of solid tumours, as can be seen in Table 1. For some tumours, like ovarian 

carcinoma, osteosarcoma, and gastric carcinoma [for refs. see Table l ], allelic loss at 3p  

is not the most frequent aberration, and may thus probably reflect tumour progression 

rather than initiation. Renal cell carcinoma, head and neck carcinoma, nasopharyngeal 

carcinoma, malignant mesothelioma, and uterine cervix carcinoma are amongst those 

tumours that show allelic loss at 3p with very high frequencies indicating that this loss 

is probably an important step in the oncogenesis of these tumours. 

Detailed data with respect to the smallest region of overlap of the deletions is 

available for only a few tumour types. Taking these data together, three separate regions 

of deletion can be identified on the short arm of chromosome 3, namely the region 
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Table 1: Unbalanced losses of chromosome 3 material in various types of tumour 

cancer type analysis• loss of heterozygosity" LOH at ref . 
no . type region freq . ( % )  other regionsc 

Head and Neck 
Nasopharyngeal ca . 3 6  M 3p 3 6 / 3 6  ( l 0 0 )  82  
Laryngeal ca . l5 C 3p 9/l5  ( 6 0 )  8 3  
not specified 3 8  M 3p 2 8 / 3 8  ( 7 4 )  84  

8 3  C 3p ( .. 3 0 )  llq,  lp 8 5  
l 8  M 3p2l 9/l2 ( 7 5 )  8 6  

Gastrointestinal tract 
gastric ca . ll C 3 7/ll  ( l 3 )  l 3  8 7  

9 C 3p2l 4 / 9  ( 4 4 )  ll  8 8  
anal canal ca . 8 C 3p 5 / 8  ( 6 2 )  llq 89 

Urogenital tract 
renal cell ca . 4l M 3p2l 2 0 / 3 l  ( 6 5 )  9 0  

5 8  M 3p2 l - ter 3 9 /46 ( 6 5 )  9 l  
4 0  M 3p2l . 3 ( a:6 0 )  92 

3pl3 - l4 ( a: 6 0 )  
5 5  M 3p2 5 - ter ( 5 0 )  9 3  

3p2l 2 3 /4 7  ( 5 0 )  

N urothel ial ca . 34 M 3p l 2 / 2 5  ( 4 8 )  RBl 94 
0 6 0  M 3p l8/4l  (43 ) l 7p 95 

49  M 3p 8 /4 l  ( 2 0 )  several 96 
testicular ca . d 3 l  M 3pl4 - 2 l .  l 8 /2 l  ( 3 5 )  llp 97  
ovarium ca . l2 M 3p24 4 / 7  ( 5 7 )  Gp , llp 98  

5 8  M 3p ll/46 ( 2 4 )  several 99  
62 C 3p l2/62 ( l 9 )  llp , 6q, lp l 0 0  
3 7  M 3p 6 / 3 3  ( l 8 )  several l 0 l  

endometrial ca . 23  M 3pl4 5 / ll ( 4 5 ) l0q l 0 2  
l 3  M 3pl3 - 2 l . l  5/l3  ( 3 8 )  l 0 3  

uterine cervix ca . l8  M 3pl4 - 2 l  9 / 9  ( l 0 0 )  l 0 4  
l l  M 3pl4 6 / 7  ( 8 6 )  l 7p l02  
l2  M 3pl4 l 0 / ll ( 9 l )  l 0 5  

3p2 5 l0/l2 ( 8 3 )  
4 7  M 3pl4 - 2 l  ( 4 5 )  l 0 6  

Miscellaneous 
breast cancer 64 M 3p 7 / l 5  ( 4 7 )  l 7 P  l 0 7  

2 l 9  M 3pl4 2 3 / 5 4  (43 ) l 7p , l7q, l6q l08 
98  M 3p2 4 - 2 6  l 3 / 2 8  ( 4 6 )  l7p,  22q 6 5  

mesothelioma 34  C 3p l2/34  ( 3 5 )  lp , 22  l 0 9  
2 8  C 3p l6/28  ( 5 7 )  lp , 22  ll0  
2 5  M 3p2 l l5/24  ( 6 2 )  lll 

osteosarcoma 8 M 3p2 l 4 / 6  ( 6 6 )  l 3 q ,  l7p ll2 
37 M 3p2l 4/l2  ( 3 3 )  l3q,  l 7p 113 



Legend to Table 1 :  
0 indicated is the number of tumours analysed and the method of analysis: M , molecular 
analysis with polymorphic probes; C, microscopic cytogenetic analysis. 
h indicated is the region of chromosome 3 that has been studied.and the frequency with wich loss 
of heterozygosity is detected. In case of microscopic cytogenetic analyses the number of cases is 
given that show apparently unbalanced loss of chromosome 3 material. 
' Indicated are those regions that show allelic losses at the same or higher frequencies when 
compared with chromosome 3. 
" Loss of heterozygosity predominantly in seminomas. 

3pl 3-p2 1 . l ,  bands 3p2l .2-3p2l .3, and the region telomeric to THRB, i.e. 3p25-p26. 
This suggests that the short arm of chromosome 3 may contain several genes involved in 
tumour development. 

In bladder cancer loss of the most centromeric region (3pl3-p21. l )  seems to be 
strongly correlated with tumour progression (94,95], as it appears predominantly in high 
grade and invasive tumours. The same region constitutes the common deleted region in 
cervical carcinomas [ l  04, 106]. In this tumour, however, these deletions occur at an early 
stage, suggesting a role in the initiation of cancer development. Therefore, it cannot be 
excluded that depending on the cell type or tissue a certain tumour suppressor gene can 
have different roles in development of a tumour, a situation already known for the 
retinoblastoma gene RBI [115,116]. 

The smallest region of overlap in bladder carcinomas and in cervical carcinomas 
(3p l 3-p21.1) is clearly separate from that in lung cancer (3p21.2-p2 l .3). Head and neck 
squamous cell carcinomas (86,117], malignant mesothelioma (100], and renal cell 
carcinomas (90] have a smallest region of overlap of the deletions which coincides with 
that of lung cancer, namely 3p21 between D3S2 and THRB. 

For renal cell carcinoma (RCC) loss of heterozygosity studies have identified three 
smallest regions of overlap, 3p13-p l4  [92], 3p21[90-93], and 3p25-pter [93]. The region 
3p 13-p 14 also harbours the breakpoint of a familial constitutive translocation t(3;8) 
[ 118). In this family, individuals carrying the translocation have developed multiple 
bilateral RCC. This chromosome 3 breakpoint has been cloned [119]. In 3p25 a tumour 
suppressor gene associated with Von Hippe! Lindau Syndrome (VHL) has been 
identified [120). The VHL disease is an autosomal dominant hereditary cancer syndrome 
characterised by, amongst others, a predisposition to the development of renal cell 
carcinoma. Mutations of this gene have been detected both in VHL patients and in 
sporadic renal cell tumours [121). A putative third RCC-tumour suppressor gene should 
map in 3p2 I, since this region is most frequently lost in these tumours. The putative 
lung cancer tumour suppressor gene located in the region 3p21.2-p2 l .3 may thus also be 
involved in the development of head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, malignant 
mesothelioma, and renal cell carcinoma. 
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5. Microce/1 mediated chromosome 3 transfer. 

Evidence for the existence of tumour suppressor genes has come in part from somatic 
cell hybridisation experiments [11-13]. Somatic cell hybridisation of a human lung 
carcinoma-derived cell line with immortalised normal human bronchial epithelial cells 
results in immortal progenitor cells with a strongly suppressed tumourigenicity [121]. 
This indicates the presence of genes capable of suppressing tumorigenicity. With respect 
to the localisation of such genes, this type of cell fusion experiments is very unspecific. 
A more recently developed technique, microcell-mediated gene transfer [ 1 22, reviewed 
in 123], is much more informative. In this technique only one chromosome, or a part of 
it, is isolated within a membranous structure and then fused with a tumour cell. 
Introduction of the short arm of chromosome 3, but not of chromosomes 2, 11 or X, 
into a human renal cell carcinoma cell line has been described to result in suppression of 
tumourigenicity [124,125]. Occasionally, small tumours developed after injection into 
nude mice of a non-papillary renal cell carcinoma cell line in which chromosome 3 was 
introduced. Analysis of these tumours indicated that the introduced chromosome 3 was 
no longer intact, but showed significant 3p deletions [125]. The introduction of a single 
chromosome 3, but not the introduction of one copy of chromosome 7, resulted in the 
suppression of tumourigenicity of the lung adenocarcinoma cell line A549 [126]. In the 
case of this adenocarcinoma cell line, the suppression seemed not to be a unique 
characteristic of chromosome 3, since a comparable effect resulted from the introduction 
of two copies of chromosome 1 1 . Still, this type of experiments indicates that wild type 
tumour suppressor genes in general have a dominant mode of action, one allele being 
sufficient to suppress tumourigenicity [126, and ref. therein]. The various types of 
tumourigenic cells that respond to the introduction of chromosome 3 suggest either the 
presence of more than one tumour suppressor gene on the short arm of chromosome 3, 
or the presence of a "broad range" tumour suppressor gene. 

Recently, suppression specific for a small region of the short arm of chromosome 3 
was achieved [81]. Introduction of a complete human chromosome 3 homologue into the 
mouse fibrosarcoma cell line A9 resulted in hybrids with a decreased tumourigenicity 
relative to the parental A9 cell line. No suppression of tumourigenicity was seen upon 
the introduction of chromosome 2, chromosome X, or a chromosome 3 from which a 
large part of the p-arm had been deleted. Starting from the hybrid cell line that 
contained only small fragments of chromosome 3. This resulted in the identification of a 
hybrid with a greatly suppressed capacity to form tumours in nude mice. The cell hybrid 
contained as its only human material some 2 Mb of DNA from band 3p21-p22, and in 
addition perhaps a very small fragment from 3q. This 2 Mb fragment overlaps with a 
region homozygously deleted in two SCLC-derived cell lines [63,78,81, see also Chapter 
7 of this thesis], thus narrowing down the location of the putative tumour suppressor 
gene. The results of the above-discribed experiments also suggest little tissue- specificity 
for the gene. 
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In a number of reports experiments are described indicating that tumorigenic 

reversions of nontumourigenic cells show nonrandom loss of sequences from the short 

arm of chromosome 3 [127]. Also when A9 mouse fibrosarcoma cells containing an 

intact human chromosome 3 were injected into SCID mice, the tumours that arose on 

the site of inoculation appeared to have lost 3p sequences, the commonly deleted region 

being bordered by GNAI2 on the centromeric side, and VHL on the telomeric side 

(Imreh et al, pers. commun.). 

6. Genes in 3p21 

Band p2 l of chromosome 3 is estimated to contain about 0.9% of the human haploid 

genome, or about 27 Mb of DNA. Assuming the total number of human genes to be in 

the order of 105, and an equal distribution of genes over the genome, band 3p2 l might 

contain some 900 genes. A 0.5 Mb region, the approximate size of the homozygous 

deletion we recently found in an SCLC-derived cell line, may still contain some 15 

genes. Now, about fifty genes have been assigned to chromosome 3p2 l ,  some of which 

have been suggested to possibly play a role in cancer development. A tumour suppressor 

candidacy of a gene can be based on (1) its location in a common deletion region, (2) a 

markedly reduced expression, possibly in combination with the presence of transcripts of 

an aberrant size, and (3) the function of the gene product, as derived from the gene 

sequence, or as analyzed. 

It turned out that probe H3H2, defining the polymorphic locus D3F15S2, was itself 

part of a gene. Sequence analysis revealed a domain structure identical to the hepatocyte 

growth factor [128]. Recently, it was shown that the gene encodes a human macrophage 

stimulating protein predominantly expressed in liver. Accordingly the gene was named 

MST! [129]. 

Several groups [59,130,131], have identified independently of each other, a gene 

mapping only a few kb from the locus D3F15S2 (or, as it was called before, DNF1 5S2). 

The gene encodes the human acylpeptide hydrolase (E.C.3.4.19.1 ), as concluded from its 

high degree of homology with the rat and porcine gene, and was accordingly named 

APEH [132,133]. Eleven out of 15 primary renal cell carcinomas [131] have been 

reported to express the gene at a level of about 20% of that in normal kidneys. This 

finding could not be confirmed in an analysis of 7 RCC-derived cell lines [134]. In the 

majority of SCLC-derived cell lines the gene is expressed at a level similar to that in 

normal lung tissue [59,135]. Neither genomic rearrangements nor transcripts of an 

aberrant size could be detected in lung cancer cells [59, our own unpublished results]. 

The APEH product catalyses the hydrolysis of the terminal acetylated amino acid from 

small acetylated peptides. Hydrolysis of the resulting acetylated amino acids is then 

catalyzed by the enzyme aminoacid acylase (E.C.3.5.1.14). The gene coding for this 

enzyme has also been assigned to 3p21 [136], namely to subband 21.1 [137]. It has been 

suggested [133] that the ACY-I gene maps closely to D3Fl5S2, but since physical 
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linkage has been shown to D3S2 [ 1 37), ACY- I must actually be at a considerable 

distance of D3Fl 5S2. Although the gene maps in a region which suffers from frequent 

loss of heterozygosity in lung cancer, it appears to lie centromeric to the region most 

frequently involved. The gene was expressed uniformly in a variety of human tissues, 

tumours and tumour derived cell lines, including nonSCLC cell lines. Reduced enzyme 

activity, as demonstrated for 14  out of 29 SCLC cell lines is highly specific for this 

tumour type [ 1 38) . Although the loss of one copy of the gene may provide a potential 

explanation for the reduced activity, it cannot explain the 4 cases for which complete 

absence of enzyme activity was reported. The gene has now been cloned [ 1 39). 

Genomic rearrangements could not be detected in 19 SCLC cell lines investigated. In 

normal lung tissue the gene is expressed at relatively low levels. Although its expression 

as assessed by Northern analysis was reduced in 9 out of 12 SCLC cell lines, complete 

absence of expression or transcripts of aberrant sizes were never seen [ 1 39) . It has been 

suggested that a severely reduced activity of both the APEH and ACY- I gene products 

could lead to accumulation of an acetylated peptide growth factor, which might 

contribute to the development of tumours [ 1 33). Experimental evidence for this sug

gestion has not been provided. The vast majority, perhaps even all, of the lung-cancer 

derived cell lines contain one functionally active, unaltered, copy of each of the above

discussed genes. In combination with the variable level of expression a role as a tumour 

suppressor role is not immediately obvious for these genes. 

Another gene suggested as a candidate tumour suppressor is the gene coding for 

receptor protein-tyrosine phosphatase y [ 140). This suggestion was based both on its 

location, reported as 3p2 1 ,  and on the presumed function of the gene product. Protein 

tyrosine phosphatases are enzymes that dephosphorylate protein tyrosine residues. Since 

they thus reverse the effect of protein-tyrosine kinases, many of which are oncogenes 

they could conceivably act as tumour suppressors. Recently, the assignment of the gene 

PTPy has been changed from 3p21 to 3p14.2 [ 14 1 ) .  Still, densitometric analysis has 

indicated reduction to hemizygosity for this gene in roughly 5 out of 1 0  lung cancers 

and 3 out of 4 renal cell carcinomas [ 140). In normal lung tissue PTPy expression is 

relatively high [ 1 42) . In 9 out of 3 1  lung cancer cell lines expression, as assessed by 

Northern analysis was low or undetectable. SSCP analysis of the two PTPase-like 

domains of PTPy in 3 1  lung cancer cell lines did not reveal any mutations [ 1 42) . 

Although this does not exclude a possible occurrence of mutations in the extracellular

or transmenbrane domains, there is hardly any evidence to support a lung-specific 

tumour suppressor-like function of this gene. 

Close to D3Fl 5S2, at a distance of about 1 50 kb, a gene has been identified of which 

as expected from its location, one allele was lost in all lung cancer specimens and lung 

cancer-derived cell lines analysed [ 1 35,  see also Chapter 3 of this thesis) . The gene has 

a 45% identity with the X-linked human ubiquitin activating enzyme E l  [ 1 43, see also 

Chapter 5 of this thesis] and is called UBE IL .  Based on the homology its product might 
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be involved in the selective degradation of proteins (143]. It is ubiquitously expressed in 
human tissues (135]. SSCP analysis of 1 5  SCLC-derived cell lines did not reveal any 
mutations in the remaining allele [ see Chapter 6 of this thesis]. Despite the presence of 
one functionally intact allele of the UBElL  gene, Northern analysis failed to detect any 
expression in lung cancer-derived cell lines. Some residual expression was only 
detectable upon RT-PCR analysis (144, see Chapter 4 of this thesis]. Such a consistent 
dramatically decreased expression in lung cancer has thusfar not been described for any 
other gene in 3p2 l .  

In total some 50 genes have been assigned to 3p21, including several so called ZnF
genes (145,146], the gene coding for the human G protein a.,2 (GNAI2), a member of 
the G protein signal transduction family (147], and RON, a gene encoding a protein with 
structural similarities to receptor protein kinases like the MET pro to-oncogene ( 148]. 
Neither the function nor the expression patterns of these genes have yet been described 
in detail. A complete listing of all genes can be found in the Genome Data Base (GDB). 

Recently, cloning of a second DNA mismatch repair gene homologue (hMLHl )  
involved in hereditary non-polyposis colon cancer, has been described [149,150]. 
Defects in DNA mismatch repair are revealed by the instability of dinucleotide repeats. 
The gene was assigned to 3p21-p23 on the basis of linkage data (151], and by 
fluorescent in situ hybridisation ( 1 49,150]. It is located distal to the supposed region for 
a lung cancer suppressor gene. In the absence of any reports on dinucleotide repeat 
instability in lung cancer, it seems unlikely that the gene is involved in the development 
of these tumours. 

The region distal to D3F l 5S2 contains two genes coding for receptor proteins, 
namely RARB (152], encoding the retinoic acid receptor p, and THRB encoding the 
thyroid hormone receptor p (153]. Both genes map outside the region most frequently 
involved in loss of heterozygosity. Indeed, retention of heterozygosity has been shown 
in lung cancer for THRB, the most proximal of the two genes (56]. Loss of one copy of 
the gene may, however, result in a decreased level of the gene product, which in turn 
may have a phenotypical effect, possibly contributing to differences in tumour 
differentiation (55,57]. The retinoic acid receptor p is a member of a family of retinoic 
acid receptors. Its expression is strongly inducible by retinoic acids. RARP expression 
varies considerable in lung cancer cell lines (154], and lack of expression has been 
suggested to correlate with epidermoid differentiation (155]. DNA rearrangements were 
seen upon Southern analysis in 3 out of 48 tumour DNA samples, but in each case they 
appeared to involve only one allele, leaving one copy of the gene intact [154,155]. The 
presence of an functionally intact copy in most, if not all, lung cancers contradicts a 
tumour suppressor-like function for these two receptors in this type of cancer. 
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7. Conclusion 
Molecular and cytogenetic analyses point to the short arm of chromosome 3 as a 

possible location of several tumour suppressor genes. So far, two of them have been 
identified [120,149,150]. In lung cancer allelic losses at band 3p2 l are the most frequent 
and consistent abnormalities. None of the genes presently assigned to chromosome 3p, 
however, clearly meet the criteria for a lung cancer tumour suppressor gene. This is not 
to say that some role in lung cancer etiology is totally excluded for genes like RARB 
and UBE 1 L. Detailed analysis of the short arm of chromosome 3 has led to the 
identification of a small region (of perhaps only 440 kb) close to the locus D3Fl 5S2, 
which is homozygously deleted in two SCLC-derived cell lines. This region is also part 
of a somewhat larger fragment capable of suppressing tumorigenicity upon transfer into 
a mouse fibrosarcoma cell line. The search for a lung cancer tumour suppressor gene is 
now focussed on this small region and the identification of this long searched gene may 
be near. 
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Chapter 2 

Deletion of a DNA sequence at the chromosomal region 3p21 

in all major types of lung cancer 

K. Kok, J. Osinga, B. Carritt, M.B. Davis, A.H. van der Hout, A.Y. van der Veen, R.M. Landsvater, 

L.F.M.H. de Leij, H.H. Berendsen, P.E. Postmus, S. Poppema, and C.H.C.M. Buys. 

ABSTRACT 

In childood malignancies such as retinoblastoma and Wilms tumour, of which both 

familial and sporadic forms exist, recessive mutations of presumed differentiation genes 

have been implicated in tumorigenesis [1,2]. A proportion of cases appear with 

microscopically visible chromosome deletions which indicate the region; where the 

genes concerned are located. Mutation or loss of one allele causes cancer 

predisposition. For tumour development functional loss of the remaining normal allele is 

also required. In cancers with both familial and sporadic forms, molecular-genetic 

studies have shown that deletion is often one of the mutational events [2-5]. Although 

familial and sporadic forms have never been distinguished in lung cancer, deletions of 

the short arm of chromosome 3 have been described for small cell lung cancer 

(SCLC)[6, 7}, but their general occurrence in SCLC has been disputed [8-10}. Using a 

molecular-genetic approach, we here present evidence for a consistent deletion at the 

chromosomal region 3p21, not only in SCLC [11}, but in all major types of lung cancer. 

Nature (London), 330: 578-581, 1987. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Analysis of five SCLC cell lines revealed the presence of at least one morphologically 
normal and one deleted homologue of chromosome 3 per cell line. The shortest region of 
overlap for the deletion originally reported as 3pl4-3p23 [6], could be narrowed to 3p21 
distal-p22 (Fig. I ). A human DNA clone, 11.Ch4A-H3 (DIS ! ), previously mapped to Ip by 
in situ hybridization [12], has recently been shown to originate from chromosome 3 [13,14]. 
This may explain why after in situ hybridization grains were found not only over lp36, but 
to a minor degree also over 3p21 [12]. A subclone, pH3H2, detects a restriction fragment 
length polymorphism (RFLP) on chromosome 3 with HindIII fragments of 2.3 kilobase (kb) 
and 2.0 kb in addition to constant fragments of 8.0 kb and 3.8 kb from chromosome I [13]. 
To localize the polymorphism unambiguously, the neighbouring subclones pH3E4 and 
pH3E4.8, limited to chromosome 3 [12], were used for in situ hybridization. Figure 2 shows 
their mapping to 3p21. A Southern analysis of cell lines derived from tumours of 20 
different SCLC patients revealed only a single hybridizing chromosome-3-specific HindIII 
fragment in all cases. Taking into account a heterozygote frequency of 0.5 for the H3H2 
polymorphism [ 14, 15], the probability of finding homozygosity for 20 constitutive DNA 
samples as a random effect is less than 1 o·6 (0.5 exp 20). Thus, loss of one allele at 3p21 
in tumour cells in comparison with normal cells seems very likely for at least some patients. 
This conclusion was substantiated by analysing combinations of tumour material and 
leukocytes. 

GLCl l a  del (pter-p2 1)  

GLC2 n , del (p2 1 -p23 )  

GLC3 O A  del (pter-p2 ldistal) 

GLCB O D  del (p22 -p2ldistal ) 

GLC11 « « del (p22 -p21diota1l 

Fig. 1 :  Pairs of morphologically normal (left) and 
abnormal (right) chromosome-3 homologues from 
five Groningen lung cancer (GLC) cell lines derived 
from different SCLC tumours. The total number of 
chromosomes per cell varied between 51 and 136. In 
some metaphases more than two copies of 
chromosome 3 were present, always including at 
least one morphologically-normal and one abnormal 
homologue. All abnormal homologues show short 
arm deletions. The extent of each deletion is 
described at right. The shortest region of overlap of 
these deletions is 2p21 distal-p22. 
Methods. Chromosome spreads were prepared 
according to routine methods. Chromosomes were 
banded by double staining with DAPI and 
daunomycin [28). 
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3 Fig. 2: Regional distribution of silver grains on 
chromosome 3 following in situ hybridization of 
normal lymphocyte metaphases with subc/ones 
adjacent to H3H2. Out of 289 grains scored in JOO 
metaphases 63 were on chromosome 3. After scoring 
an additional 40 chromosome-] with a grain, a total 
of 103 labelled chromosomes 3 resulted. About half 
of the grains were in band p21. 
Methods. In situ hybridization was carried out 
essentially according to ref 29. To preserve a better 
chromosome morphology and thus obtain a better 
banding pallern, chromosomal DNA was denatured 
by alkaline treatment (4 min in 150 mM NAOH in 
70% ethanol) instead of applying heat denaturation 
in 70% formamide. 

Of seven patients found to be heterozygous with pH3H2 in their leukocyte DNA, tumour 
material was also available. In all cases the tumour DNA was fully homozygous or 
hemizygous for either the 2.3-kb or the 2.0-kb fragment (see examples in Fig. 3). 

From a series of 16 biopsies taken from squamous cell carcinoma of the lung, HindIII
digested DNA was subjected to Southern analysis with pH3H2. The autoradiographs 
showed single bands in 12 cases, whereas in the remaining four cases two bands were 
visible, one being much fainter than the other. This apparent heterozygosity might be 
explained by a significant admixture of normal cells in the biopsy, as is often the case in 
non-SCLC. Therefore, autoradiographs were analysed by densitometry. Heterozygous 
patterns of 14 leukocyte and placental DNA samples scanned as normal controls, gave 
relative intensities of the 2.3-kb and 2.0-kb bands between 0.9 and 1.2. From Table 1 it is 
clear that the two bands in the autoradiographs from the squamous lung cancer samples 
have significantly different intensities. This indicates that the fainter band must be due to 
cellular heterogeneity, most probably between tumour and normal cells present in the same 
sample. We conclude that these samples do contain tumour cells which have lost one allele 
at 3p21. We infer that the same applies to at least some of the 12 cases showing only a 
single band. This conclusion is corroborated by finding complete loss of heterozygosity in 
tumours obtained from two patients from whom both constitutive and tumour DNA were 
available (Fig. 3). 

The results of using pH3H2 in a Southern analysis of 14 adenocarcinoma samples are 
included in Table 1. Specimens of this type frequently have a larger admixture of normal 
cells. Consequently, we found a sizeable proportion of tumours producing two bands, again 
markedly differing in intensity. According to the above reasoning they must contain tumour 
cells which have lost one allele at 3p21. From five of these cases we could also collect 
blood samples. The leukocyte DNA proved to be clearly heterozygous (see Fig. 3). 

Only one large cell carcinoma was available for analysis. The DNA gave two bands on 
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Fig. 3: Southern analysis of HindIIJ-digested DNA from lung tumours and corresponding normal 
tissue (leukocytes) with pH3H2 showing loss of constitutive heterozygosity. The chromosome 3-
specific bands have been aligned. The minor differences in the distance between the two 
chromosome I-specific constant bands resulted from the use of different agarose gels. The following 
tumours are shown: in combination 1, T86-4829 (SCLC); in combination 2, T86-575 (SCLC); in 
combination 3, T85-9309 (adenocarcinoma of the lung); in combination 4, T86-5602 
(adenocarcinoma of the lung); in combination 5, T85-J 1956 (squamous carcinoma of the lung); in 
combination 6, T86-6505 (squamous carcinoma of the lung}. 
Metl,ods. Tumour samples stored at -80 ·c were minced and suspended in 5 ml STE (JOO mM NaCl, 
10 mM Tris.HCI, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.5). Leukocytes, isolated from 40 ml blood, were suspended in 
40 ml STE. SDS and proteinase K were added (final concentrations 0. 5% w/v and 50 µglml 
respectively), and the mixture was incubated for 18 h at 37 'C. The DNA was purified by 
phenol/chloroform extractions, ethanol-precipitated, and dissolved in JO mM Tris.HG/ pH 7.5, 0.1 
mM EDTA. DNA (- 5 µg) was digested to completion with HindIIJ (ERL) and the fragments 
fractionated by agarose gel electrophoresis and transferred to nylon membrane (Gene Screen Plus). 
Southern analysis was carried out in the presence of 7% (wlv) SDS [30}. The probe was labelled 
by nick translation to a specific activity of - /(/ CPMlµg. 

the autoradiograph with an intensity ratio far outside the control range (Table 1 ). This can 

be taken as evidence for loss of one allele in a majority of cells in this specimen. 

For the tumours that appeared with unequal intensities of the 2.3-kb and 2.0-kb bands, 

in principle the alternative explanation of unequal copy numbers of complete homologues 

exists. This was ruled out, however, by hybridizing five such specimens (three squamous 

and two adenocarcinomas) and the corresponding blood samples with both a 3p probe 

(pH3E4 at 3p21) and a 3q probe (DR2 at 3q21-qter [16]). Compared to the blood samples, 

the 3p signal in the tumours was much fainter (37% ± 19%) than the 3q signal. 

Rehybridization of filters containing HindIII-restricted DNA from a collection of all 

types of lung cancer with p9A7 detecting a HindIII polymorphism at 13q22-qter, showed 

heterozygous patterns in 14 of 28 tumours in agreement with this probe's known 
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Table 1: Alleles at 3p2l in non-SCLC 

Tumour no . 

8 5 - 11 9 5 6  
8 6 - 4 6 5 7  
8 6 - 4 731  
8 6 - 5181  
8 6 - 53 0 9  
8 6 - 6 0 6 1  
8 6 - 6241 
8 6 - 6366  
8 6 - 6 5 0 5  
8 6 - 6616  
8 6 - 6 8 1 6  
8 6 - 8123  
8 6 - 8 5 74 
8 6 - 8 82 6  
8 6 - 8 7 7 7  
8 6 - 8 8 6 9  

8 5 - 2 5 5 3  
8 5 - 3 649  
8 5 -4322  
8 5 - 74 2 0  
8 5 - 1 0 9 6 8  
8 5 - 11619  
8 6 - 15 0 1  

8 6 - 4 8 4 9  
8 6 - 560 2  
8 6 - 5 6 8 0  
8 5 - 7 06 3  
8 6 - 8 7 18 
8 6 - 92 9 8  
8 6 - 9 3 0 9  

8 6 - 6 2 1  

Alleles Intensi ty ratio 
Origin present (allele 1/allele 2 )  

Squamous cell carcinoma 
metastasis cervical lymph node 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
pneumonectomy 
lobectomy 
bilobectomy 
lobectomy 
pneumonectomy 
wedge excision 
metastasis hilar lymph node 
pneumonectomy 
Adenocarcinoma 
pneumonectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
pneumonectomy 
metastasis in dermis 
metastasis lymph node 

supraclavicular 
pneumonectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
metastasis paratracheal 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
lobectomy 
Large cell carcinoma 
pneumonectomy 

1 
1 
1 
1 , 2  
2 

1 
2 

1 
1 
2 

2 

2 

1 , 2  
1 , 2  
2 

1 , 2  

2 

1 , 2  
1 , 2  
2 

2 

2 

1 
2 

1 , 2  
1 , 2  
1 , 2  
1 , 2  
1 
1 , 2  

1 , 2  

0 . 6  

2 . 8  
2 . 4  

2 . 6  

0 . 4  
0 . 5  

2 . 1  
1 . 5  
1 . 8  
0 . 6  

0 . 3  

0 . 2  

The presence of alleles 1 (2.3 kb) and 2 (2. 0 kb) recognized by pH3H2 was determined by Southern 
hybridization as described in the legend to Fig. 3. Autoradiographs were scanned with a Beckman 
Rll 2 scanning densitometer. A diagnosis of squamous cell carcinoma was based on the presence 
of keratin pearls or intercellular bridges, or both The diagnosis was confirmed by immuno
histological analysis, indicating staining for cytokeratin 10 with monoclonal antibody RKSE 60 [ 
26] in part of the tumour cells. A diagnosis of adenocarcinoma was based on the presence of 
tumour cells forming glands or intracellular mucus in more than a trace amount. The diagnosis was 
confirmed by immunohistological analysis, indicating the strong staining for cytokeratin 18 with 
monoclonal antibody RGE 53 in all tumour cells. A diagnosis of small cell carcinoma (not included 
in this table) was based on the presence of tumour cells with relatively small nuclei (<25 µm) and 
lacking squamous or glandular differentiation. The diagnosis was confirmed by immunohistological 
staining with monoclonal antibody Moc 1 [27]. A diagnosis of large cell carcinoma was made by 
exclusion. The tumour cells had large nuclei (>25 µ111) and lacked squamous or glandular 
differentiation. 
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heterozygote frequency of 49% [17]. Thus, whereas loss of heterozygosity at 3p21 was 
evident, no indication of a loss of heterozygosity was found in the same material with this 
chromosome 13-specific probe (results not shown). In a few cases which showed loss of 
heterozygosity with pH3H2 we carried out a Southern analysis with another 3p probe, pl2-
32 (D3S2) [18]. Again a loss of heterozygosity was observed: two SCLC tumours appeared 
with a homozygous pattern, whereas a squamous cancer remained heterozygous (results not 
shown). This also confirms that the 3p deletion may include partly different regions of the 
short arm (see Fig. 1 ). 

Taking medultary carcinoma of the thyroid as a different type of cancer, we found in 
six tumours a heterozygous pattern with equal band intensities for the 2.3-kb and 2.0-kb 
HindIII fragments detected by pH3H2. Four of them were subjected to densitometry and 
gave intensity ratios of 1.0-1.2, comparable to the control range. Thus, in this type of 
tumour we found no indication of allele loss at 3p21. This is not to say that 3p deletions do 
not occur in other tumours. Clonal abnormalities of chromosome 3 were found in 22 of 50 
cases of ovarian adenocarcinoma [19,20]. The most common abnormality was deletion 3pl2, 
followed by the much more distal deletion 3p25. A deletion distal to 3p22 has also been 
observed in 5 of 8 cases of anal canal cancer [21]. Although in renal cell carcinoma loss 
of heterozygosity has been found with pH3H2 [ref. 4 and A.H.v.d.H., K.K., J.W. 
Oosterhuis, B.C. and C.H.C.M.B., manuscript submitted], 3pl2-14 most probably represents 
the critical region involved in this cancer [22-24]. Possibly, there is some clustering of 
epithelial differentiation genes at 3p. 

In our present study on lung cancer all informative cases, whatever type of lung cancer 
they represented, showed loss of heterozygosity at the 3p21 locus DNF15S2 [25] identified 
by pH3H2. This might imply that somatic mutation by loss or inactivation of a gene at 3p21 
is involved in the development of lung cancer in general, and that by analogy to the 
situation in cancers with hereditary forms, functional loss of the remaining normal allele 
is required to unmask the mutant gene. 

The results of this study have been presented in part at the Satellite Meeting of the 
International Congress of Human Genetics on Molecular Genetics and Cytogenetics of 
Human Neoplasia, Berlin West, 28 September 1986, and at the 9th Meeting of the European 
Association for Cancer Research, Helsinki, 2 June 1987. We thank Drs W. K. Cavenee, R.  
White and A. J.  Driesel, for making available p9A7, pl2-32, and DR2 respectively, and our 
colleagues Hans Scheffer and Gerard J. te Meerman for helpful discussions. This 
investigation was supported by the Netherlands Cancer Foundation and the Jan Kornelis de 
Cock Foundation. 
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Chapter 3 

A gene from human chromosome region 3p21 

with reduced expression in small cell lung cancer 

8. Carritt, K. Kok, A. van den Berg, J. Osinga, A. Pilz, R. Hofstra, M.B. Davis, A.Y. van der Veen, 

P.H. Rabbitts, K. Gulati, and C.H.C.M. Buys. 

ABSTRACT 

A combination of cytogenetic and molecular studies has implicated the p21 region of 

human chromosome 3 as the probable site of a gene the loss of which contributes to the 

development of small cell lung cancer. We report here the isolation of a gene from this 

region which is expressed in normal lung tissue and in cell lines derived from a number 

of different types of tumor, but the expression of which in small cell lung cancer cell 

lines is undetectable by RNA blot analysis. Although the more sensitive polymerase 

chain reaction did detect transcripts, a novel quantitative polymerase chain reaction 

assay showed that their concentration in small cell lung cancer lines is less than 3% of 

that in normal lung. 

Cancer Res., 52: 1536-1541, 1992. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Characteristic chromosome deletions are found in a number of different tumor types and 

are thought to signal the presence of a gene or genes the loss of which contributes to 

tumorigenesis [ 1 -3]. Such genes have been termed "tumor suppressor" genes. Deletions may 

be homo- or heterozygous and have been found both in cancers with a strong genetic 

component and in those without. In either case, where the deletion affects only one 

homologue of a chromosome pair in the tumor, submicroscopic events appear to have 

inactivated the tumor suppressor gene on the other homologue [4,5] . In  cancers with an 

inherited predisposition, a chromosome carrying a mutant allele or, in rare cases, a 

microscopically visible deletion, is transmitted through the germ line. The mutation is 

therefore constitutional and heterozygous but becomes effectively homozygous in the tumor 

through the (functional) loss of the remaining active allele. It has been postulated [ 1 ]  that 

the same genes are inactivated or lost in both inherited and sporadic forms of the same 

tumor type. 

Microscopically visible deletions of the short arm of chromosome 3 have consistently 

been found in small cell lung cancer (SCLC) [6-8] with the shortest region of overlap in 

3p21. The pattern of allele loss in tumours at loci for which the patients are heterozygous 

confirms these findings, which suggest that a likely position for a lung tumor suppressor 

gene is in 3p21 [8- 1 1 ] .  The locus most consistently involved in allele loss in SCLC is 

D3Fl5S2 (formerly DNF l  5S2), which has been assigned by somatic cell hybrid and in situ 

hybridization studies to 3p21 [8, 1 2, 1 3] .  Rare cases of SCLC have been found [ 1 4- 1 6] in 

which heterozygosity is retained at other loci similarly assigned to 3p21, suggesting that a 

putative SCLC tumor suppressor gene might lie close to D3F l  5S2. The pattern of 

expression of genes localized to this region is therefore of interest, particularly in normal 

lung as compared to SCLC tumours and cell lines. Here we report a gene in 3p21 which is 

expressed in normal adult lung and in cell lines derived from a wide variety of tumor types 

but which is consistently and specifically not expressed or underexpressed in SCLC cell 

lines. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Library Screening 

Cosmid libraries in the vector Lorist B were screened with radiolabeled probes as 

described [ 1 7] ,  and the resulting clones were assembled into contigs by restriction mapping. 

Regions enriched in the dinucleotide C'pG were identified in the contig by digesting 

individual cosmids with restriction enzymes with a recognition sequence that includes one 

or more copies of this dinucleotide. cDNA libraries in Agt l O  or Agt l 1 were screened with 

single-copy probes isolated from the vicinity of CpG-enriched regions. 
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F/11orescent in Sit11 Hybridization 

In situ hybridization was carried out essentially as described [18]. For use as probe 
somatic cell hybrid DNA was amplified using the Alu-IV primer [ l  9]. Human chromo
somes were identified in R-banded metaphases [20] using a filter for propidium iodide 
fluorescence. 

Nortl,em Blot Analysis 

Polyadenylated RNA was isolated using guanidium HCL [21], electrophoresed on a 
1.4% agarose gel, blottransferred to Hybond N (Amersham), and hybridized to 32P-labeled 
cDNA inserts. 

P11lsed-Field Gel Electropl,oresis 

Agarose plugs containing 5 µg lymphocyte DNA were made as described [22]. The 
plugs were digested for 4 h with 40 units of the indicated restriction enzyme in a buffer 
recommended by the manufacturers. The DNA plugs were applied to a 1 % agarose gel and 
electrophoresed in a Pulsaphor CHEF apparatus (LKB-Pharmacia). Electrophoresis was for 
18 h at 200 V, using ramped pulse times. DNA was transferred to Hybond N-plus 
(Amersham) in alkaline 1.5 M NaCl. Filters were hybridized in 0.5 M sodium phosphate, 
pH 7.5/1 mM EDTA/7% sodium dodecyl sulfate with probes labelled by random 
hexanucleotide priming. 

RT-PCR Analysis and Q11antitative PCR 

First strand cDNA synthesis was carried out on 30 µg total cellular RNA using 32 units 
of Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase after priming with 450 ng random 
14-mer primers, under conditions recommended by the manufacturer (Pharmacia). Without 
further purification, a volume corresponding to I µg total cellular RNA was amplified with 
a set of specific primers. Amplification was for 33 cycles in a total volume of 30 µI; of this 
15 µl were analyzed on a gel consisting of 2% WN Nussieve agarose (Research Organics) 
and I % NA agarose (Pharmacia). 

A recombinant cDNA was constructed by ligating a 102-base pair restriction fragment 
of pUCl 9 into the insert of a cDNA clone. After linearization of this construct, recombinant 
RNA was synthesized in vitro using T7 polymerase. Mixtures of varying amounts of in 
vitro-synthesized recombinant RNA and 5 µg of cellular RNA were subjected to a RT-PCR 
analysis, using the same primer set in each case; because of the insertion, the PCR product 
from the in vitro-synthesized RNA is larger than that from the native mRNA. The amount 
of specific mRNA in the cellular RNA sample is determined by comparing the intensities 
of the two bands. Due to competition for primers, there is some reduction in the amount 
of product from the cellular RNA sample when high concentrations of the in vitro
synthesized RNA are included in the PCR. The detailed method will be published 
elsewhere. 
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RESULTS 

The locus most consistently reduced to hemizygosity in SCLC is D3Fl5S2 . However, 

m a systematic search for expressed sequences in I 00 kilo bases of normal genomic 

sequence cloned from around this locus only a single gene was found. This was the 

previously identified acylpeptide hydrolase, APEH [ 1 5,23,24], formerly known as D3S48E. 

No other genes were found within the approximately I 00 kilobases around the D3Fl5S2 

locus. Therefore, in order to isolate further sequences from 3p21, a genomic library was 

constructed from DNA of the Chinese hamster-human hybrid D1S2.6. This hybrid contains 

the human D3Fl5S2 locus [25], but not the human RAFI ,  ERBA2, D3S2, D3S3, or D3S6 

loci (not shown), all of which have been regionally assigned on the short arm of 

chromosome 3 [26] . The amount of human chromosome 3 material present in this hybrid 

was assessed, on the basis of blot hybridization to these probes, as not more than 3p21-p24. 

The absence of the human D3S2 locus from this hybrid is of particular interest inasmuch 

as it has also been assigned to 3p21, indicating that the rearrangement of human 

chromosome 3 in the hybrid occurred within this band. In situ hybridization of PCR

amplified single-copy DNA from the DIS2.6 hybrid to banded human lymphocyte 

metaphases revealed that a small part of band p21 is the only chromosome 3 material 

present in the hybrid (Fig. l a). 

Fig. 1: a, human DNA in the hybrid DIS 2.6. Single-copy human sequences on the hybrid DIS 2. 6 
were obtained by Alu-PCR [19], biotin labeled, and hybridized to normal lymphocyte chromosome 
preparations as described [18]. Arrow, band 3p21, which is strongly labeled by the DIS 2.6 probe. 
b. chromosome assignment of a cosmid isolated with the D2->..8 probe by fluorescent in situ 
hybridization. Fluorescent signals accumulate only over band 3p21. 
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Some other human sequences, including about 5% of the short arm of chromosome 1 [12], 
known to be present in this hybrid from gene expression and DNA blot hybridization 
assays, were also detected by this method. 

Human genomic clones were isolated from the D1S2.6 library and assigned to human 
chromosomes using somatic cell hybrids and in situ hybridization. A number were found 
which mapped to the short arm of chromosome 3, among them clone D2-l8. In situ 
hybridization using both tritium-labeled and fluorescent D2-1..8 probes (Fig. lb) shows that 
this clone originates from the 3p21 fragment in the hybrid. 
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Fig. 2: Long-range map showing the physical relationship of the D3Fl5S2/D3S48E (APEH) and 
DB loci. a, gel transfers of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis experiments were hybridized to single 
copy probes isolated from either side of the Miu/ and Nrul sites in genomic clones containing the 
DB and D3Fl5S2/D3S48E (APEH) regions. Autoradiographs produced by the probes B4. l (from 
a D2-}..8 cosmid) and H3E4 (which detects the D3S48EIAPEH locus) are shown for illustration. Left, 
both probes recognize a 620-kilobase (kb) Not/ fragment; right, Nrul site within this fragment 
separates the two probes. The position of the Saccharomyces cerevisiae chromosome markers is 
indicated between the two autoradiographs; their sizes are (top to bollom) 760, 580, 430, 340, 270, 
and 235 kilobases. Asterisks, compression zone. b, long-range physical map. The map, derived from 

experiments such as those in a, is shown as a continuous horizontal line; below it is a 
representation of the regions cloned, with the positions pf D2-A8 and D3Fl5S2 marked. A high
resolution map around the D3Fl5S2 locus appeared in the paper of Welch et al. [17}. 
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Fig. 3: Conserved and expressed sequences within the D2-'J+.8 clone. a, hybridization of a single copy 
sequence from the D2-'J+.8 clone to DNA from different organisms. Genomic DNA (10 µg), isolated 
from tissues of the indicated species, was digested with Taql, electrophoresed, blotted, and 
hybridized to the B4. 1 probe (see Fig. 2). b, hybridization of the DB lung cDNA clone to human 
adult lung RNA. The position of the 28S and 18S rRNA bands is shown. In the experiment shown 
here, the probe was the insert of a 1. 6 kilobases (kb) clone isolated from a T-cell cDNA library. 

Because both the D3Fl5S2 locus and genomic sequences homologous to the D2-A.8 clone 

lie within the same small part of 3p2 l ,  an attempt was made to determine the physical 

distance between them by pulsed field gel electrophoresis. As shown in Fig. 2 the two loci 

are separated by a distance of about 140 kilobases. As expected from their proximity, 

quantitative DNA blot analysis (not shown) showed a concomitant reduction in copy 

number of D3Fl5S2 and D2-A.8 sequences in all 15 SCLC cell lines examined. 

A single-copy fragment obtained from the D2-A.8 clone was found which hybridized, 

under stringent conditions, to DNA from a wide variety of species (Fig. 3a). The restricted 

evolutionary divergence of this sequence is consistent with the presence of coding 

sequences within the fragment, and it was therefore used to screen a lung cDNA library. 

A single clone was isolated which was used to isolate further clones from human pre-B-cell, 

T-cell, and liver cDNA libraries. Of the several clones isolated, the longest was 3.3 

kilobases. All clones detected a 3 .5-kilobase transcript by gel blot (Northern) analysis of 

normal adult lung RNA (Fig. 3b). We refer to this gene as D8. 

Polyadenylated RNAs from various normal and tumor cell lines were hybridized, after 

electrophoresis and blotting, to D8 cDNA probes. A 3 .5-kilobase transcript was detected 

in a wide variety of cell types, both normal and tumor (Fig. 4a; Table I). However, under 

the same conditions, the transcript was undetectable in all 23 SCLC lines examined. 
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Fig. 4: Expression of the DB gene in SCLC cell lines. a, Northern blot analysis of DB mRNA levels 
in SCLC and other tumor cell lines. JW2 is a co/orectal carcinoma cell line, El is a bladder 
carcinoma, and GCT27 is an embryonal carcinoma cell line (see Table I). All other cell lines are 
derived from SCLC. Polyadenylated RNA gel transfers were hybridized concurrently with the 
D3S4BEIAPEH cDNA (lower signal in all lanes) and with the insert of a 1.6-ki/obase DB cDNA 
(upper signal in non-lung tumour lanes and absent in SCLC samples). b, quantitative RT-PCR 
analysis of DB mRNA levels in SCLC cell lines. In vitro-synthesized recombinant DB RNA (1 ng, 0.2 
ng, 40 pg, B pg, and 1.6 pg, respectively) and total cellular RNA were mixed and subjected to the 
quantitative RT-PCR protocol outlined in "Materials and Methods". One-half of the PCR product 
was analyzed on a 3% agarose gel. For each eel/ line, the amount of DB mRNA present is estimated 
by determining the amount of recombinant RNA that will give an intensity similar to the cellular 
RNA sample. From the relative lengths of the recombinant and cellular DB RN As, we calculate that 
1 pg of recombinalll RNA is equivalent to 1. 7 pg of cellular message (about 1 (/' copies). bp, base 
pairs. 
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Table 1 :  Expression of the DB gene in SCLC and other cell lines. 
The presence of the DB gene 3. 5-kilobase transcript was assessed by Northern blot hybridization 
using either polyadenylated or total RNA as the target. Probes were either the entire insert of a 2.B
kilobase cDNA or shorter .fragments containing more 3 ' sequences. Where the same cell lines were 
tested as both total and polyadenylated RNAs and where different probes were used on the same 
samples identical results were obtained. All RNA samples gave strong 2.4-kilobase signals when 
reprobed with the APEHID3S4BE cDNA probe. 

Cell line 

Normal 
Diploid skin fibroblast 
B-lymphoblastoid 

Tumor 
Cervical carcinoma 
Bladder carcinoma 
Colorectal carcinoma 

Breast carcinoma 
Burkitt ' s  lymphoma 
Embryonal carcinoma 
SCLC 

Name 

HFL121 
MGLBB2 

HeLa 
EJ 
JW2 
CaC02 
Colo320 
MCF7 
Raj i  
GCT2 7 
2 3  independent linesd 

3 . 5 -kilobase 
DB 

transcript• 

+ 
+ 

+/ -b 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+c 

+ 

+ 
+ 

0 
+, positive hybridization signal at 3. 5 kilobases using DB cDNA probes; -, no detectable 3.5-

kilobase signal on Nonhern blots. 
h Two different strains of HeLa (in London and Groningen) gave quantitatively different results, one 
having consistently higher mRNA levels than the other. 
c The colorectal carcinoma cell line Colo320 contained very low levels of DB mRNA as assessed 
by Northern blot hybridization. Methods were as in Fig. 3. 
d The 23 independent SCLC cell lines included: COR-L23, COR-L24, COR-L27, COR-L41, COR
L42, COR-L47, COR-L51, COR-LBB, COR-Ll03, FRE [30]; NCJ-N417, NCI-H69 [32]; GLCI, 
GLC2, GLC3, GLC4, GLCB, GLC/4, GLC/9, GLC2B, GLC34, GLC42, GLC44 [7]. 

Hybridization of the same RNA blots to the APEH/D3S48E cDNA was carried out either 
subsequently or concurrently, inasmuch as this gene is also included in the SCLC deletion 
and can be used for standardization not only of RNA loading and integrity but also of 
possible quantitative differences in transcript abundance due to reduced gene dosage. 

The expression of the D8 gene was further examined using the more sensitive PCR. 
Sufficient sequence information (to be published in full elsewhere) was obtained from 
cDNA clones to enable us to design a set of oligonucleotide primers for a combined RT
PCR analysis in which uncloned cDNA, reverse transcribed from normal and SCLC cell 
line RNA, was amplified. The primers originated from the 3' region of the D8 gene and 
spanned at least one intron. In order to quantitate D8 mRNA levels, various amounts of 
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recombinant D8 mRNA, synthesized in vitro from a cDNA clone enlarged by insertion of 
a I 02-base pair plasmid fragment into the D8 insert, were added to a fixed amount of total 
RNA isolated from the cell line under test. Subsequent RT-PCR analysis of the RNA 
mixtures gave rise to two products of different sizes. An analysis of the ratio of these two 
products in different gel lanes (Fig. 4b) made it possible to estimate the amount of 
endogenous D8 mRNA. The results, summarized in Table 2, show that the 08 mRNA 
concentration in SCLC cell lines is 0.5-3% of that in normal lung tissue. 

Table 2: Quantitative analysis of DB mRNA levels. Cell lines 
and tissues were subjected to a quantitative RT-PCR as described 
in "Materials and Methods. " 

Control tissues 
Fibroblasts ( 2 ) 0 

Lymphocytes ( 4 ) 0 

Lung 
Lymphoblastoid line 

SCLC cell lines 
GLC - 1  
GLC-2  
GLC- 4  
GLC- 7 
GLC - 8  
GLC-20  
GLC-28  
GLC-42  
GLC-44  

a Number o f  different samples. 
h Range of values. 

DISCUSSION 

pg DB mRNA/µg 
total RNA 

2 5 - 3 5b 

1 .  5 - 3  
5 0  

2 5 0  

0 . 7  
1 . 4  
0 . 7  
0 . 17 
1 . 4  
0 . 7  
0 . 7  
0 . 3 5 
0 . 7  

We have localized a new gene to the chromosomal region 3p21 and studied its 
expression in SCLC cell lines. This gene lies within a region of the genome which both 
cytogenetic and molecular studies have identified as a possible site for a putative SCLC
specific tumor suppressor gene. This is the fourth gene assigned to this region which has 
been studied in this way. The aminoacylase gene (ACY! )  shows reduced expression in 
about 20% of SCLC cell lines [15,27], but the significance of this finding for a gene whose 
product participates in general cellular metabolism is unclear. The APEH (D3S48E) gene, 
also described here, has been found in a single study [15] to be underexpressed in one of 
four SCLC cell lines studied; the exceptional cell line was also deficient in ACYI 
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expression. Again, the significance of this is not clear. In the present study we found 
consistently high levels of expression of this gene in SCLC cell lines. In one study [23], 
some reduction in the expression of the APEH gene has been found in renal cell 
carcinomas. A protein-tyrosine phosphatase (PTPG) has also recently been assigned to this 
region and is deleted in 5 of the I O  primary non-SCLC tumors and one of the two SCLC 
cell lines examined [28]. This gene was apparently well expressed in all the lung tumor cell 
lines examined (histopathological type not specified). 

With regard to the D8 gene described here, the question naturally arises as to whether 
the observed pattern of expression, namely strong expression in normal lung and 
dramatically reduced expression in SCLC, indicates its primary involvement in the origin 
and/or progression of this tumor. It may be, for example, that the reduced expression of this 
gene in SCLC cell lines reflects a differentiated state that they share with a subpopulation 
of normal lung cells the phenotypic profile of which is not apparent when unfractioniated 
lung tissue is examined. This issue is difficult to resolve, particularly because the normal 
cell type from which SCLC arises is not known with certainty. However, the SCLC cell 
lines used here are phenotypically heterogeneous [7,29-33] and display to very different 
extents the various neuroendocrine features of small cell tumours. Any shared property may 
possibly reflect, therefore, their fundamental relatedness as malignant cells from the same 
site and lineage. 

The loss of a single copy of a tumour suppressor gene is not thought to be sufficient 
to initiate or sustain the tumorigenic process; these genes are therefore referred to as 
recessive. Where one copy of a tumour suppressor is lost by gross chromosome deletion, 
the remaining allele is assumed to have suffered a loss of function mutation by one of a 
variety of mechanisms. Although many of these might be expected to be point mutations, 
and hence only detectable by sequencing, grosser events, including genomic rearrangements 
or even deletions, might well occur in a minority of tumors. These have not thus far been 
found within the D8 gene or in its immediate vicinity. The extent to which this should be 
taken as evidence against the primary involvement of this gene in SCLC tumor suppression 
cannot be assessed, because such homozygous genomic events may, as in the case of the 
WT! suppressor in Wilm's tumor, be very rare [34,35] or even nonexistent. A homozygous 
deletion has been found in a single SCLC cell line in the more proximal region 3pl 4  [36], 
but the significance of this is not clear, since the weight of evidence favours a more distal 
localization for a putative SCLC suppressor. Although the location of the D8 gene in the 
3p21 chromosomal region, close to the D3Fl5S2 locus, and its dramatically reduced 
expression in SCLC are consistent with its role as an SCLC tumor suppressor gene, in the 
absence of a functional assay these should for the moment be regarded as circumstantial 
evidence for such a role. 
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Chapter 4 

A PCR-aided transcript titration assay 

revealing very low expression of a gene at band 3p21 

in 33 cell lines derived from all types of lung cancer 

K. Kok, A. van den Berg, D.L. Buchhagen, B. Carritt, and C.H.C.M. Buys. 

ABSTRACT 

We have developed a general PCR-based method to quantify the amount of a specific 

mRNA present in a given cell line or tissue. We applied this quantitative PCR to analyse 

the expression of DB, a human gene which we recently identified in the chromosomal 

region 3p21, the common deletion region of lung cancer. Our PCR-aided assay shows 

that in most lung cancer-derived cell lines the amount of DB transcripts is only 2% or 

less of that in normal lung tissue. The virtual absence of expression may imply some 

role of the gene in the development of lung cancer. 

Eur. J. Hum. Genet. ,  1: 156-163, 1993. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Heterozygous deletions of the short arm of chromosome 3 have consistently been 
found in various types of lung cancer, the shortest region of overlap of the deletions 
being band 3p21 [ l ,2,3]. Therefore, this band may be the site of a tumour suppressor 
gene. Recently, we identified in that region a gene, provisionally called D8 [4]. Whereas 
the D8 gene is ubiquitously expressed in human tissues, including lung, Northern 
analyses of 23 small-cell lung cancer (SCLC) cell lines failed to detect D8-mRNA. 
Conversion of mRNA to cDNA and subsequent amplification of the cDNA by the 
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) showed, however, that D8-mRNA was detectable in all 
of these cell lines. 

To assess the significance of this expression in SCLC, we have developed, along 
lines suggested earlier [5], a general PCR-aided titration method to quantify (low) levels 
of mRNA. Several such PCR-aided titration assays have been reported by others [6,7]. 
These assays notably vary in their choice of internal standard. Our strategy involves the 
construction of a recombinant mRNA, identical to the original mRNA except for a 
relatively small insertion, to be used as an internal standard. It can be reverse transcribed 
and amplified with the same oligonucleotide primers as the cellular RNA, but can be 
distinguished from the cellular mRNA by its slightly longer PCR product. 

Here we describe this PCR-aided transcript titration assay, which can be easily 
applied to other genes, and we present the results obtained for D8-mRNA levels in cell 
lines derived from all types of lung cancer. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Origin of cell lines 

The GLC-coded lung cancer cell lines were established from biopsies of primary 
tumours by Dr. Loe de Leij, Department of Clinical Immunology, University Hospital, 
Groningen, the Netherlands. Culture conditions were as described [8]. The NCI-coded 
lung cancer cell lines were established at NCI-Navy Medical Oncology Branch, Naval 
Hospital, Bethesda by Drs. A. Gazdar, H. Oie, and E. Russell. 

Primers 

Primers were home-made by the phosphite triester method using a commercial 
oligonucleotide synthesizer (Gene Assembler plus, Pharmacia). They were selected from 
two exons separated by at least one intron. Sequences (cDNA) for D8-specific primers 
were 5-'TACCTCATCCGCTATATGCC and 5'-GCCTACTGTGGGCTTACAATGC. 
The resulting PCR product from cDNA was 439 bp, and from genomic DNA 1.2 kb. 
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Isolation of total cellular RNA 

Cells were harvested by centrifugation (5 min, 1 ,000 g) when cultures were in log 
phase. For cell counting, the pellet was suspended in 1 /50 vol .  culture medium and 1 /50 
vol. of a buffer consisting of 4 mM NaHCO 3, 140 mM NaCl, 5 .4 mM KCl, 1 .0 g/1 
dextrose and 0.5 mM EDTA, pH 7.0. Cell clusters were suspended by repeated 
pipetting. A 20-µl aliquot was diluted 1 :  1 0  (v/v) with a vital dye (Turks solution, 
Merck), and the cells were counted using a haemocytometer (Buchner). The remaining 
suspension was centrifuged (5 min, 1 ,000g) and the cell pellet solubilized in 1 0  vol .  of 6 
M guanidineHCl, 0. 1 M Na-acetate, and sheared by repeated suction through a 2 1  gauge 
needle. RNA was precipitated by centrifugation ( 1 5  min, 1 0,000g) after mixing the 
solution with 0 .5 vol .  ethanol. The pellet was dissolved in 7 M urea, 1 00 mM NaCl, 1 0  
mM EDTA, 0. 1 % SDS to an approximate RNA-concentration of 1 mg/ml, extracted 
twice with 1 vol. phenol/chloroform ( 1 : 1  v/v), and once with chloroform. RNA was 
again precipitated by the addition of 0. 1 vol. 3 M Na-acetate and 2 vol .  of ethanol, and 
pelletted by centrifugation ( 1 5  min, 1 0,000g). Finally, it was dissolved in distilled water 
to an approximate concentration of 1 mg/ml. For the isolation of RNA from tissues the 
same method was used after mincing the sample in the guanidineHCl solution. RNA 
concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically. The RNA was precipitated as 
described above, and stored at -80°C. 

Construction of recombinant cDNA 
The construction of recombinant D8-cDNA clones is outlined in Figure 1 .  All 

cloning procedures were according to standard methods [9] . pB l .9 contains about 1 .9 kb 
cDNA corresponding to the 3 ' -end of the D8-mRNA (Fig. 1 ), including the unique 
BstEII-site 260 bp upstream from the polyadenylation site, in BlueScript SK. Small 
Haem restriction fragments, generated by digesting pUCl 9 to completion with Haem, 
were ligated into the BstEII site. Recombinant plasmids were screened for inserts less 
than 200 bp by agarose gel analysis of EcoRI digests, and by PCR-analysis using the 
D8-specific primers. Sequence analysis of one recombinant, using primers flanking the 
BstEII-site (Fig. 1 ), revealed an insert of 1 07 bp. PCR analysis of the original 1 .9-kb 
cDNA and the recombinant with the D8-specific primers indicated in Figure I ,  gives 
rise to products of 439 hp and 546 bp, respectively. 

Syntltesis of recombinant RNA 

All buffers and solutions were made RNAse-free by treatment with 
diethylpyrocarbonate (Sigma). Solutions containing Tris base (Tris-hydroxymethyl
aminoethane) were filtered through a 0.2 µm nitrocellulose filter. Recombinant cDNA 
(2.5  µg) was linearized with Saeli, and transcribed in vitro with T7 RNA polymerase 
(Pharmacia), starting from the T7-promotor lying just upstream from the multiple 
cloning site in the vector. 
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Fig. 1: Outline of the construction of the recombinant D8 cDNA clone, and the synthesis of the 
recombinant RNA. At the top the cDNA clone pBJ. 9 is shown, containing 1. 9 kb of the 3 '-part of 
the gene cloned into the EcoRI site of BlueScript SK. A 102-bp Hae/II-fragment of pUCJ9 is 
ligated into the BstE/1 site. Filling in of the 3 ' protruding ends of the BstEII sites causes an 
additional 5-bp increase in length. The length of the recombinant RNA (pBJ. 9rec) is 1, 935 
nucleotides. R = EcoRJ; Bs = BstEII; S = Sacll; T7 = T7 RNA polymerase promotor present in 
the vector. Arrows indicate the approximate position and the direction of the DB-specific 
primers. 

Synthesis was carried out in 200 µI buffer containing 40 mM Tris.HCI pH7.9, 6 
mM MgC12, 1 0  mM DTT, 500 µM of each ribonucleotide, 1 00 units RNAsin 
(Pharmacia), and 40 units T7 RNA polymerase, at 37°C for 1 h. cDNA was specifically 
degraded by a 20 min incubation at room temperature with 30 units RNAse-free DNasel 
(Boehringer). DNasel was then inactivated by heating at 80°C for 5 min. The mixture 
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was layered upon 2 ml of an aqueous solution of CsCI (0.96 g/ml) and EDTA (0.0 1  M), 
and centrifuged for 19 h at 35,000g to remove all traces of cDNA. The RNA pellet was 
washed extensively with 70% ethanol at -20°C, air dried, and dissolved in 200 µI 
distilled water. RNA concentrations were determined spectrophotometrically. About 1 0  
µg of RNA was synthesized by this procedure. It was of a uniform length as determined 
by agarose gel electrophoresis ( data not shown). From the nucleotide sequence of the 
recombinant plasmid, an exact length of 1 ,935 nucleotides could be derived for the RNA 
molecules. In order to check for contamination with cDNA molecules, 200 pg of the 
recombinant RNA product was used in an amplification reaction, with the D8-specific 
primers, while omitting reverse transcription. Due to some reverse transcriptase activity 
of the Taq polymerase a very small amount of PCR product of the expected length was 
produced; however, no PCR product at all was formed in the complete RT-PCR 
procedure when, prior to reverse transcription, the recombinant RNA sample was treated 
with RNase. Thus the RNA was not contan1inated with recombinant cDNA. 

Quantitative RT-PCR procedure 

Total cellular RNA (5 µg) was mixed with a variable amount of synthetic 
recombinant RNA (5 ng to 0.06 pg; indicated in the legends to the Figures), 1 0  units 
RNAsin and 5 pmol of each primer, in a total volume of 1 0  µI. After heating the RNA 
at 95°C for 5 min, the primers were annealed by incubating at 55°C for 30 min. First
strand cDNA synthesis was carried out with 8 units MMuLV reverse transcriptase 
(Pharmacia) in the presence of 20 units RNAsin. Reaction conditions were as described 
by the manufacturers; cDNA synthesis was carried out in a total volume of 20 µl at 
3 7°C for 1 h. Without further purification, 4 µl of this mixture was subjected to 33 
cycles of amplification in a buffer containing 1 0  mM Tris.HCl pH 8 .3 ,  50 mM KCl, 1 .5 
mM MgC12, 0 .0 1  % gelatin, 200 µM each of dATP, dCTP, dGTP and dTTP, 20 pmol of 
each primer, and 1 .25 units of Taq polymerase (Boehringer), in a total volume of 3 0  µI. 
Each cycle consisted of 30 s denaturation at 92°C, 1 min annealing at 60°C and 1 .5 min 
primer extension at 72°C (the first denaturation step was for 2 min; the final extension 
step for 5 min). The amplified fragments were separated by electrophoresis on 1 % NA 
agarose (Pharmacia) / 2% NuSieve agarose (Research Organics) gels. Gels were 
photographed on Kodak Safety Film 5060. The relative intensity of the bands was either 
estimated visually from the titration series, or determined by densitometric scanning of 
negatives made from the same gel with different exposure times (UltraScanXL laser 
densitometer, Pharmacia). 

To test the RT-PCR procedure, we routinely included primers specific for the APEH 
gene in the first strand cDNA synthesis step [ 1 0] .  The APEH gene is well expressed in 
a variety of control tissues, and in most, if not all, SCLC-derived cell lines [4, 1 1 ] .  Only 
those RNA samples with a strong APEH-specific signal after amplification were 
subjected to the quantitative analysis of D8-mRNA. 
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RESULTS 

As can be seen from Figure 2, a PCR analysis of a mixture of equimolar amounts of 
the 1 .9 kb cDNA and the recombinant cDNA shows that under standard PCR conditions 
both templates are amplified with the same efficiency. This was not the case when we 
substituted a recombinant cDNA clone with a substantially longer insert (267 bp instead 
of 1 07 bp, leading to a product of 706 bp) for the recombinant clone described, although 
we varied extensively elongation time, temperature, and the buffer composition ( data not 
shown) . Since the two templates compete for the same primers, the ratio between the 
two PCR products is not affected by the number of cycles (Fig. 2). 

In our quantitative RT-PCR protocol, recombinant RNA is added to total cellular 
RNA isolated from a tissue sample or a cell line. After cDNA synthesis, a PCR with 
D8-specific primers is carried out for 33 cycles on volumes corresponding to 1 µg of 
total cellular RNA. A representative experiment is shown in Fig 3 .  The cellular RNA, in 
this case isolated from human skin fibroblasts, gave rise to a PCR product of 439 bp. 
The recombinant RNA present in the samples gave rise to a PCR product of 546 bp. In 
lane 5 the PCR product from the cellular RNA is greatly in excess of the product from 
the added recombinant RNA. The converse is seen in lanes 1 to 3 .  In lane 4 the 
intensities of the PCR products are fairly close to each other. Taking into account the 
difference in length between the PCR products from the cellular RNA and from the 
recombinant RNA, respectively, their molar ratio was calculated from densitometry 
results to be 1 .4 in this lane. This means that there is an amount of cellular RNA 
equivalent to 1 1  pg of the 1 935  nt long recombinant RNA. 

lane 

546 bp 

4 3 9  bp 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 0  1 1  

Fig. 2 :  PCR of mixtures of plasmid pBl. 9 and pBl. 9rec. Lane 1 :  amplification of 0. 5 pg of 
pBl. 9rec for 30 cycles; Lane 2: amplification of 0.5 pg of each of the plasmids pBl. 9 for 30 
cycles; lane 3: amplification of 0. 5 pg of pBl. 9  for 30 cycles. Lanes 4 to 11: amplification of 
different mixtures of pBl.9 and pBl. 9rec for various numbers of cycles. pBl. 9 and pBl. 9rec 
were mixed in equimolar amounts (l,anes 4 to 7) and in a ratio of 3:1 (lanes 8 to 1 1). Each PCR 
mixture contained a total of 1 pg of cDNA. Amplification was carried out for 21 cycles (lanes 7 

and 11), for 24 cycles (lanes 6 and 10), 2 7  cycles (lanes 5 and 9) or 30 cycles (lanes 4 and 8). 
The length of the pBl. 9 and the pB1. 9rec PCR products are 439 bp and 546 bp, respectively. 
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Since the full lenght D8-rnRNA is about 3 . 5  kb [4], the amount of D8-rnRNA per µg of 
total cellular RNA must be approximately 20 pg. From the average molar mass of the 
ribonucleotides it follows that 1 pg of D8-rnRNA contains 0 .5x l06 molecules. Thus, in 
the analysis shown in Figure 3, about 1 07 D8-mRNA molecules are present per µg of 
total cellular RNA. 

D8-mRNA levels were determined for a variety of human tissues (Table 1 ) . Blood 
lymphocytes isolated from three different subjects contained between l .3xl 06 and 
0. 7xl 06 D8-mRNA copies per µg of total cellular RNA. For the fibroblast cell culture, 
the calculated number of D8-mRNA copies per µg of total cellular RNA varied between 

8 .5x l06 and 1 lx l06 for three independent subcultures. The highest D8-mRNA level was 
measured in lung. 

recombinant RNA (pg) 

546 bp -

439 bp -

0
0 O 
O O CO 

� C\J � CO ._ 0 

··-- --;; -
- -� .... 

"'::"" --

lane 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Table 1 :  D8-mRNA levels in human tissues. 

Fig. 3 :  Quantitative analysis of cellular 
RNA from cultured human skin fibroblasts. 
Above each lane, the amount of 
recombinant RNA added to 1 µg cellular 
RNA is indicated. The cellular RNA gives 
rise to the 439 bp PCR product, the 
recombinant RNA gives rise to the 546 bp 
PCR product. 

DB -mRNA copies 
tissue type per 10 pg cellular RNA* 

lung ( 2 )  2 5 0  
skin fibroblast { 3 )  1 0 0  
tonsils  100  
ovary 6 0  
colon 6 0  
kidney 3 5  
muscle 12 
blood lymphocytes { 3 )  1 0  
l iver 3 

In those cases where the same tissue has �een analysed several times 
(see numbers between brackets), the average value is given. 
·; See text for copy-number calculations. 

We analysed total cellular RNA isolated from 16  SCLC-derived cell lines. Figure 4 

shows the experimental results for some of them as well as for normal lung tissue. 
Routinely, interpretation of the titration series was done visually. In those (9) cases 
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where the ratio between the amount of the two PCR products was determined by 
densitometry as well, the data were in good agreement. The results are summarized in 
Table 2. It is obvious that in comparison with normal lung tissue the level of D8-mRNA 
in SCLC cell lines is extremely low. 

For five of the SCLC cell lines (GLC-2, GLC-3 , GLC-8, GLC-20, and NCI-H1 87) 
the amplification step was done in duplicate. In all cases the variation between the two 
results was less than 30%. For each of two SCLC cell lines (GLC-3 and GLC-8), two 
independent RNA isolations were carried out starting from independent subcultures. 
GLC-3 contained l .Oxl 06 and 0.6x l06 copies of the D8 messenger per µg of cellular 
RNA, respectively. For GLC-8 we measured l .Oxl 06 and l .2xl 06 copies per µg of 
cellular RNA, respectively. We also included into our analysis 17 non-SCLC cell lines 
(Table 3). With two exceptions, NCI-H1 57 and NCI-H1 373 , the range of D8-mRNA 
concentrations measured was similar to that found for the SCLC-derived cell lines 
(Table 2) . 
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Fig. 4: Quantitation of D8-mRNA levels in 
cellular RNA isolated from normal lung 
tissue and from 5 cell lines derived from 
small cell lung carcinoma specimens. Above 
the lanes, the amount of recombinant RNA 
added to 1 µg of cellular RNA is indicated. 
Interpretation as for fig. 3b (see text) results 
in values of 220, 3, 11, 2, 3, and 1 D8-
mRNA copies per 10 pg of cellular RNA for 
lung, GLC-2, GLC-8, GLC-42, NCI-H520, 
and NCI-H810, respectively. GLC-2, GLC-8 
and GLC-42 are SCLC cell lines; NCI
H520 and NCI-H810 are non-SCLC cell 
lines. 



Table 2: D8-mRNA levels in small cell lung carcinoma
derived cell lines. 

SCLC DB-mRNA copies 
cell l ines per 10 pg cellular RNA* 

GLC - 1  ( 2 )  4 
GLC - 2  ( 2 )  3 
GLC - 3  ( 2 )  8 
GLC - 4  ( 2 )  4 
GLC - 7  ( 2 )  1 
GLC- 8 ( 3 )  1 1  
GLC - 14 5 
GLC - 1 6  2 
GLC - 2 0  ( 2 )  8 
GLC - 2 8  ( 2 )  4 
GLC - 3 4  3 
GLC- 4 2  2 
GLC - 4 4  3 
NCI -H82 0 . 5  
NCI -H1 8 7  ( 2 )  1 
NCI -H3 4 5  1 

In case of multiple analyses of the same cell line (see 
numbers between brackets), the average value is indicated 
) See text for copy-number calculations. 

Table 3 :  D8-mRNA levels in cell lines derived from 
non-small cell lung carcinomas 

non- SCLC DB -mRNA copies 
cell l ines per 10 pg cel lular RNA* 

squamous 
GLC - Pl 2 
GLC - P2 4 
NCI -H1 5 7  3 0  
NCI -H2 26  3 
NCI -H5 2 0  3 
NCI -H12 64 1 

NCI -H13 7 3  2 4  
adenosquamous 

NCI -H1 2 5  1 5  
adenocarcinoma 

GLC - A2 1 2  
NCI -H2 3 0 . 5  
NCI -H3 2 2  0 �5 
NCI -H3 5 8  6 

large cell 
NCI -H4 6 0  3 
NCI - H661  0 . 5  
NCI -HB l 0  1 
NCI -Hl 1 5 5  1 5  
NCI -H1299  1 

0
) See text for copy-number calculations. 
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DISCUSSION 

In our approach, like in other PCR-aided transcript titration assays the problem that the 
efficiency of the amplification of the transcript under study is not known and may not 
be constant in all cycles of the PCR is circumvented by the use of an internal standard 
which is amplified with the same set of primers as the DNA or mRNA under study 
[5,6,7, 1 2] .  By using recombinant RNA instead of DNA as an internal standard, a 
possible variability in the efficiency of the reverse transcriptase reaction is addressed at 
the same time. Because the difference in length between the two templates competing 
for the same primers is relatively small, the ratio between the two products is 
independent of the number of cycles (Fig. 2), as has also been clearly shown by others 
[7] . Even when an additional set of primers is included, e.g. for simultaneous 
amplification of a second mRNA, the ratio between the two products is not affected 
(data not shown) . We believe that our approach presented here to quantify D8-mRNA 
expression has the most general applicability, since it will always be possible to ligate a 
small extra sequence into a given cDNA. Preliminary results, using an identical 
approach, have been obtained for the gene coding for topoisomerase II [ 1 3] .  

Several RNA samples have been analysed in two or three independent experiments. 
These analyses demonstrated that our method is highly reproducible, as the results never 
differed more than 30%. 

Our procedure allows the detection of as little as 50,000 copies of recombinant RNA 
added to 1 µg of cellular RNA. Thus it is sensitive enough to detect about one target 
mRNA molecules per 20 pg of total cellular RNA. 

The D8-gene is ubiquitously expressed (Table 1 )  [4] . Unstimulated blood 
lymphocytes, liver, and muscle showed very low D8-mRNA levels. It should be noted 
that the APEH gene assayed simultaneously was well-expressed. A very high amount of 
D8 mRNA was measured in three EBY-transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines (800-
1 ,250 copies per µg cellular RNA). This suggests that in normal tissues there might be 
some correlation between the presence of dividing cells and D8-mRNA levels. 

The method presented in this paper gives � estimate of the amount of D8-mRNA 
present per µg of total cellular RNA, and thus indirectly of the mRNA copy number per 
cell. Assuming an average content of 1 5-20 pg RNA per cell, the majority of the SCLC
derived cell lines contain 6 copies or less per cell. The same holds true for the non
SCLC-derived cell lines. It is doubtfull whether these very low levels of mRNA have 
any functional meaning. On the other hand, the copy numbers, also the somewhat higher 
ones found for NCI-H 1 57 and NCI-H1 373, may relate to transcripts of a mutant allele. 

The extremely low expression found in lung cancer cell lines does not represent the 
general situation in cancer cell lines. By Northern analyses, transcripts from D8 were 
detectable in a variety of tumours [ 4] . Therefore, the consistent finding of a very low 
gene expression or even a virtual absence of D8-mRNA transcripts in almost all lung 
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cancer cell lines studied might suggest some role -be it as a cause or as a consequence
for the D8 gene in the development in bronchogenic carcinoma. 
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Chapter 5 

A gene in the chromosomal region 3p21 

with greatly reduced expression in lung cancer 

is similar to the gene for ubiquitin-activating enzyme 

K. Kok, R. Hofstra, A. Pilz, A. van den Berg, P. Terpstra, C.H.C.M. Buys, and B. Carritt. 

ABSTRACT 

The chromosomal region 3p21 is thought to be the site of a lung tumor suppressor gene. 

We recently cloned a gene from this region that has greatly reduced expression in 

almost all lung tumor cell lines examined, in spite of being widely expressed in a variety 

of other tumor and nontumor cell types. We report here the sequence of this gene and 

show that it has significant homology to the genes encoding the ubiquitin-activating 

enzymes of three species, including humans. This suggests it is a second, autosomal 

member of this gene family in humans and may play a role in the ubiquitin pathway, 

which is of central importance in all eukaryotes. 

Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA, 90: 6071-6075, 1993. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Because it is almost always deleted in lung tumors of the small cell type (SCLC), the 
chromosomal region 3p2 1 is thought to be the site of a lung tumor suppressor gene [ 1 -3] .  
We recently identified a gene located in this region that is expressed in a variety of tissues, 
including normal lung, but whose expression in a large series of lung cancer cell lines, both 
SCLC and non-SCLC, is undetectable by RNA (Northern) blot analysis [4] . A quantitative 
PCR assay revealed levels of expresion of this gene in SCLC to be consistently below 2% 
that in normal lung and levels that were similarly low in most non-SCLC cell lines [5] . 
Here we describe the sequence of this gene and show its similarity to the gene encoding 
the ubiquitin-activating enzymes of three eukaryotic species, including humans. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Probe isolation and library screening 
Isolation of the D2-A8 genomic clone and the single-copy fragment used to screen 

cDNA libraries has been described [4] . The cDNA library from which the longest clone was 
obtained was a pre-B-cell library in lambda ZAP kindly provided by Dr. Andre Bernards 
(Charlestown, MA). 

Nucleotide sequencing 
The dideoxynucleotide chain-termination method [6] was applied to double-stranded 

templates using T7 polymerase sequencing kits (Sequenase, Pharmacia), with minor 
modifications of protocols provided by the manufacturers. In some cases restriction sites 
identified within the insert by sequencing were used to construct deletion derivatives of the 
original clone, allowing further reading into the insert using pUCl 8 forward and reverse 
sequencing primers. Sequencing gels were 6% polyacrylamide containing 7M urea and, 
sometimes, a Tris/borate/EDT A buffer gradient. 

Analysis of sequence data 
The sequence databases screened were GenBank release 67, EMBL release 27, and 

Swiss-Prot release 1 8 . The screening programs were FASTA, TFASTA and RDF [7] . To 
assess the significance of pairwise alignments the program RDF was used with 50 random 
runs, k-tuple 2, and a window of 1 0. The significance is expressed as the optimized SD 
score (standard deviation units from the random mean score) (Table 1 ) . Multiple alignments 
were done with the program CLUSTAL [8] with fixed and variable gap penalties of 1 0. 
Minor adjustments to this alignment were performed by hand. 
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Table 1 :  Percentage of identical amino acids from pairwise protein sequence alignments (above 
the principal diagonal) within the length (aa) of the aligned stretch (below the principal diagonal). 

DB UBAl UBAl UBAl 

( human) ( human) (yeast )  ( wheat ) 

DB (human ) ( 1 0 1 1  aa ) 4 5 . 3  % 3 6 . 2  % 3 7 . 1  % 
UBAl ( human) ( 1 0 5 8  aa ) 1 0 1 5  aa 52 . 5  % 4 5 . 5  % 
UBAl (yeast )  ( 1 024 aa ) 1 0 2 8  aa 1 0 2 2  aa 4 4 . 2  % 
UBAl (wheat ) ( 1 0 5 1  aa ) 1 0 2 0  aa 1 0 3 0 aa 1 0 2 7  aa 

Sequence comparisons were done with FASTA [7]. In all cases, the SD score was > J OO. See also 
Materials and Methods and legend to Fig. 2. 

RESULTS 

A single-copy fragment of genomic DNA was mapped to the chromosomal region 3p2 l 
by in situ hydridization and located some 140 kb from the D3F l 5S2 locus by pulsed-field 
gel electrophoresis [4] . This fragment was used to screen a lung cDNA library and a single 
clone was isolated. The 5' end of this clone was used to isolate further clones from human 
pre-B-cell, T-cell, and liver cDNA libraries. All clones detected an approximately 3 . 5 -kb 
transcript by gel blot (Northern) analysis of normal adult lung RNA [4] . We refer to this 
gene as D8. 

The longest cDNA clone had a length of 3276 nucleotides and contains a single 
complete open reading frame of 3 I 74 nucleotides. There is a 1 02-base 3 '  untranslated 
region, with a possible polyadenylation signal (AAT AAT) starting at positio� 3256. At the 
5 '  end, some 1 50 nucleotides are missing as estimated from the relative lengths of the 
cDNA and the transcript. Translation of the cDNA sequence into an amino acid sequence 
would result in a polypeptide of 1 058 amino acid residues (Fig. 1 ) .  A likely ribosome
binding site [9, 1 0] and initiating methionine codon is at position 1 42. Taking this as the 
start of transcription, a protein would result that had I O  1 1  amino acids and a Mr of 1 1 1 ,734 
for the unmodified chain. 

The D8 amino acid sequence was used to screen translated DNA sequences in the 
GenBank and EMBL data bases. This screening revealed two entries with an approximately 
45% identity in the parts overlapping with the D8 gene. One entry was a cDNA of the 
A1 S9 gene [ 1 1 ] , which corrects the temperature-sensitive DNA replication defect of the 
A1 S9 mutant mouse L-cell line. This cDNA clone encompasses an open reading frame of 
2409 nucleotides, and identifies a transcript of approximately 3 . 5  kb [ 1 2] ;  it is therefore 
incomplete, presumably at its 5 '  end. 
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10 30 so 70 90 1 1 0  

CCAGCAGCGTCCCTIATICGCTI'GGCCTTGGTICCTGTTTGCACTGGCTACAGCAGGGCACTGGCCCCTACTGTCACCGCCACCTACACAAAGACCCTATCTCTGAGCGCTGCAGCCTAC 
P A A S L I R L A L V P V C T G Y S R A L A P T V T A T Y T K T L S L S A A A y 

130 1 5 0  170 190 2 1 0  2 3 0  

TGTTCAGCCCCAGGTTTGAGGATGGATGCCCTGGACGCTICGAAGCTACTGGATGAGGAGCTGTATICAAGACAGCTGTATGTGCTGGGCTCACCTGCCATGCAGAGGATICAGGGAGCC 
C S A P G L R � D A L D A S K L L D E E L Y S R Q L Y V L G S P A M Q R I Q G A 

250 2 7 0  2 9 0  3 1 0  3 3 0  3 5 0  

AGGGTCCTGGTGTCAGGCCTGCAGGGCCTGGGGGCCGAGGTGGCCAAGAACTTGGTICTGATGGGTGTGGGCAGCCTCACTCTGCATGATCCCCACCCCACCTGCTGGTCCGACCTGGCT 
R V L V S G L Q G L G A E V A K N L V L M G V G S L T L H D P H P T C W S D L A 

370 3 9 0  410 4 3 0  4 5 0  4 7 0  

GCCCAGTTICTCCTCTCAGAGCAGGACTI'GGAAAGGAGCAGAGCCGAGGCCTCTCAAGAGCTCTTGGCTCAGCTCAACAGAGCTGTCCAGGTCGTCGTGCACACGGGTGACATCACTGAG 
A Q F L L S E Q D L E R S R A E A S Q E L L A Q L N R A V Q V V V H T G D I T E 

490 5 1 0  5 3 0  550 5 7 0  5 9 0  

GACCTGCTGTI'GGACTICCAGGTGGTGGTGCTGACTGCTGCAAAGCTGGAGGAGCAGCTGAAGGTGGGCACCTTGTGTCATAAGCATGGAGTTTGCTTICTGGCGGCTGACACCCGGGCC 
D L L L D F Q V V V L T A A K L E E Q L K V G T L C H K H G V C F L A A D T R A 

610 6 3 0  650 6 7 0  6 9 0  7 1 0  

CTCGTGGGGCAGTTGTICTGTGACTITGGTGAGGACTICACTGTGCAGGACCCCACAGAGGCAGAACCCCTGACAGCTGCCATCCAGCACATCTCCCAGGGCTCCCCTGGCATICTCACT 
L V G Q L F C D F G E D F T V Q D P T E A E P L T A A I Q H I S Q G S P G I L T 

730 7 5 0  7 7 0  7 9 0  8 1 0  8 3 0  

CTGAGGAAAGGGGCCAATACCCACTACTICCGTGATGGAGACTI'GGTGACTTICTCGGGAATTGAGGGAATGGTTGAGCTCAACGACTGTGATCCCCGGTCTATCCACGTGCGGGAGGAT 
L R K G A N T H Y F R D G D L V T F S G I E G M V E L N D C D P R S I H V R E D 

850 8 7 0  890 910 9 3 0  950 

GGGTCCCTGGAGATTGGAGACACAACAACTTTCTCTCGGTACTTGCGTGGTGGGGCTATCACTGAAGTCAAGAGACCCAAGACTGTGAGACATAAGTCCCTGGACACAGCCCTGCTCCAG 
G S L E I G D T T T F S R Y L R G G A I T E V K R P K T V R H K S L D T A L L Q 

970 9 9 0  1 0 1 0  1 0 3 0  1050 1 0 7 0  

CCCCATGTGGTGGCCCAGAGCTCCCAGGAAGTICACCATGCCCACTGCCTGCATCAGGCCTTCTGTGCACTGCACAAGTICCAGCACCTCCATGGCCGGCCACCCCAGCCCTGGGATCCT 
P H V V A Q S S Q E V H H A H C L H Q A F C A L H K F Q H L H G R P P Q P W D P 

1090 1110 1130 1150 1 1 7 0  1 1 9 0  

GTTGATGCAGAGACTGTGGTGGGCCTGGCCCGGGACCTGGAACCACTGAAGCGGACAGAGGAAGAGCCACTGGAAGAGCCACTGGATGAGGCCCTAGTGCGGACAGTCGCCCTAAGCAGT 
V D A E T V V G L A R D L E P L K R T E E E P L E E P L D E A L V R T V A L S S 

1210 1 2 3 0  1250 1270 1 2 9 0  1 3 1 0  

GCAAGGTGTCTTGAGCCTATGGTGGCATGCTGGGTCAGTAGCTGCCCAGGAAGTGCTGAAGGCAATCTCCAGAAGTICATGCCTCTGGACCAGTGGCTTIACTTTGATGCCCTCGATTGT 
A R C L E P M V A C W V S S C P G S A E G N L Q K F M P L D Q W L Y F D A L D C 

1 3 3 0  1 3 5 0  1370 1390 1410 1 4 3 0  

CTICCGGAAGATGGGGAGCTCCTICCCAGTCCTGAGGACTGTGCCCTGAGAGGCAGCCGCTATGATGGGCAAATIGCAGTGTTIGGGGCTGGTITICAGGAGAAACTGAGACGCCAGCAC 
L P E D G E L L P S P E D C A L R G S R Y D G Q I A V F G A G F Q E K L R R Q H 

1450 1470 1490 1510 1 5 3 0  1 5 5 0  

TACCTCCTGGTGGGCGCTGGTGCCATI'GGTTGTGAGCTGCTCAAAGTCTTIGCCCTAGTGGGACTGGGGGCCGGGAACAGCGGGGGCTIGACTGTIGTIGACATGGACCACATAGAGCGC 
Y L L V G A G A I G C E L L K V F A L V G L G A G N S G G L T V V D M D H I E R 

1570 1590 1610 1 6 3 0  1650 1 6 7 0  

TCCAATCTCAGCCGTCAGTICCTCTICAGGTCCCAGGACGTI'GGTAGACCCAAGGCAGAGGTGGCTGCAGCAGCTGCCCGGGGCCTGAACCCAGACTIACAGGTGATCCCGCTCACCTAC 
S N L S R Q F L F R S Q D V G R P K A E V A A A A A R G L N P D L Q V I P L T Y 

1690 1710 1 7 3 0  1750 1 7 7 0  1 7 9 0  

CCACTGGATCCCACCACAGAGCACATCTATGGGGATAACTITTTCTCCCGTGTGGATGGTGTGgCTGCTGCCCTGGACAGTTICCAGGCCCGGCGCTATGTGGCTGCTCGTIGCACCCAC 
P L D P T T E H I Y G D N F F S R V D G V A A A L D S F Q A R R Y V A A R C T H 

1810 1 8 3 0  1 8 5 0  1 8 7 0  1 8 9 0  1 9 1 0  

TATCTGAAGCCACTGCTGGAGGCAGGCACATCGGGCACCTGGGGCAGTGCTACAGTATICATGCCACATGTGACTGAGGCCTACAGAGCCCCTGCCTCAGCTGCAGCTICTGAGGATGCC 
Y L K P L L E A G T S G T W G S A T V F M P H V T E A Y R A P A S A A A S E D A 

1930 1950 1 9 7 0  1990 2 0 1 0  2 0 3 0  

CCCTACCCTGTCTGTACCGTGCGGTACTICCCTAGCACAGCCGAGCACACCCTGCAGTGGGCCCGGCATGAGTTTGAAGAACTCTICCGACTGTCTGCAGAGACCATCAACCACCACCAA 
P Y P V C T V R Y F P S T A E H T L Q W A R H E F E E L F R L S A E T I N H H Q 

2 0 5 0  2 0 7 0  2 0 9 0  2 1 1 0  2 1 3 0  2 1 5 0  

CAGGCACACACCTCCCTGGCAGACATGGATGAGCCACAGACACTCACCTIACTGAAGCCAGTGCTIGGGGTCCTGAGAGTGCGTCCACAGAACTGGCAAGACTGTGTGGCGTGGGCTCTI 
Q A H T S L A D M D E P Q T L T L L K P V L G V L R V R P Q N W Q D C V A W A L 

2 1 7 0  2 1 9 0  2 2 1 0  2 2 3 0  2 2 5 0  2 2 7 0  

GGCCACTGGAAACTCTGCTTTCATIATGGCATCAAACAGCTGCTGAGGCACTICCCACCTAATAAAGTGCTTGAGGATGGAACTCCCTTCTGGTCAGGTCCCAAACAGTGTCCCCAGCCC 
G H W K L C F H Y G I K Q L L R H F P P N K V L E D G T P F W S G P K Q C P Q P  

2 2 9 0  2 3 1 0  2 3 3 0  2 3 5 0  2 3 7 0  2 3 9 0  

TTGGAGTTTGACACCAACCAAGACACACACCTCCTCTACGTACTGGCAGCTGCCAACCTGTATGCCCAGATGCATGGGCTGCCTGGCTCACAGGACTGGACTGCACTCAGGGAGCTGCTG 
L E F D T N Q D T H L L Y V L A A A N L Y A Q M H G L P G S Q D W T A L R E L L 

2410 2 4 3 0  2450 2 4 7 0  2 4 9 0  2 5 1 0  

AAGCTGCTGCCACAGCCTGACCCCCAACAGATGGCCCCCATCTTTGCTAGTAATCTAGAGCTGGCTICGGCTICTGCTGAGTTIGGCCCTGAGCAGCAGAAGGAACTGAACAAAGCCCTG 
K L L P Q P D P Q Q M A P I F A S N L E L A S A S A E F G P E Q Q K E L N K A L  

253 0 2550 2 5 7 0  2 5 9 0  2 6 1 0  2 6 3 0  

GAAGTCTGGAGTGTGGGCCCTCCCCTGAAGCCTCTGATGTTTGAGAAGGATGATGACAGCAACTICCATGTGGACTTTGTGGTAGCGGCAGCTAGCCTGAGATGTCAGAACTACGGGATI 
E V W S V G P P L K P L M F E K D D D S N F H V D F V V A A A S L R C Q N Y G I 

2 6 5 0  2 6 7 0  2 6 9 0  2 7 1 0  2 7 3 0  2 7 5 0  

CCACCGGTCAACCGTGCCCAGAGCAAGCGAATTGTGGGCCAGATIATCCCAGCCATTGCCACCACTACAGCAGCTGTGGCAGGCCTGTI'GGGCCTGGAGCTGTATAAGGTGGTGAGTGGG 
P P V N R A Q S K R I V G Q I I P A I A T T T A A V A G L L G L E L Y K V V S G 

2 7 7 0  2 7 9 0  2 8 1 0  2 8 3 0  2 8 5 0  2 8 7 0  

CCACGGCCTCGTAGTGCCTTICGCCACAGCTACCTACATCTGGCTGAAAACTACCTCATCCGCTATATGCCTITIGCCCCAGCCATCCAGACGTICCATCACCTGAAGTGGACCTCTIGG 
P R P R S A F R H S Y L H L A E N Y L I R Y M P F A P A I Q T F H H L K W T S W 

2 8 9 0  2 9 1 0  2 9 3 0  2 9 5 0  2 9 7 0  2 9 9 0  

GACCGTCTGAAGGTACCAGCTGGGCAGCCTGAGAGGACCCTGGAGTCGCTGCTGGCTCATCTTCAGGAGCAGCACGGGTTGAGGGTGAGGATCCTGCTGCACGGCTCAGCCCTGCTCTAT 
D R L K V P A G Q P E R T L E S L L A H L Q E Q H G L R V R I L L H G S A L L Y 

3 0 1 0  3 0 3 0  3 0 5 0  3 0 7 0  3 0 9 0  3 1 1 0  

GCGGCCGGATGGTCACCTGAAAAGCAGGCCCAGCACCTGCCCCTCAGGGTGACAGAACTGGTICAGCAGCTGACAGGCCAGGCACCTGCTCCTGGGCAGCGGGTGTI'GGTGCTAGAGCTG 
A A G W S P E K Q A Q H L P L R V T E L V Q Q L T G Q A P A P G Q R V L V L E L 

3 1 3 0  3 1 5 0  3 1 7 0  3 1 9 0  3 2 1 0  3 2 3 0  

AGCTGTGAGGGTGACGACGAGGACACTGCCTICCCACCTCTGCACTATGAGCTGTGACAAGGCAGCCACCCTGTCACCTAGCTCAATGGAGCCCCGGATCCCAAGCCCTGCATTGTAAGC 
S C E G D D E D T A F P P L H Y E L 

3 2 5 0  3 2 7 0  

CCACAGTAGGCACTCAATAATTGCTTGTIAAAGGGG 
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MSSSPLS 
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------·-·-----------
MDALDASKLLDEELYSRQLYVLGSPAMQRIQGARVLVSGLQGLGAEVAKNLVLMGVGSLTLHDPH 

KKRRVSGPDPKPGSNCSPAQSVLSEVPSVPTNGMAKNGSEADIDEGLYSRQLYVLGHEAMKRLQTSSVLVSGLRGLGVEIAKNIILGGVKAVTLHDQG 
RKREIVAGEVEDLQK- - KTRAGEGEVTR-EEGDAAMAGRGNEIDEDLHSRQLA VYGRETMKRLFGSNVLVSGLQGLGAEIAKNLVLAGVKSVTLHDDG 

MSSNNSGLSAAGEIDESLYSRQLYVLGKEAMLKMQTSNVLILGLKGLGVEIAKNVVLAGVKSMTVFDPE 
• • . .. . .. .. . • • •  . .  • . . 

PTCWSDLAAQFLLSEQDLERSRAEASQELLAQLNRAVQVVVHTGDITEDLLLDFQVVVLTAA-KLEEQLKVGTLCHKH- -GVCFLAADTRALVGQLFC 
TAQWADLSSQFYLREEDIGKNRAEVSQPRLAELNSYVPVTAYTGPLVEDFLSGFQVVVLTNT-PLEDQLRVGEFCHNR--GIKLVVADTRGLFGQLFC 

NVELWDLSSNFFLSENDVGQNRAQACVQKLQELNNA VLVSALTGDLTKEHLSKFQA VVFTDI -SLDKAIEFDDYCHSQQPPIAFIKSEVRGLFGSVFC 
PVQLADLSTQFFLTEKDIGQKRGDVTRAKLAELNAYVPVNVLDSLDDVTQLSQFQVVVATDTVSLEDKVKINEFCHSS- -GIRFISSETRGLFGNTFV 

65 
105 

98 

69 

160 
200 
195 
165 

DFGEDFTVQDPTEAEPLTAAIQHISQGSPGILTLRKGANTHYFRDGDLVTFSGIEGMVELNDCDPRSIHVREDGSLEIGD-TTTFSRYLRGGAITEVK 257 
DFGEEMILTDSNGEQPLSAMVSMVTKDNPGVVTcldEAR-HGFESGDFVSFSEVQGMVELNGNQPMEIKVLGPYTFSICD-TSNFSDYIRGGIVSQVK 296 
DFGPEFTVLDVDGEEPIITGIVASISNDNPALVSCVDDER-LEFQDGDLVVFSEVHGMTELNDGKPRKVKNARPYSFFLBEDTSSFGAYVRGGIVTQVK 292 

DLGDEFTVLDPTGEBPRTGMVSDIEPD- -GTVTMLDDNR-HGLEDGNFVRFSEVEGLDKLNDGTLFKVEVLGPFAFRIGS-VKBYGEYKKGGIFTEVK 25 9 
. . .  • . .  

RPKTVRHKSLDTALLQP-HVVAQSSQEVHHAHCLHQAFCALHKFQ-HLHGRPPQPWDPVDAETVVGLARDLBPLKRTEBEPLEBPLDBALVRTVALSS 3 5 3 
VPKKISFKSLVASLAEP-DFVVTDFAKFSRPAQLHIGFQALHQFCAQH-GRPPRPRNBEDAAELVALAQAVNARALPAVQQN-N-LDEDLIRKLAYVA 390 
PPKVIKFKPLKEAMSEPGEFLMSDFSKFERPPLLHLAFQALDKFRTELS-RFPVAGSTDDVQRVIEYA- -IS INDTLGDRKLEE- IDKKLLHHFASGS 3 8 6 
VPRKISFKSLKQQLSNP-EFVFSDFAKFDRAAQLHLGFQALHQFAVRHNGELPRTMNDEDANELIKLVTDLSVQQPEVLGEGVD-VNEDLIKELSYQA 355 

•• . * • •  • 

C -----------· 

ARCLEPMVACW- - - - - - - -VSSCPGSAEGNLQKFMPLDQWLYFDALDCLPBDGELLPSPEDCALRGSRYDGQIAVFGAGFQBKLRRQHYLLVGAGAIG 443 
AGDLAPINAFIGGLAAQEVMKACSG- - - - - - -KFMPIMQWLYFDALECLPEDKEVLTEDKCLQR-QNRYDGQVAVFGSDLQEKLGKQKYFLVGAGAIG 480 
RAVLNPMAAMFGGIVGQEVVKACSG- - - - - - -KFHPLYQFFYFDSVESLPVD- - -PLEPGDLKPKNSRYDAQISVFGSKLQNKLEEAKIFMVGSGALG 4 74 

RGDIPGVVAFFGGLVAQEVLKACSG- - • - - • -KFTPLKQFMYFDSLESLPDPKNFPRNEKTTQPVNSRYDNQIAVFGLDFQKKIANSKVFLVGSGAIG 446 

c-• ____ __. •------------------------------

CELLKVFALVGLGAGNSGGLTVVDMDHIERSNLSRQFLFRSQDVGRPKAEVAAAAARGLNPDLQ--VIPLTYPLDPTTEHIYGDNFFSRVDGVAAALD 539 
CELLKNFAMIGLgcgeGGEI IVTDMDTIEKSNLNRQFLFRPWDVTKLKSDTAAAA VROMNPHIR- -VTSHQNRVGPDTERIYDDDFFQNLDGVANALD 5 7 6 

CEFLKNLALMGISCSQNGNLTLTDDDVIEKSNLSRQFLFRDWNIGQPKSTVAATAAMVINPKLH- -VBALQNRASPETENVFNDAFWENLDA VVNALD 5 7 0 
CEMLKNWALLGLGSGSDGYIVVTDNDSIEKSNLNRQFLFRPKDVGKNKSEVAAEAVCAMNPDLKGKINAKIDKVGPBTEKIFNDSFWESLDFVTNALD 544 

C: 
SFQARRYVAARCTHYLKPLLEAGTSGTWGSATVFMPHVTEAYRAPASAAASEDAPYPVCTVRYFPSTAEHTLQWARHEFEELFRLSAETINHHQQAHT 637 

NVDARMYMDRRCVYYRKPLLESGTLGTKGNVQVVIPFLTESYSSSQDPP- - -EKS I PICTLKNFPNAIEHTLQWARDEFEGLFKQPAENVNQYLTDPK 6 71  
NVTARMYIDSRCVYFQKPLLESGTLGAKCNTQMVI PHLTENYGASRDPP- - -EKQAPMCTVHSFPHNIDHCLTWARSBFBGLLEKTPTEVNAFLSNPT 6 65 

NVDARTYVDRRCVFYRKPLLESGTLGTKGNTQVI IPRLTESYSSSRDPP- • • EKS I PLCTLRSFPNKIDHTIAWAKSLFQGYFTDSAENVNMYLTQPN 63 9 

SLAD- - - -MDEPQTLTLLKPVLGVL-RVRPQNWQDCVAWALGHWKLCFHYGIKQLLRHFPPNKVLEDGTPFWSGPKQCPQPLEFDTNQDTHLLYVLAA 73 0 
• FVERTLRLAGTQPLEVLEA VQRSLVLQRPQTWADCVTWACHHWHTQYSNNIRQLLHNFPPDQLTSSGAPFWSGPKRCPHPLTFDVNNPLHLDYVMAA 7 6 8 

TYISAARTAGDAQARDOLERVIECLDRDKCBTFQDSITWARLKFEDYFSNRVKQLTFTFPEDSMTSSGAPFWSAPKRFPRPVEFSSSDQSQLSFILAA 763 
- FVEQTLKQSG-DVKGVLES ISDSL-SSKPHNFEDCIKWARLEFBKKFNHDIKQLLFNFPKDAKTSNGEPFWSGAKRAPTPLEFDIYNNDHFHFVVAG 7 34 

ANLYAQMHGLPGSQ- • • - -DWTALRELLKLLPQPD· - PQQMAPI FASNLBLASASAEF-GPEQQKELNKALE • • - -VWSVGPPLKPLMFBKDDDSNFH 816 

ANLFAQTYGLTG • • SQDRAA VATF- • -LQSVQVPEFTPKSGVKIHVSDQELQSANASVDDSR-LEELKATLPSPDK-LP-GFKMYPIDFEKDDDSNFH 85 8 
AILRAETFGI P IPEWAKTPNKLAA-EA VDKVIVPDFQPKQGVKIVTHEKATSLSSASVDDAA VIEELIAKLEEVSKTLPSGFHMNPIQFEKDDDTNFH 8 6 0 

ANLRAYNYGIKSDDSNSKPNVDEYKSVIDHMI IPEFTPNANLKIQVNDDDPDPNANAANGSDEIDQLVSSLPDPST-LA-GFKLEPVDFEKDDDTNHH 83 0 . . ...... .  .. 

VDFVVAAASLRCQNYGI PPVNRAQSKRIVGQI IPAIATTTAA VAGLLGLELYKVVSGPRPRSAFRHSYLHLAENYLIRYMPFAPAIQTFHHLKWTS -W 913 

MDFIVAASNLRAENYDIPSADRHKSKLIAGKIIPAIATTTAAVVGLVCLELYKVVQGHRQLDSYKNGFLNLALPFFGFSEPLAAPRHQYYNQEWT-LW 955 
MDVIAGFANMRARNYSIPEVDKLKAKFIAGRIIPAIATSTAMATGLVCLELYKALAGGHKVEDYRNTFANLAIPLFSIAEPVPPKTIKHQELSWT-VW 957 

IEFITACSNCRAQNYFIETADRQKTKFIAGRIIPAIATTTSLVTGLVNLELYKLIDNKTDIEQYKNGFVNLALPFFGFSEPIASPKGEYNNKKYDKIW 928 . . . ....... . . . 
DRLKVPAGQP- - -ERTLESLLAHLQEQHGLRVRILLHGSALLYAAGWSPEKQAQHLPLRVTELVQQLTGQAPAPGQRVLVLBLSCEGDD· EDTAFPPL 1007 
DRFEVQGLQPNGEEMTLKQFLDYFKTEHKLEITMLSQGVSMLYSFFMPAAKLKERLDQPMTEIVSRVSKRKLGRHVRALVLELCCNDESGEDVEVPYV 1053 

DRWTVTG- - - - - -NITLRELLEWLK-EKGLNAYSISCGTSLLYNSMFP• -RHKERLDRKVVDVAREVAKMEVPSYRRHLDVVVACEDDDDNDVDIPLV 1046 
DRFDIKG- - - - - -DIKLSDLIEHFEKDEGLEITMLSYGVSLLYASFFPPKKLKERLNLPITQLVKLVTKKDIPAHVSn�ILEICADDKEGBDVEVPFI 1020 

HYEL 1011 
RYTIR 1058 
SVYFR 1051 

TIHL 1024 

Fig. 1 (p 72), and Fig. 2 (p 73): Legends overleaf 
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Legends to the Figures: 

Fig. 1: DNA sequence of the DB cDNA and protein translation. An open reading frame starts at 
position 1. The first methionine codon is at position 142. The double-underlined part indicates a 
possible poly(A) attachment signal. 

Fig. 2: Multiple alignment of the human DB protein sequence and three ubiquitin-activating (UBAl) 
protein sequences. The human UBAl sequence (accession no. P22314) is from Handley et al. [13], 
the wheat UBAl sequence (accession no. P20973) is from Hatfield et al. [14] and the yeast UBAl 
sequence (accession no. P22515) is from McGrath et al. [15]. *, amino acid identity across all 
sequences; · , conservative amino acid substitutions; overlining, significantly similar amino acid 
sequence parts within each protein (domain duplication); • ,  residues that constitute a fingerprint 
for possible binding of the ADP part of the cofactor NAD or FAD [16]. Lowercase letter c indicates 
position of conserved cysteines. In the human UBAl sequence, the proposed ubiquitin binding motifs 
[13] are indicated in lowercase letters: positions 232 and 494. 

The other cDNA sequence, which also identifies a 3 .5-kb transcript, is virtually complete 
and has an open reading frame of 3 1 74 nucleotides, predicting a protein of Mr 1 1 7,7 1 5 .  It 
had been found by screening an expression library for the human ubiquitin-activating 
enzyme El  [ 1 3] .  As there are no differences between the available DNA sequence of the 
A1 S9 gene and that of the corresponding part of the gene for human ubiquitin-activating 
enzyme, the two are presumably completely identical. In Fig. 2 we compare the amino acid 

sequence derived from the DNA sequence of the D8 gene with the amino acid sequences 
derived from the genes coding for the ubiquitin-activating enzymes in human, wheat [ 1 4] 

and yeast [ 1 5] .  At the amino acid level, the degree of similarity with the D8 gene protein 
is 45 .3% for the human product, 37. 1 % for the wheat product, and still 36.2% for the yeast 
product, demonstrating a great deal of conservation for these protein sequences. 

In all four sequences, an internal duplication is present that includes amino acid 

residues 23- 1 59 and 422-574 in the D8 sequence. Within this duplication, a motif is present 
that is similar to the binding site for the ADP moiety of NAD or FAD [ 1 6] .  The 1 1  

residues involved in the motif are indicated in Fig. 2. This duplicated domain is also 

significantly similar to the N-terminal half of the HESA protein of Anabaena spp. (25 . 8% 

identity in a 124-amino acid overlap; SD score 9 .7) and to the ch/N gene of the Escherichia 
coli ch/EN operon (3 1 .2% identity in a 1 73-amino acid overlap; SD score, 1 2. 1  ) .  

The sequence reported in this paper has been deposited in the GenBank data base 
(accession no. L 1 3852). 
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DISCUSSION 

The human D8 gene originates from the chromosomal region 3p21 and is 1 40 kb from 
the polymorphic locus most frequently deleted in SCLC, D3F 1 5S2 [4] . At the amino acid 
level, the translated D8 gene shows a 45.3% identity to the human UBAI gene, which 
encodes the ubiquitin-activating enzyme El  [ 1 3 ] .  The UBAI gene appears to be identical 
to the A1 S9 gene, a human gene that corrects a defect in DNA replication in the tsA 1 S9 
mouse cell cycle mutant [ 1 1 , 1 2] . An independently isolated mouse cell mutant with a 
similar phenotype has been shown to have a thermolabile E 1 ubiquitin-activating enzyme 
[ 1 7, 1 8] .  Both genes have been mapped to the chromosomal region Xpl 1 .2-p l 1 .4 [ 1 9,20] . 
The product of the UBA 1 gene, the ubiquitin-activating enzyme E 1 ,  catalyzes the first 
reaction in the ubiquitin conjugation system. This system plays a role in diverse cellular 
processes, including DNA repair, stress reponse, cell cycle control, chromosome 
condensation and decondensation, and selective protein degradation [2 1 ,22] . Early 
speculations that the latter function may be important in ensuring the rapid turnover of 
nuclear proteins with regulatory roles have been supported by the demonstration that 
nuclear oncoproteins are among the proteins selectively targeted for degradation by the 
ubiquitin system [23] .  

I n  yeast, deletion o f  the UBA gene is lethal [ 1 5] ,  and studies of mammalian cell 
mutants have shown that the UBA 1 gene product is essential for progression through the 
cell cycle [ 1 8,24] . Recently, partial cDNAs of the mouse homologue of the human UBAI 
gene have been used to detect a second gene that is homologous to UBAI  and Y 
chromosome-linked in the mouse and other mammals, but not in primates [25,26] . The open 
reading frames of the mouse X chromosome-linked UBA gene and its Y-linked homologue 
have an overlap of 1 324 nucleotides, 83% of which are identical, corresponding to an 85% 
identity at the amino acid level [25] .  The Y-linked gene is significantly expressed only in 
testis and is therefore a candidate for the mouse spermatogonial proliferation gene Spy. As 
there is no Y-linked UBAI homologue in humans, the D8 gene described here is the second 
representative of a possible UBA gene family in humans. The extent of identity of D8 with 
human UBAl is, however, much less than that of the mouse Y-linked gene to the mouse 
UBA gene. 

The product of the UBA 1 gene, the ubiquitin-activating enzyme E 1 ,  activates ubiquitin 
by adeny lation of the C-terminal glycine residue of ubiquitin with subsequent linking of this 
residue to the side chain of a cysteine residue in the E 1 molecule [2 1 ] .  The location of the 
cysteine involved in the formation of this thiolester bond is unknown. In Fig. 2, all the 
conserved cysteine residues are indicated by a lowercase c above the four sequences. The 
best candidate for ubiquitin binding may be cysteine at position 444 in the translated D8 
sequence. Not only is this residue in a highly conserved region, but a possible binding motif 
GCE (as compared to GCGE proposed by Handley et al . [ 1 3]) is completely conserved in 
all four sequences. 
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El enzymes must have an ATP-binding site, although none of the known ATP-binding 
motifs occurs in the translated sequences of Fig. 2. We did find a motif with similarity to 
a binding site for the ADP moiety of NAD or FAD [ 16] .  This is present within the 
duplicated domain indicated by a line over the sequences in Fig. 2. The wheat E l  motif in 
the C-terminal domain conforms completely to the published pattern, and those in the 
C-terminal domains of the other three proteins deviate only in the eighth position by having 
a larger hydrophobic side chain than originally proposed. This domain is therefore predicted 
to bind NAD or FAD. The N-terminal duplicated domain, by contrast, probably does not 
bind a cofactor, since an essential glycine (fifth position) is replaced by a bulky, hydrophilic 
amino acid, which would hamper binding of the ADP group. The duplicated sequence 
appears to be a highly conserved one. 

Significant identities were also found to part of a protein of a cyanobacterium, the 
HESA protein, and with a product of the ch/EN operon of E. coli. The HESA protein may 
be required for efficient nitrogen fixation [27] and the ch/EN operon encodes two proteins 
involved in molybdopterin biosynthesis [28] .  The functional parts of these prokaryotic 
proteins are, however, C-terminal parts that are not significantly similar to the E l  protein 
sequence. 

The similarity of the D8 amino acid sequence to that of the known ubiquitin-activating 
enzymes is striking, suggesting a possible role for the D8 gene product in the ubiquitin 
pathway. Also striking is the virtual absence of expression of this gene in lung cancer and 
its specificity for this tumor type [ 4,5] .  Moreover, the specific lack of expression of this 
gene is accompanied by a characteristic deletion of one copy in SCLC [4] . Although genes 
that contribute to the proper functioning of the ubiquitin pathway might function as tumor 
suppressor genes - for example, by ensuring the degradation of nuclear proteins which 
positively regulate cell division - no evidence that the D8 gene is so functioning has been 
found. The gross structure of the gene, as determined by DNA blot analysis following 
conventional and pulsed-field gel electrophoresis, appears normal in all SCLC cell lines 
examined. Neither were any mutational events detected by single-strand conformational 
polymorhism analysis other than those also found in control, nontumor genomes [K.K. , 
A.v.d.B . ,  P.M.J.F.  Veldhuis, and C.H.C.M.B. ,  unpublished data] . This may exclude this 
gene as a so-called class I tumor suppressor gene [29] , while leaving open a role as a class 
II tumor suppressor. 
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Chapter 6 

The genomic structure of the human UBElL gene 

K. Kok, A. van den Berg, P. Veldhuis, M. Franke, C.H.C.M. Buys 

ABSTRACT 

The human UBE] L gene, whose product may play a role in the ubiquitin system because 

of its homology with the ubiquitin activating enzyme, is located at 3p21, a chromosomal 

region consistently showing loss of heterozygosity in lung cancer. UBEJL is well

expressed in normal lung tissue, but hardly or not in lung cancer-derived cell lines. We 

investigated its genomic structure to explain this difference. The gene has 22 exons 

distributed over 8. 4 kb. Both the results of anchored PCR experiments and mapping of 

DNase I-hypersensitive sites indicated the promotor site to be located immediately 

upstream of exon 1. Three fairly informative polymorphisms were found, but cancer

specific mutations were not detected. The lack of expression in lung cancer cell lines 

correlated with absence of a DNAse I-hypersensitive site in the promoter region and 

with complete methylation of the nearby HhaI site. 5 '-Azacytidine-induced demethylation 

gave no marked increase of the UBEJ L mRNA level in the tumour cell lines. This leaves 

the possibility that UBEJ L belongs to a class of tumour suppressor genes that lose their 

function through a regulatory block of expression caused by mutation or absence of yet 

unknown transcription factors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

A number of reports have described the frequent loss of heterozygosity in lung 
cancer at band p2 1 of the short arm of chromosome 3, suggesting the presence of one or 
more tumour suppressor genes [ 1 -3 ] .  Recent reports on homozygous deletions delimit 
the region of interest to that between the loci APEH and ZnF 1 6  [ cf. Chapter 7] . The 
finding that DNA from this very region can suppress tumorigenicity when transfected 
into tumorigenic cells supports the idea that tumour suppressor genes may be present in 
the region [ 4] . Several genes assigned to the short arm of chromosome 3 have been 
suggested as candidate genes mainly because of their location [acyl-peptide hydrolase 
(E.C.3 .4 . 1 9. 1 ), APEH; refs. 5,6], or also based on varying expression in tumour cell 
lines or tumours [APEH; ref. 6, aminoacylase- 1 (E.C.3 .5 . 1 . 14), ACYl ; refs. 7,8], or on 
the nature of the gene product [protein-tyrosine phosphatase y, PTPG; ref. 9] . 

We have isolated a gene located 1 50 kb centromeric to D3F 1 5S2 which is among 
those loci most frequently showing loss of heterozygosity in lung cancer [ 1 0] .  The 
amino acid sequence as predicted from the sequence of a 3 . 3  kb cDNA clone had a 47% 
identity with the human ubiquitin activating enzyme El [ 1 1 ] ,  encoded by the UBEl 
gene on the X chromosome. Therefore, we named the gene UBElL (L for like). The 
function of its protein product, however, is still unknown. The gene is ubiquitously 
expressed with a messenger RNA of 3 . 5  kb. It is also well-expressed in lung. In lung 
cancer-derived cell lines we found that one allele had always been eliminated. Despite 
the presence of the remaining allele, gene expression in these cell lines was virtually 
absent. It could not be detected by Northern blot analysis [ 1 0] .  By reverse transcription 
followed by PCR we could, however, demonstrate that transcripts were present, although 
at a very low level [ 12] .  

In  order to find possible mutations explaining the dramatic reduction of  expression 
in the lung cancer-derived cell lines we wanted to screen for mutations all exons of the 
gene as well as its promoter region. Therefore, we needed to know more about the 
UBE 1 L gene structure. This paper presents the results of our analysis of the genomic 
structure of UBE 1 L and its upstream region as well as those of the mutation analysis of 
our lung cancer-derived cell lines. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Sequence analysis 
Isolation of cosmid and plasmid DNA, restriction digestion and cloning of various 

restriction fragments were carried out according to standard laboratory procedures [ 1 3] .  
The dideoxynucleotide chain-termination method [ 14] was applied to double-stranded 
templates and PCR-products, using a T7 polymerase based sequencing kit (Pharmacia). 
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Prior to sequencing, PCR products were purified using the Sephaglass BandPrep Kit 
(Pharmacia). Primers were home-made by the phosphite triester method using a 
commercial oligonucleotide synthesizer (Gene Assembler plus, Pharmacia). 

Anchored PCR 

Total RNA was isolated from an EBY-transformed lymphoblastoid cell line as 
described [ 1 2] ,  and subjected to a 5 ' -anchored PCR [ 1 5] ,  using the 5 'RACE system 
(GIBCO BRL), and the procedure recommended by the manufacturers. The primers used 
were the UBEI L  specific primers P l  (5 ' -AGCTCCTCATCCAGTAGCTTCG-3 ' )  and 
P2 (5 ' -GACACAAGGTGCCCACCTTC-3 '), whilst first strand cDNA synthesis was 
started from primer P3 (5 ' -GTCTCTTGACTTCAGTGATAGCC-3 ') .  

Analysis of DNAse I-hypersensitive sites 

Cultured cells were harvested, and resuspended in cell lysis buffer containing 0 .35 
M sucrose, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgC1

2
, I mM EGTA, 0 . 1 5  mM spermidine, 0. 1 mM 

PMSF, 50 mM Tris.HCl pH7.5 and 0.2% Triton-XIO0 [ 1 6] .  Nuclei were harvested by 
centrifugation at 700 g for IO min, and washed twice with the cell lysis buffer. The 
concentration of nuclei was determined by making a I :  I O  (v/v) dilution of a 20 µl 
aliquot with a vital dye (Turks solution, Merck) and counting the nuclei using a Buchner 
haemocytometer. Nuclei were washed once with DNAse I digestion buffer containing 
0 .35 M sucrose, 25 mM KCl, 5 mM MgC1

2
, 0. 1 mM CaC1

2
, I O  mM Tris.HCl, pH 7 .5 ,  

and resuspended in this buffer at a DNA concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. A series of I ml 
aliquots was mixed with increasing amounts of DNAse I (Sigma), in a range from 0 to 
50 units, and incubated at 3 7°C for IO min. The reaction was terminated by the addition 
of I ml buffer containing I %  SDS and 25 mM EDT A. DNA purification, restriction 
digestion, and subsequent Southern analysis were carried out by stat1:dard procedures. 

Single strand conformation polymorphism (SSCP) analysis 
Reverse transcription was started from 30 µg total RNA in a total volume of 60 µl 

as previously described [ 12] .  One µl was subsequently amplified for 30 cycles with the 
appropriate primers. PCR conditions were as described. The PCR products were 
separated on I %  NA agarose (Pharmacia) / 2% NuSieve agarose (Research Organics) 
gels. The band corresponding to the calculated length of the PCR product was cut out, 
melted, and mixed with one volume of distilled water. One µl of this mixture ( or I 00 ng 
genomic DNA, when DNA instead of RNA was used as the starting-material) were 
subjected to a radioactive PCR, using a buffer in which 2 µM dCTP was replaced by 0.2 
�tM dCTP and I µl a32P-dCTP. Amplification was for 30 cycles. When the resulting 
product exceeded 250 hp, I O  units of the appropriate restriction enzyme were added 
directly to the PCR mixture, followed by an incubation at 37° C for 2h. The fidelity of 
the radioactive PCR was checked by electrophoresis of one-fourth of the mixture on a 
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3% agarose gel . Another 5 µl of the reaction mixture was mixed with 2 .5  µl 20 mM 
EDT A and 2.5 µl 0.4% SDS, boiled for 5 min, chilled on ice, and applied to either of 
two nondenaturating acrylamide gels, consisting of 6% acrylamide/bisacrylamide ( 19 :  1 
w/w), lxTBE and either 5% glycerol or 1 0% glycerol [ 1 7] .  During electrophoresis 
(30W, 6h), gels containing 1 0% or 5% glycerol were kept at a constant temperature of 
30 °C or l 0°C, by the use of a thermostatic plate. For dideoxy fingerprinting [ 1 8] DNA 
segments were amplified using a primer system in which one of the primers was 
biotinylated allowing purification of the PCR product by a biomagnetic separation 
system (DynaBeads, ITK Diagnostics) . The PCR product was subjected to solid-phase 
DNA sequencing, using a T7-polymerase based sequence kit (Pharmacia) and 
dideoxythimidine for chain termination. The resulting products were analyzed as 
described [ 1 8] .  

Methylation analysis 
DNA methylation was assessed by digestion of samples of 1 0  µg DNA with either 

Mspl, Hpall, or Hhal, in combination with the non-methylation-sensitive enzyme 
BamHI. Restriction digestion was carried out for 1 6  h at 37 °C using 1 0  units of 
enzyme/µg DNA in the buffer conditions recommended by the supplier. Digested 
samples were electrophoresed on 0. 7% agarose gels, and transferred to nylon membranes 
as described previously. Southern analysis was carried out as described [ 1 0] .  The small 
cell lung cancer (SCLC) cell lines GLC4 and GLC8 were cultured in the presence of 5-
azacytidine (5-azaC) to produce partially demethylated DNA [ 1 9] .  For this, the culture 
medium was just before use supplemented with 2 µM 5-azaC (Sigma). A 2 mM 5-azaC 
stock solution was stored in small aliquots at -80 °C. Medium was renewed every 3 days. 
Cells were harvested after three weeks, and DNA and RNA were isolated as described. 
RNA was subjected to a quantitative analysis of the UBElL mRNA level as previously 
described [ 12] .  

RESULTS 

Identification of the intron-exon boundaries of the UBEJL gene 
Initially, a cosmid coded D8Al .4 was isolated using as a probe a 1 .6 kb UBEl L  

cDNA. Upon hybridization of EcoRI digests, BamHI digests, and EcoRixBamHI double 
digests of the cosmid DNA with the 3 . 3  kb UBEI L  cDNA, it appeared that the 
hybridizing fragments covered a total of 9.4 kb (Fig. IA). A restriction map of the 
cosmid, giving the restriction sites for EcoRI, BamHI, Nrul, and Mlul, is shown in Fig. 
lB .  The fragments that hybridize with the UBElL cDNA form a contig within the 
cosmid, indicating that it contains the entire cDNA. All fragments from the 
EcoRixBamHI digest containing transcribed sequences were subcloned and sequenced, 
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Fig. 1 :  Structure of the UBEJL gene. A, 
Restriction digestion of cosmid COSDBAJ.4 with 
BamHI (BJ, with EcoRI (R) or with both enzymes 
(BIR). The left part shows a photograph of the 
ethidium bromide stained agarose gel, the right 
part shows the autoradiograph after hybridization 
with the 3. 3 kb UBEJL cDNA. The length of the 
hybridizing fragments (in kilobases) is indicated. 
Hindi/I digested lambda DNA is used as a size 
marker (A). B, Restriction map of cosmid 
COSD8Al. 4, showing the EcoRI (R), BamHI (BJ, 
Miu! (M) and Nrul (NJ sites. Below the map, the 
coding region of the UBE] L gene is enlarged. 
Exons, numbered 1-22, are indicated by solid 
blocks. The arrowhead above exon 1 indicates the 
translation start site. The A above the last exon 
indicates the polyadenylation signal. The Pstl sites 
defining the fragments containing the first and the 
last exon, respectively, are also indicated. 
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Table 1 :  lntron-exon boundaries of the UBEJL gene. 
t t cacttttcttttct ccag AGGAGCCAGG ( l ;  2 2 0 )  

CA AGA CAG C T  gtgaggcccgaggtgggggg . .  ( 1 ;  8 4 ) . . .  cttctgcttcccatccacag G TAT GTG CTG ( 2 ;  1 6 9 )  
S R Q L Y V L 

G GCT GCC CAG gtaagtgtcctggggctatg . .  ( 2 ;  9 1 )  . . .  tgcactggctctctccctag TTT CTC CTC T ( 3 ; 1 3 5 )  
A A Q F L L 

G GAC TTC CAG gtcagctcaggcctgcagcc . .  ( 3 ; 8 0 )  . . .  tgatcactgtgtccacccag GTG GTG GTG C ( 4 ; 1 0 7 )  
D F Q V V V 

CC CTC GTG GG gtgagtaagactgcctgccc . .  ( 4 ; 3 2 3 ) . .  cccctaccaccccatct cag G CAG TTG TTC ( 5 ;  9 1 )  
A L V G Q L F 

C ATC TCC CAG gtgggtgctgctgagctgta . .  ( 5 ;  1 0 4 ) . .  ccaagcctcctcctacccag GGC TCC CCT G ( 6 ;  1 3 6 )  
I S Q G S P 

CAC GTG CGG G gtaagccaatcccattccaa . .  ( 6 ;  2 0 1 )  . .  ctagactggaactccctcag AG GAT GGG TC ( 7 ;  9 8 )  
H V R E D G S 

T GTG AGA CAT gtgagtgcaagtccatctga . .  ( 7 ;  9 2 ) . . .  tgagccaggtgcccttgcag AAG TCC CTG G ( 8 ;  144 ) 
V R H K S L 

C TGG GAT CCT gtgagtagtcctgttgctcc  . .  ( 8 ; 4 1 4 )  . .  ccacagagt cctaccaacag GTT GAT GCA G ( 9 ;  1 7 2 ) 
W D P V D A 

TGC CCA GGA A gtgctgaaggtgggcagagg . .  ( 9 ;  1 9 1 )  . .  gcctgaagtgctgcccctag GC AAT CTC CA ( 1 0 ;  1 8 8 )  
C P G S A E G 

C TAC CTC CTG gtgagctgtggggtgagact . ( 1 0 ;  7 9 ) . . .  aaggctgttcctgccaacag GTG GGC GCT G ( 1 1 ;  1 5 6 ) 
Y L L V G A 

G GAC GTT GGT gtgagtgctgacccctctcc . ( 1 1 ;  8 8 )  . . .  tcttcctgcct tcttcccag AGA CCC AAG G ( 12 ;  1 6 5 )  
D V G R P K 

TTC CAG GCC C gtgagtgcttgacttcggag . ( 12 ;  7 9 ) . . .  acccactgctcccytgccag GGC GCT ATG T ( 13 ; 2 0 6 )  
F Q A R R Y 

C ACC CTG CAG gtaggaagcaccctggagac . ( 13 ;  9 8 )  . . .  tcttcctccctcctccacag TGG GCC CGG C ( 14 ;  6 5 )  
T L Q W A R 

AC CAC CAA CA gtaaggccaccaacagaggc . .  ( 14 ;  8 9 )  . .  actt cctcctctctctgcag G GCA CAC ACT ( 1 5 ;  1 8 4 ) 
H H Q  Q A H  T 

A CCT AAT AAA gtgtgtggctaggggttggg . ( 15 ;  7 7 )  . . .  gctt ctacttacctacctag GTG CTT GAG G ( 1 6 ;  7 5 )  
P N K V L E 

C ACC AAC CAA gtgagtgggatt ctgtaggg . ( 1 6 ;  2 3 5 )  . .  tgctcttggtctggctgcag GAC ACA CAC C ( 1 7 ;  1 8 4 )  
T N Q D T H 

GCT GAG TTT G gtgaggctcctggccctggc . ( 1 7 ;  5 0 7 )  . .  aacatcccctt ccctgacag GC CCT GAG CA ( 1 8 ; 8 3 ) 
A E F G P E Q 

G TTT GAG AAG gtgggtgcccaagtggcagt . ( 1 8 ;  13 9 )  . .  ctttgact tgggccttacag GAT GAT GAC A ( 1 9 ;  9 3 ) 
F E K D D D 

C CGT GCC CAG gtaaccccaccccttgaggc . ( 19 ;  9 2 ) . . .  aaatctcttgtccttggcag AGC AAG CGA A ( 2 0 ; 1 9 2 )  
R A Q S K R 

C ATC CAG ACG gttgagcccatgatacccca . ( 2 0 ;  1 5 7 0 ) . ct cctctacctcatcccaag TTC CAT CAC C ( 2 1 ;  1 9 4 ) 
I Q T F H H 

TG CCC CTC AG gtgagcccact tgggcttta . ( 2 1 ;  4 5 1 ) . .  cctaaacccacccctaccag G GTG ACA GAA ( 2 2 ; 2 3 1 )  
L P L R V T E 

TAAAGGAAGG cattgcagagaggacggacg 

lntron sequences are indicated by lower case letters; exon sequences by capitals. Numbers of the intrans (or 
exons) and their total length (including the sequences shown) are indicated between brackets. Translated 
sequences are presented as triplets with the respective amino acids indicated by their one letter-symbol. 
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initially with vector-derived primers, subsequently with exon-derived primers. All 

introns were sequenced in both directions, with the exception of the largest one, which 
has only been sequenced in one direction. By comparing the genomic sequences with 

the cDNA sequence (GenBank data base accession no. L 1 3 852), a total of 2 1  introns 
was identified, 1 1  of them smaller that 1 00 nucleotides. The intron-exon structure of the 

gene is schematically depicted in Fig. 1 B; the sequences of the intron-exon boundaries 
are presented in Table 1 .  All introns start with a GT dinucleotide and end with an AG 
dinucleotide, in agreement with the consensus sequence [20] . The two genomic Pstl
fragments that contain the first exon and the polyadenylation signal, respectively were 
identified by Southern analysis of cosmid DNA with a 5 '-fragment and a 3 ' -fragment 
from the UBElL  cDNA, and sequenced almost completely. At about 1 kb upstream 

from the first exon an inverted repeat of 56 nucleotides was detected. The two elements 
of the inverted repeat, separated by 206 nucleotides, differed at only 4 positions. 

Localization of tlte transcription initiation site 
The complete sequence of the first exon, as well as some 250 nucleotides directly 

upstream are shown in Fig. 2A. The underlined CCA-triplet marks the beginning of the 
3 .3 kb UBElL  cDNA clone. The start site of transcription was determined by an 

anchored PCR [ 1 5] on total RNA isolated from an EBY-transformed lymphoblastoid cell 
line with a high UBEIL  expression. First strand cDNA synthesis was started with 

primer P3 in exon 7, at 9 1 5  nucleotides downstream from the CCA-triplet (see M&M). 

Following tailing, the cDNA strands were amplified with the anchored primer (Pan) in 

combination with one of two different primers (P l and P2, respectively) in separate 

experiments. P l  lies in the first exon; its position is indicated in Fig. 2A. P2 lies in the 
fourth exon 377 nucleotides downstream from Pl  according to the cDNA sequence. The 

resulting PCR products were analyzed on an agarose gel (Fig. 2B). In both experiments 
several bands were produced, as can be seen from lanes 1 and 2 in Fig. 2B. The longest 

fragments in each lane indeed contained the 5 ' -part of the UBEIL cDNA, since they 

hybridized with a 900 bp EcoRixPstI fragment containing the first 140 bp of the UBEl L  

cDNA. The PCR-fragment resulting from the amplification with P l  i s  260 bp. 
Subtraction of the length of the -artificial- anchored primer (48 bp) results in a cDNA 

fragment of 2 1 2  bp (see Fig. 2C). The downstream endpoint of this fragment is defined 
by the Pl primer, i.e nucleotide 435 .  Assuming absence of an additional intron, the 

upstream endpoint will thus map at _nucleotide 223 ( double underlined triplet in Fig. 
2A). The same calculation can be made for the 630 bp PCR product resulting from the 

amplification with P2. Now the upstream endpoint of the cDNA part maps at nucleotide 
230. The difference in length between the longest PCR products in each of the lanes is 

thus almost fully accounted for by the different position of the primer used for the 
amplification. We determined the nucleotide sequence of the longest PCR product from 
lane 1 using the P 1 primer to initiate the reaction. 
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. . . . . 
tataattat tt caaaataaaagt ctaaaaggaaaataagaacatgtgtga 5 0  

. . . . . 
atgtggctgccccatgcct cccaccct caggtctgacactcagagactga 1 0 0  

. . . . . 
tcacctcttgagagtcctggaact cat cccaggttttagacc ctgaatgg 1 5 0  

. . . . . 
cctgtctggggctggcgtctggaggcaggatcaggagccagctcagagca 2 0 0  

. . . . . 
tagt ttaacttt cact t t t ct,!;;llctccagAGGAGCCAGGAAGAGAGCTG 2 5 0  

. . . . . 
TGACCAGCAGCGTCCCTTATTCGCTTGGCCTTGGTTCCTGTTTGCACTGG 3 0 0  

. . . . . 
CTACAGCAGGGCACTGGCCCCTACTGTCACCGCCACCTACACAAAGACCC 3 5 0  

. . . . . 
TATCTCTGAGCGCTGCAGCCTACTGTTCAGCCCCAGGTTTGAGGATGGAT 4 0 0  

. . . . . 
GCCCTGGACGCTTCGAAGCTACTGGATGAGGAGCTGTATTCAAGACAGCT 4 5 0  
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Fig. 2: Identification of the transcription start site. A, Sequence of the first exon, and about 250 
hp directly upstream from it. Underlined are the first triplet of the 3. 3 kb UBEJL cDNA clone 
(CCA 254-256), the translation start site (ATG 395-397), and the primer P 1. Double underlined 
are the endpoints of the anchored PCR products. Transcribed sequences, as revealed by the 
anchored PCR, are indicated by capitals. B, Agarose gel electrophoresis of anchored PCR 
products after amplification with primers P 1 (lane 1) and P2 (lane 2). The right part shows the 
autoradiograph after hybridization with a 900 hp genomic EcoRlxPstl fragment containing 140 
hp of the first exon. Plasmid pUC18 digested with Mbol is used as a size marker (R). C, 
Schematic presentation of the anchored PCR analysis. Exon sequences are indicated by boxes. 
The position of the primers P 1 and P2, as well as the length and the position of the PCR 
products is indicated The universal anchored primer is indicated by a solid bar and the letters 
Pan. The grey boxes indicate mRNA sequences present in UBE] L cDNA; the white box indicates 
transcribed sequences not present in UBE] L cDNA. 

The sequence turned out to be identical to the genomic sequence, starting from position 

350 up to position 23 1 ,  after which point the sequence became unspecific. This strongly 
indicates that there exists no additional intron. Within the limits of this technique the 

UBElL  transcription initiation site will, therefore, reside between nucleotides 222 and 
23 1 .  

SSCP analysis of the UBEJL gene in SCLC-derived cell lines 

We screened by SSCP analysis [ 1 7] 1 5  SCLC-derived cell lines for mutations in the 

UBElL coding sequence. For exons 1 5  to 22 SSCP analysis was carried out on total 

cellular RNA following reverse transcription and PCR (RT-PCR) with exon-specific 

primers. All products were analyzed under at least two different conditions. No aberrant 
bands were detected in any of the analyzed samples. Exons 1 to 1 4  were analyzed 
starting from genomic DNA instead of RNA, since RT-PCR gave relatively poor yields 
for these exons. In this region of the UBE 1 L gene, three variants were detected. A 

subsequent analysis of a substantial number of DNA samples from unrelated normal 

controls revealed that all three were neutral sequence polymorphisms. In each case the 

nucleotide sequence of the alleles was determined by a direct analysis of the PCR 
product. One of the polymorphisms was a deletion/insertion of 9 nucleotides in the 

region where we think the transcription starts. The deletion removes 5 nucleotides that 
are spacing a 4 bp direct repeat as well as one of the repeat units itself. Allele sequences 
and allele frequencies are given in Table 2. Although originally detected by SSCP 

analysis, this variation could readily be analyzed directly on standard agarose gels (see 
Fig. 3). Another variant was a G <=> T transition in the middle of intron 6 (Table 2). The 
third polymorphism is actually a double one consisting of two C <=> T transitions, spaced 

by 1 8  unaffected nucleotides, in intron 12 .  The downstream transition mapped in the 
pyrimidine stretch of the splice acceptor site. Since the transition causes no interruption 

of this pyrimidine stretch, it is unlikely that splicing is affected. 
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Table 2. Sequence variants in the UBE] L gene. 

deletion/insertion polymorphism at the 5 ' -border of exon 1 :  
allele 1 :  117  bp : tttcttttctccagAGGAGCCAGGAAGAGAGCT ( 5 3 / 92 )  
allele 2 :  1 0 8  bp : tttcttttct . . . . . . . . .  CCAGGAAGAGAGCT ( 3 9 /92 ) 

base substitution polymorphism in intron 6 :  
allele 1 :  aaggtgtggga ( 2 3 / 3 8 )  
allele 2 :  - - - - - t - - - - - ( 1 5 / 3 8 )  

base substitution polymorphism i n  intron 12 : 
allele 1 :  gtcccacttctgacccactgctcccctgccagGGCGCTAT ( 3 1 /4 6 )  

( 7 /4 6 )  
( 8 /4 6 )  

allele 2 :  - - - - - - c - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
allele 3 :  - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Dots and dashes indicate missing and identical nucleotides, respectively. Capitals indicate exon 
sequences. Allele frequencies are given between brackets. 

genomic DNA 

1 2  3 4 5 6 7 

_/ A1 

� A2 

Fig. 3: Deletion/insertion polymorphism. DNA of 
7 unrelated individuals was amplified with 
primers PL (5 'GGAGCCAGCTCAGAGCATAG-
3 ;, and PR 
(5 'CCAGTGCAAACAGGAACCAAG-3 '), and 
analyzed on a 1% NA agarose (Pharmacia)/2% 
NuSieve agarose (Research Organics) gel. Allele 
Al and A2 are 1 1 7  hp and 108 hp, respectively. 
The blurred bands just above Al, present only in 
the heterozygous samples, are probably caused 
by heteroduplex structures. Allele frequencies 
are given in Table 2. 

Although two transitions may cause 4 haplotypes, which we here denote as alleles, we 
detected only three of them (see Table 2) . All lung cancer cell lines analyzed were 
apparently homozygous for all three polymorphisms, in agreement with heterozygous 
loss of the gene. A DNA fragment consisting of the first exon and about 500 nucleotides 
directly upstream to it was analyzed not only by SSCP, but also by dideoxy 
fingerprinting [ 1 8] .  Apart from the above-mentioned polymorphism in the region of the 
transcription initiation site, no additional mutations were detected. 

Identification of sites of transcriptional regulation 
No clearly recognizable promoter elements were found in the region immediately 

upstream of the initiation start site [2 1 ] .  The identification of DNAse I hypersensitive 
sites is an alternative approach to localize a promoter, since these sites often coincide 
with regulatory sequences of genes [22] . The 5 ' end of the UBElL gene lies in a 1 5  kb 
BamHI fragment, within 2 kb from one of the BamHI sites. DNAse I-hypersensitive sites 
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Fig. 4: Localization of DNAse I-hypersensitive sites. A, Nuclei, isolated from the SCLC derived 
cell line GLC4 and from a lymphoblastiod cell line (LBJ were digested with DNAse I: lane O to 
5; 0, 1, 2. 5, 5, JO and 25 unit/ml, respectively. Southern blots of BamHI-digested DNA were 
hybridized with a 1. 15 kb Smal-BamHI fragment. The length of the hybridizing fragments is 
indicated in kilobases (kb). Hind/II-digested lambda DNA is used as a reference (R). B, Map of 
the hypersensitive sites (arrowheads) on the 16 kb BamHI-fragment. 

in the UBE 1 L upstream region were mapped relative to this BamHI site using as a 
probe a 1 . 1 5  kb Smal-BamHI fragment (Fig. 4B). DNAsel treatment of nuclei isolated 

from the lymphoblastoid cell line exhibiting a high UBE 1 L expression resulted in two 

fragments in addition to the 1 5  kb BamHI fragment. They are represented by the 
prominent bands at 3 .3  kb and 2.2 kb in Fig. 4A and mark two hypersensitive sites. The 
one corresponding to the 3 .3 kb band, maps 1 .3 kb upstream from the putative initiation 

start site. The other hypersensitive sites, corresponding to the band of 2.2 kb, maps 
somewhere between nucleotides 1 50 and 250 in Fig. 2, and may coincide with the 
putative promoter region. This band was flanked by two much weaker bands of about 
2.0 and 2.4 kb, respectively. In the SCLC-derived cell line GLC4 the region directly 
upstream to the first exon turned out to be only weakly sensitive towards DNAse I .  
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Methylation pattern of the UBEJL upstream region 
We analyzed the methylation status of the UBEl L  upstream region by hybridizing 

the 5 '  EcoRI-BamHI fragment of 2.8 kb (Fig. lB,  also indicated in Fig. SC) to genomic 
DNA, double-digested with either Hhal, Hpall, or Mspl, each in combination with 
BamHI. Hhal cuts DNA at its target sequence GCGC only if the internal cytosine is 
unmethylated. Mspl and Hpall both cut the target sequence CCGG. Hpall, but not Mspl 
digestion, is inhibited by methylation of the internal cytosine. The methylation pattern of 
two SCLC-derived cell lines was compared with the methylation pattern of the 
lymphoblastoid cell line LB (Fig. SA).  

A B 
8 4 GLC LB GLCB GLC4 ----

H p M H p M - H p M - 2 0 2 0 mM Az.aC 
kb kb 
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Fig. 5: Methylation of Hhal and HpaII sites. A, DNA from a lymphoblastoid cell line (LB), and 
from two SCLC-derived cell lines (GLC4 and GLC8) was digested with BamHL and in addition 
with Hhal (H), HpaJI (P), or Mspl (M). Southern blots were hybridized with the 2. 8 kb EcoRI
BamHI fragment. B, DNA from GLC8 and GLC4 before (0), and after (2) culturing the cells for 
14 days in the presence of 2 mM azacytidine, was digested with BamHI and Hpall The Southern 
blot was hybridized with the same probe as sub A. C, Restriction map of the 16 kb BamHI 
fragment. Exon sequences are indicated by grey boxes. The 2. 8 kb EcoRI-BamHI fragment is 
indicated as a hatched bar. The position of the Hhal sites (H) and Mspl/HpaII sites (M) 
indicated. Hhal sites and Mspl/HpaII sites upstream of the Mspl site at 6. 5 kb have not been 
mapped. 
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Appearance of a fragment indicates that the site involved is to a large extent 
unmethylated. In the lane containing HhalxBamHI digested DNA from the 
lymphoblastoid cell line (LB), only one hybridizing fragment, of 2.0 kb, can be seen. 
This indicates that the genomic DNA is completely unmethylated at the HhaI site which 
according to the sequence interpretation lies in the first exon This site is indicated in 
Fig. 5C which also shows the position of the further HhaI and MspI/HpaII sites up to 
4.5 kb upstream of the UBElL coding region. The Hhal site in exon 1 is, however, fully 
methylated in GLC4 and GLC8 as can be inferred from the absence of the 2.0 kb 
fragment in the GLC lanes (Fig. 5A). In both the LB and GLC lanes containing 
HpallxBamHI digested DNA, two or more bands can be seen, in each case the shortest 
band being 2.7 kb. The presence of longer bands in the same lanes indicates that the 
Hpall site producing this 2. 7 kb fragment is only partly demethylated. The absence from 
the HpallxBamHI digests of the 1 .5 kb band, as present in the BamHixMspI digests, 
and the absence of shorter bands, indicates complete methylation in all cell lines of the 
MspI/Hpall sites in the UBEl L  coding region itself (Fig. 5C). The same HpaII 
methylation pattern was seen in several SCLC-derived cell lines, and UBE lL-expressing 
tissues ( data not shown) . 

In order to obtain an overall reduction of CpG-methylation GLC8 and GLC4 were 
cultured in the presence of 5 ' -azacytidine for three weeks, equal to at least 2 cell 
divisions. As can be seen in Fig. 5B, the methylation status of these cells had indeed 
changed. Relatively shorter bands appear upon hybridization of BamHixHpaII digested 
genomic DNA with the 2.8 kb EcoRI-BamHI fragment. RNA was isolated from these 
cells, and subjected to a quantitative analysis of UBE IL-gene expression [ 1 2] .  The 
overall reduction of CpG-methylation had no effect on the UBE 1 L mRNA level in 
GLC4, and increased the UBEl L  mRNA level in GLC8 with no more than a factor 2 
(from 1 0  to about 20 copies per cell) . 

DISCUSSION 

The longest UBE l L  cDNA clone we could isolate had a nucleotide sequence of 3 .3 
kb. It recognizes a mRNA of 3 .5 kb [ 1 0] .  The difference in length between cDNA and 
transcript may, however, to a large extent, be explained by the presence of a polyA tail 
in the latter. In total, a DNA segment of approx. 1 0  kb was sequenced, extending from 
1 .2 kb upstream of the first exon identified to 300 bp downstream of the 
polyadenylation site. The coding sequences lie on a genomic fragment of approximately 
83 80 nucleotides. The gene consists of 22 exons and 2 1  introns, 1 1  of which are less 
than 1 00 bp, i.e. relatively short when taking into account the distribution of intron 
lengths in vertebrates [23] .  The extended splice donor- and acceptor sites of the UBEl L  
gene shown in Table I are largely in agreement with the consens�s sequences [20] . We 
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confirmed by anchored PCR that the 5 '-end of the 3 .3 kb UBEl L  cDNA is indeed part 
of the UBE l L  mRNA and extended the first exon with 23 nucleotides. It contains a 
TGA stopcodon (nucleotides 25 1 -253) in frame with the open reading frame of the 3 . 3  
kb UBE l L  cDNA. Thus, translation has to start downstream of  this triplet, probably at 
ATG 3 95-397 (numbers according to Fig. 2A). Translation initiation at this point would 
result in a protein with a predicted molecular weight of 1 1 2 kD. In vivo 
transcription/translation of the 3 .3  kb UBEI L  cDNA in COS7 cells indeed resulted in a 
protein of this molecular weight [W. Helfrich, K.K., C.H.C.M.B., L .  de Leij ,  manuscript 
in preparation] . 

Nucleotides 2 1 5-232 directly upstream of the start of the UBEl L  cDNA clone 
revealed a striking homology with the splice acceptor consensus in consisting of an AG 
dinucleotide preceded by a 14 nucleotide perfect pyrimidine stretch. Moreover, the "A" 
nucleotide at position 208 could well serve as a branchpoint for the splicing machinery 
[20] . This, in combination with the absence of a clearly identifiable promoter sequence, 
initially suggested to us the presence of a possible upstream exon that was missing from 
the 3 . 3  kb cDNA clone. The anchored PCR analysis, however, demonstrated that this is 
not the case, and that transcription starts between nucleotides 222 and 23 1 (Fig. 2A). No 
exact position for the transcription initiation site could be identified. Many genes are 
known, however, whose transcription can start at several sites, either highly clustered or 
spread over a somewhat larger region [24,25] .  

Promoter regions of RNA-polymerase II-transcribed genes can be subdivided into 
three groups [26] . The TATA-box-containing promoters constitute one group. Genes 
with such a promoter have a well-defined single transcription start site, 27-3 1 bp 
downstream of the first "T" of the TAT A-box. In the vast majority of the genes, 
transcription starts at a CA dinucleotide [27] . The second group are the so-called GC
rich promoters [ reviewed in 24] . Genes with this type of promoter are characterized by 
the occurrence of one or multiple binding sites for transcription factors like SP 1 ,  AP 1 ,  
AP2, and by the presence of several transcription initiation sites distributed over a 1 5-20 
bp region [24] . These genes mainly express themselves at low levels and the proteins 
coded for are found in all cells. Some of these genes are characterized by the HIP 1 
binding site consensus sequence {ATTTCN(l -30)GCCA} at their site of transcription 
initiation [25] .  Transcription can start at multiple sites, but is dependent on the presence 
of binding sites for the above-mentioned transcription factors. A third group of 
promoters is associated with genes that have neither a TA TA-box element, nor a GC
rich region. Most of these genes are not constitutively active but rather are regulated 
during differentiation or development [reviewed in 26] . Computer analysis of the 
UBEl L  upstream sequence revealed a weak homology with a TATA-box 430 bp 
upstream of the first exon, suggesting transcription to start at a 30 nucleotides 
downstream from that position. This would, however, imply presence of a noncoding 
exon upstream of exon 1 .  When we tried to amplify the mRNA using a primer within 
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the putative first exon and primer P l ,  after first strand cDNA synthesis starting from 

primer P2, we failed to obtain a product, ruling out the presence of a functional TATA

box at the region where the homology occurred. On the whole, the region upstream of 

the first exon is not very GC-rich, the GC content of the 1 .3 kb Pstl fragment (see Fig. 

IB) being 44%, although a few GC-rich (70%) stretches occur that are less than 50 bp 

long. The sequence at position 220 to 237 (see Fig. 2) has some homology with the 

HIPI (housekeeping initiation protein I )  binding site consensus, and indeed closely 

resembles the HPRT transcription initiation box [25] . This type of promoter element 

requires the presence of Spl -like factors to regulate the efficiency of transcription [25] .  

Sequences homologous to the consensus binding sites of  Sp I ,  Ap I ,  and Ap2 [2 1 ]  could, 

however, not be detected. Still, this does not exclude the presence of a promoter, as 

some transcription factors have been described that bind to GC-rich regions lacking a 

SPI consensus sequence [28], and as there is the third group of promoters occurring 

with genes regulated during differentiation or development. 

DNAse I-hypersensitive sites often coincide with regulatory sequences of genes. 

Therefore, the mapping of such sites can also be of help to identify regions involved in 

the regulation of transcription [ 1 6, reviewed in 22] . The results obtained for the UBEIL 

gene point to the region directly upstream of  the first exon as a site for transcription 

regulation, thus supporting the results of the anchored PCR experiments and leading to 

the conclusion that this region may indeed contain the UBEIL promoter. Hypersensitive 

sites representing elements involved in transcriptional regulation may also occur in the 

first intron of some genes [29] . Therefore, verification of the presence of UBEI L  

upstream sequences that control transcription and their identification awaits transient 

expression assays with constructs containing various parts of the region upstream to a 

suitable reporter gene. 

The similarity of the amino acid sequence of the UBE IL  product to that of the 

ubiquitin-activating enzyme El might suggest similar roles for El  and the UBEI L  gene 

product [ I I ] .  By activating and transporting a ubiquitin molecule to one of a group of 

ubiquitin conjugating enzymes, EI catalyses the first step of the ubiquitin pathway 

which ligates ubiquitin to intracellular target proteins. In man only one ubiquitin

activating enzyme has been identified. The gene encoding it has been cloned [30] and 

mapped to Xpl 1 .2-p l 1 .4 [3 1 ] .  There exist at least two isoforms of El in mammals [32] . 

Moreover, using immunofluorescence techniques, El has been detected in various 

cellular compartments [33] .  Neither study can exclude that proteins are involved 

encoded by different genes. Possibly, more than one gene exist which codes for E l -like 

products that each have a preferred set of target conjugating enzymes. Occurrence of 

more than one activating enzyme would allow for regulation already at the ubiquitin 

activation step. The ubiquitin pathway has been implicated in a number of fundamental 

processes including selective degradation of abnormal and short-living proteins, cell 

cycle progression, and DNA repair. A strongly decreased level of a ubiquitin activating 
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enzyme could conceivably contribute to the development of cancer, as has been 
suggested with respect to a role of the ubiquitin system in degrading nuclear 
oncoproteins like N-myc, c-myc and c-fos [34] . 

Most likely, the low level of UBElL mRNA in lung cancer-derived cell lines [ 12] 
cannot be attributed to mutant instable mRNA molecules, since in 1 5  SCLC cell lines 
analyzed no mutations of the UBEl L  gene could be detected. Thus, UBEl L  cannot be 
defined as a class I tumour suppressor gene according to the classification by Lee et al 
[35] ,  who define class I suppressor genes as those of which both alleles in a tumour are 
(functionally) eliminated by loss and/or structural mutation. The paradigm of this class is 
RB 1 .  Class II tumour suppressor genes are defined as a group of genes whose functional 
loss is caused by a regulatory block of expression. Such genes could be mediators of 
class I tumour suppressor genes. An example might be the recently identified W AF 1 
gene, whose expression is under positive control of wild type TP53 [36] . It cannot be 
ruled out that UBE 1 L belongs to this class of genes. 

The only mutations we found were three sequence polymorphisms with 
heterozygosities between 40% and 50%. These polymorphisms, especially the 
deletion/insertion polymorphism which is easy to detect directly, may be a welcome 
addition to the already known polymorphisms [37,38] of the wider UBEl L  region, 
which is known to be involved in loss of heterozygosity of many different types of 
tumours. 

5-Methylcytosine is the only modified base occurring in vertebrate DNA. It is 
mainly present in the dinucleotide 5 ' -CpG-3 ' [39] . Hypomethylation of CpG sequences, 
especially those associated with hypersensitive regions, correlates positively with gene 
expression [22] . For UBEl L,this was only true for the HhaI site in the first exon, which 
was unmethylated in a lymphoblastoid cell line expressing UBE lL at a high level, but 
fully methylated in the SCLC cell lines analyzed that virtually lack expression of 
UBEl L  [ 1 2] .  Maybe not coincidentally, it is this site which is included in the 
transcription-depended DNAse I-hypersensitive region. However, an overall 
demethylation, as induced by culturing the cells in the presence of 5 '-azacytidine [ 1 9] ,  
did not result in  a marked increase of UBElL mRNA levels in the SCLC cell lines. 
Thus, although the methylation status of this HhaI site may mark the level of expression, 
it does not directly affect it. 

The absence of yet unknown transcription factors might be responsible for the low 
UBE 1 L expression in lung cancer-derived cell lines. In this study, some possible target 
regions for these proteins have been identified. These are now under further analysis. 
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Chapter 7 

A homozygous deletion in a small cell lung cancer cell line 

involving a 3p21 region with a marked instability in Y ACs 

K. Kok, A. van den Berg, P.M.J.F. Veldhuis, A.Y. van der Veen, M. Franke, E.F.P.M. Schoenmakers, 

M.M.F. Hulsbeek, A.H. van der Hout, L. de Leij, W. van de Ven, C.H.C.M. Buys. 

ABSTRACT 

All types of lung carcinoma are characterized by a high frequency of loss of sequences 

from the short arm of chromosome 3, the smallest region of overlap containing 

D3F15S2 in band p21. Here we characterize a 440 kb segment from this region which 

we found homozygously deleted in one of our small cell lung cancer-derived cell lines. 

The homozygous deletion maps between UBE] L and ZnF 16, just centromeric to 

D3Fl 5S2. Yeast artificial chromosomes (YA Cs) with inserts originating from the deleted 

region are very unstable, and readily lose parts of their insert. 

Cancer Res., 1994, in press 
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INTRODUCTION 

Both by cytogenetic analysis [ 1 ,2] and by loss of heterozygosity studies [3,4,5] ,  the 
region 3p2 1 -3p22 of the short arm of chromosome 3 has been identified as the region 
most frequently involved in loss of constitutional heterozygosity of the various types of 
lung cancer. This strongly suggests that this chromosomal region is the location of a 
lung-specific tumour suppressor gene. The finding that a human-mouse hybrid cell line 
containing a 2 Mb DNA fragment from 3p2 1 had a reduced tumorigenicity as compared 
with the parent mouse fibrosarcoma cell line [ 6] further supports this suggestion. 

Heterozygous deletions in lung cancer as well as in other types of tumours are 
usually of a substantial size and their common region of overlap is still large. 
Homozygous deletions are detected at a much lower frequency and the homozygously 
deleted region is usually small. Therefore, mapping homozygous deletions may be of a 
considerable help for the fine localization and identification of tumour suppressor genes. 
The identification of the RB I - and WTI-genes is illustrative in this respect [7,8 ,9] . 
Homozygous deletions in 3p2 1 -22, the common region of overlap of the heterozygous 
deletions, have been described in two recent reports [ 1 0, 1 1 ] .  

When screening a number of  small cell lung cancer (SCLC)-derived cell lines with 
a new probe from the distal 3p2 1 region, we found that its homologous sequences were 
completely missing from one of the cell lines. Moreover, YACs containing inserts from 
the region which was homozygously deleted, showed a marked instability not found in 
Y ACs with inserts from the adjacent non-deleted regions. 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Cell lines 
Lung cancer cell lines were established from biopsies of primary tumours by one of 

us (L. de L .) .  Culture conditions were as described [ 1 2] . 

Probes and primers 

Primers were home-made by the phosphite triester method using a commercial 
oligonucleotide synthesizer (Gene Assembler Plus, Pharmacia). Primer sequences for 
D3S643, D3S647, D3 S663, D3S771 ,  D3S91 7, D3S 1 227, and for GNAI2 and D3S 1235 
were as published [ 1 3 , 14] .  DDI primers were : 5 'GGCTCTGCTTCCTGGTCCTTG3 ' 
and 5 'TTGGACAGCCTGTCTCCAGG3 ' (229 bp product); HIR primers were 
5 'AAAGGTAGGTTAGTGGTTGC3 ' and 5 'TCAGAACATTTCATGACCCC3 ' ( 1 1 3  bp 
product) ; H 1 L primers were 5 ' AGTCA T ACAGGAACAC CCTG3 ' and 
5 'ATGAGGCATGGAGGAAC3 ' ( 1 50 hp product). 
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Southern analysis 

DNA was digested with restriction enzymes under conditions recommended by the 
suppliers. Agarose gel electrophoresis was carried out at low voltage using 0. 7% gels. 
The DNA was transferred from the gel onto Hybond-N+ filters (Amersham) in 0.4 M 
NaOH, for 8 h. Filters were hybridized with probes labeled by random hexanucleotide 
priming in a solution consisting of 0 .5  M sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, 1 mM EDTA and 
7% sodium dodecyl sulfate (w/v) at 65°C for 1 6  h. 

PCR analysis 

PCR was carried out in a total volume of 30 µl, using 1 00 ng genomic DNA or 25  
ng yeast DNA and 1 50 ng of each primer in a reaction buffer consisting of 1 0  mM Tris
HCl pH9.0, 1 .5 mM MgC1 2, 50 mM KCl, 0 .01 % (w/v) gelatin, 0. 1 % Triton X- 1 00, 200 
µM of each nucleotide, and 0. 1 3  units Tag-polymerase (SphaeroQ, HT Biotechnology 
LTD). Amplification was for 30 cycles, each cycle consisting of denaturation at 92°C 
for 30 sec (except for the first cycle 2 min), and elongation at 72°C for 60 sec (except 
for the last cycle 5 min) for all primer sets. Annealing was carried out at a temperature 
specific for the primers used for 60 sec. 

Pulsed-Field Gel Electrophoresis 

Agarose plugs containing 5 µg DNA were made as described starting from either 
blood lymphocytes, or cultured cell lines [ 1 5 , 1 6] .  The plugs were digested with 40 units 
of the individual restriction enzyme as recommended by the manufacturers, for 4 h. The 
DNA plugs were applied onto a 1 % agarose gel and electrophoresed in a Pulsaphor 
CHEF apparatus (Pharmacia). Electrophoresis was at 1 50 V for 36 h, using ramped 
pulse times. DNA was transferred onto Hybond N+ filters (Amersham) in 0.4 N NaOH. 
Filters were hybridized as above. 

Screening and analysis of YACs 

A copy of the CEPH YAC library was screened as described [ 1 7] using a PCR
based screening strategy [ 1 8] .  Culturing of yeast cells, isolation of DNA from them [ 1 8] ,  
and generation of  plugs were performed as  described [ 1 9] .  The restriction digestion of 
the plugs was carried out as previously described [ 1 6] ,  using conditions recommended 
by the manufacturer (Pharmacia). Pulsed field gel electrophoresis, and DNA-transfer 
onto nylon membranes was carried out as described above. YAC-DNA was hybridized 
with both the 2.67 kb and the 1 .69 kb PvullxBamHl fragment from pBR322 to define 
left and right end-fragments, respectively. YAC-endc!ones were amplified by vectorette 
PCR as [20] , and sequenced. 

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization 

In situ hybridization was carried out essentially as previously described for cosmids 
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[2 1 ]  and chromosome libraries [22] . Chromosomes were identified in R-banded 
metaphases [23] using a filter for propidium iodide fluorescence. In all cases at least 50 
chromosomes or 1 00 interphase nuclei were analyzed. 

RESULTS 

From a 3p14-specific microdissection library (kindly provided by G. Senger, H.-J. 
Ludecke, U. Clausen and B. Horsthemke) we isolated a few clones that turned out to 
map far outside 3p14. One of these hybridized to DNA from the human-Chinese 
hamster hybrid cell line Dis2.6. Since this cell line contains part of 3p2 1  as its only 
chromosome 3 material [ 1 6] ,  the microdissection clone must map to this chromosomal 
subregion. By screening a cosmid library with the clone we obtained a cosmid from 
which we isolated a 2.9 kb single copy BamHI fragment, DDI .  When DDl was used in 
a Southern analysis of 1 5  SCLC-derived cell lines one of these, GLC20, completely 
failed to give a signal (Fig. 1 ) . Rehybridization with probes from other loci in 3p2 1 ,  
namely UBEl L  [ 1 6] ,  ZnF 1 6  [24] , and D3S32 [25], resulted in positive hybridization 
signals with all cell lines. Also upon PCR-amplification with primer sets for MYL3, 
D3 S 1 235 ,  D3 S643, D3S647, D3S663, D3S91 7, D3S771 ,  and D3S 1 227, that all map in 
3p2 l -p22, a product of the expected length was seen in all the SCLC-derived cell lines 
examined. A primer set for GNAI2, however, failed to detect any PCR-product from 
GLC20. Thus, the homozygous deletion in GLC20 encompasses the loci defined by 
DDl and GNAI2. 

UBE1 L 

D01 

ZnF1 6 

D3S32 

S C L C  
HP ___________ _ 

- - -- .... - - - -- -- .. .. ..  

- - - - -- .. - - - -- -

- -- .. - ... - -� 

- - - - - - - - � - - - -
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Fig. 1 :  Southern analysis of BamHI
digested DNA from SCLC-derived cell 
lines with 3p21 probes. The cell lines 
are from left to right: GLC45, GLC44, 
GLC42, GLC36, GLC35, GLC34, 
GLC28, GLC20, GLC16, GLC14, 
GLC8, and GLC4. HP is human 
placenta DNA. The probes used were a 
3. 3 kb UBEJL cDNA, the 2. 9 kb BamHI 
fragment DDJ, a 2. 3 kb EcoRI fragment 
from ZnF16 [24] and pEFD145. 1, 
de.fining D3S32. The lane containing 
DNA from GLC20 is indicated by an 
asterisk. 
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Fig. 2 :  PFGE analysis and resulting long-range 
physical map of the region containing the APEH, 
UBEJL, DDJ, GNAl2, and ZnF16 loci. a, Successive 
hybridizations of a single PFGE filter with a 4. 0 kb 
BamHI fragment from UBEJL (UJ, the 1 .2  kb 
BamHlxNotl fragment from DDJ (L), and the 1. 7 kb 
NotlxBamHI fragment from DDJ (R), respectively. 
The restriction enzymes used for DNA digestion are 
indicated above the lanes. Each digestion was 
carried out on lymphocyte DNA from two unrelated 
individuals. UBEJL and DDJ-L detect the same 
fragments, DDJ-R detects different ones. b, 
Successive hybridizations of a single P FGE filter 
with a 4. 0 kb BamHI fragment of UBE] L (U), and 
with a 2. 3 kb EcoRJ fragment of ZnFJ6 (Z), 
respectively. The restriction enzymes used for DNA 

digestion are indicated above the lanes. The lanes contain either GLC20 DNA (SJ or lymphocyte 
DNA (L). c, Long range map derived from PFGE analysis as described in the text and shown 
above. The position of the loci is indicated by small blocks (not drawn to scale). Restriction sites 
for Ml,uf, Natl and Nrul are indicated by M, N, and R, respectively. Numbers indicate the length 
of the Natl fragments in kb. The Nrul-site indicated by an asterisk is consistently partially 
digested, as can be seen sub a and b. The approximate position of the region homozygously 
deleted in GLC20 is indicated by a hatched bar below the map. 
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The restriction enzyme Natl cuts the 2.9 kb BamHI fragment DDl in two fragments 
of 1 .2 kb and 1 .7 kb, respectively. The result of a pulsed-field gel electrophoresis 
(PFGE) analysis with both BamHixNotl subfragments of DDl is shown in Fig. 2a. The 
hybridization pattern of the 1 .2 kb BamHixNotl fragment used as a probe turned out to 
be identical to that obtained after hybridisation of the same filter with a genomic probe 
from the UBE l L  gene (Fig. 2a). Both probes detect the same 650 kb Natl-fragment, and 
the same 350 kb MlulxNotI and 350 kb NrulxNotI fragments. This positions DD l in an 
already established long range map [ 1 6] at a distance of slightly less than 350 kb from 
UBElL  (see also Fig. 2c), which we formerly denoted D8 [ 16] .  Both the 1 .7 kb 
NotlxBamHI fragment of DDl and the GNAI2 PCR product recognize a 1 1 0 kb Natl 
fragment. These data, as well as those obtained with double digests of NotlxMluI and 
NotlxNrul (results not shown), strongly suggest that the 1 .7 kb fragment from DDl on 
the one hand and GNAI2 on the other hand lie on different ends of the same 1 1 0 kb 
Natl fragment (Fig. 2c). 

Plugs containing DNA from GLC20 were routinely included in the PFGE-analyses. 
As expected, we detected aberrant bands upon hybridization of UBE lL to Nrul- and 
Natl-digested GLC20-DNA (Fig. 2b), the Natl-fragment being 680 kb in length. 
Aberrant bands were also detected with ZnF 1 6. A 2.2 kb singlecopy EcoRI clone from 
this locus recognizes a 360 kb Natl-fragment in control DNA, but in GLC20-DNA again 
a 680 kb Natl-fragment. The same clone recognizes a 1 1 0 kb Nrul fragment both in 
control DNA and in GLC20 DNA. Thus, one end of the homozygous deletion appears 
to map within the 360 kb Natl-fragment detected by ZnF 1 6, not in the 1 1 0 kb Nrul
fragment. Detailed pulsed field analysis, including double digests with the enzymes used 
to construct the map (see Fig. le), indicated that the 360 kb Natl-fragment is adjacent to 
the 1 1 0 kb Natl-fragment detected by DD l and GNAI2.  Thus, in control DNA the two 
Natl sites flanking the homozygous deletion span three Natl fragments of 650 kb, 1 1 0 
kb, and 360 kb, respectively, i.e. 1 120 kb in total. In GLC20 they define a single Natl 
fragment of 680 kb. This implies that the size of the deletion in GLC20 must be 440 kb. 
Its approximate position (the exact breakpoints have not yet been determined) is 
indicated with a hatched bar in Fig. 2c. 

As a first step in the analysis of the region homozygously deleted from GLC20, the 
CEPH Y AC library was screened with DD I -specific primers. Thirty individual yeast 
colonies, all originating from the same DD I -positive library address 1 8 1  Hl , contained 
YACs varying in length from 60-340 kb (Fig. 3) . Fluorescent in situ hybridization 
(FISH) analysis with the longest Y AC proved that it was non-chimeric. By applying a 
vectorette-PCR protocol to four of these YACs we could demonstrate that they had 
identical endclones. For 19  individual 1 8 1  H 1 YA Cs we constructed an Mlul, Nrul, and 
Natl-restriction map. A comparison of these maps with the pulsed-field map showed that 
the left endclone (Hl L) of all 1 8 1  H1  YA Cs mapped at 80 kb from DDl in the 1 1 0 kb 
genomic Natl-fragment, i.e. within the GLC20-deletion. Indeed, amplification of 
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GLC20-DNA with primers derived from HlL  failed to produce a PCR-product. The 
right endclone (Hl R) mapped at 45 kb from the Nrul/Mlul site, between UBE l L  and 
APEH. Thus, in control DNA the endclones of 1 8 1Hl  span a genomic region of about 
475 kb, implying that even the longest (340 kb) YAC we obtained still carries a deletion 
of some 1 3  5 kb. In 8 out of 1 5  YA Cs the deletion included the DD I -homologous 
sequence. 
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Fig. 3: Instability of the DDJ-positive YAC 181Hl. a, PFGE of DNA from 13 individual colonies 
from the address 181Hl. The reference lanes contain either DNA from Saccharomyces 
cerevisiae YNN295 (Y), or lambda-concatamers (A). The size of the YACs present in the 
individual colonies varies from 60 kb to 340 kb. YAC positions were confirmed by Southern 
analysis using total human DNA as a probe. b, Position of YACs relative to part of the long 
range map. Indicated are the probes used in the analysis of the YACs, as well as the endclones 
of 181Hl, HJR and HJL. The position of YAC 18JHJ is indicated. The arrows indicate the 
position of DNA sequences analyzed for presence or absence in YACs from individual yeast 
colonies. The fractional numbers indicate the number of individual colonies that had lost this 
sequence relative to the number of colonies analyzed. The middle part, shown as an open bar, 
was lost in all YACs. Below the map, the position of three other YACs is shown. Again, the open 
bar indicates that part of the genomic sequence which is not present in the YACs. Sequences 
present in the YACs are indicated by filled bars. 
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We subsequently screened the YAC library with primers specific for HIL, HIR, and 
UBE I L, respectively. This resulted in four more YA Cs. 407 Al I (non-chimeric, 300 kb) 
is positive for H I R  and UBEI L, but not for DDI .  This YAC also overlaps with the loci 
APER and D3F 1 5S2, and thus extends away from DDI .  1 9 103 (chimeric) is positive 
for HIR, but not for UBEIL .  As this YAC had already been reported to be positive for 
D3F 1 5S2 [ 14] ,  it also maps away from DDI .  YAC 529B2 is positive for UBEI L, but 
not for HIR. Although this YAC is only 60 kb long, it contains a sequence homologous 
to HIL, the most distant endclone of the 1 8 1Hl  YAC. Therefore, this YAC, too, most 
likely has been derived from a larger Y AC which lost part of its human insert. 1 8 1  B3 
was isolated with HIL. This 1 60 kb YAC was positive for GNAI2 as well. Although by 
FISH analysis it appeared to be nonchimeric, its left endclone -isolated by vectorette 
PCR- failed to hybridize to single human chromosome 3 hybrid DNA. Since primers 
derived from the right endclone of 1 8 1 B3 were able to amplify both 1 8 1Hl  and GLC20 
DNA, this end of the YAC should map between UBEI L  and DD I .  Sequences 
homologous to DD I were absent from this Y AC, indicating that it must have undergone 
some rearrangement( s). 

In order to determine the orientation of the pulsed-field map with respect to the 
chromosome 3 centromere we applied bicolor fluorescent in situ hybridisation using 
combinations of two out of three YA Cs, namely 407 A 1 1  and 1 8  I B3,  isolated with the 
endclones of 1 8 1 H l ,  plus one at a larger distance, for which we used the non-chimeric 
YAC 264C5, isolated with MYL3 . By first hybridizing YACs 407Al l and 264C5 to 
prometaphase chromosomes from blood lymphocytes Y AC 407 Al 1 ,  containing APER 
and UBEI L, turned out to map centromeric to 264C5, containing MYL3 (Fig. 4). From 
a subsequent interphase FISH analysis of 407Al l and 1 8 1B3 in combination with 
264C5 (results not shown) the order of the Y ACs from telomere to centromere could be 
established as 264C5-407Al l - 1 8 1B3 .  This implies that the UBEI L  locus flanks the 
homozygous deletion at the telomeric end, whereas the ZnF 1 6  locus flanks the deletion 
at its centromeric end. Using cosmid clones from these loci in a bicolor FISH analysis 
on interphase nuclei from normal lymphocytes in combination with the cosmid 
containing DD I we could confirm that DDI mapped between UBEI L  and ZnF 1 6  (Fig. 
4b ). When the same analysis was carried out on GLC20 cells no signal was caused by 
the DOI -containing cosmid in any of the interphase nuclei analysed (Fig. 4c) . 
Hybridization to GLC20-metaphase spreads of a fluorescently labeled chromosome 3 
library revealed chromosome 3 material on three chromosomes, one of which consisted 
almost completely of chromosome 3 material. YACs 264C5, 407Al l ,  and 1 8 1 H l ,  as 
well as the UBE I L  cosmid all hybridized to the central part of the presumed short arm 
of that chromosome (Fig. 4d). No signals could be detected on the other two 
chromosomes that actually contained each only a small fragment of chromosome 3 .  
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Fig. 4: Bicolor fluoresence in situ hybridisation analysis. a, hybridisation of YACs 264C5 
(detected with fluorescein) and 407Al 1 (detected with Texas red) to a prometaphase 
chromosome 3. The centromere (arrow) and both telomers (thin bars) are indicated 264C5 
maps telomeric to 407Al 1 on all 50 chromosomes analysed b and c, hybridisation of 
COSD8Al. 4 containing the UBEJL gene and ZnFJ6 (both green), in combination with the 
cosmid containing DDJ (red) to interphase nuclei from lymphocytes (b) or GLC20 (c). DDJ 
maps between UBEJL and ZnF16; The situation as depicted in panel b was seen in 75% of the 
interphases examined. DDJ is absent from GLC20. d, hybridisation of a chromosome 3 library 
(red) in combination with the UBEJ L cosmid (green) to a GLC20 metaphase. Chromosome 3 
material is visible on three chromosomes (arrowheads). GLC20 contains one copy of UBEIL. Its 
position, central on the presumed short arm of the red-stained chromosome, implies that the 
deletion eliminating DDI from this chromosome must be interstitial. 
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DISCUSSION 

The high frequency with which loss of heterozygosity for H3H2 defining D3F l 5S2 
has been found in all types of lung carcinoma [3 ,26] suggests the presence of a lung
specific tumour suppressor gene in the vicinity. Our search for genes in this region had 
already yielded a novel gene, UBEl L, formerly denoted D8 [ 16] ,  which shows a 
significant homology with the gene coding for the activating enzyme in the ubiquitin 
pathway [27] . Although this gene is well-expressed in normal lung tissue, expression is 
virtually absent from lung cancer cell lines [28] . In the structural part of the gene no 
mutations could be detected. Tumour suppressor genes can, however, be distinguished in 
two classes [29] . The so-called class I tumour suppressor genes are those in which loss 
of function results from mutation or deletion of DNA. UBEI L, therefore, cannot be a 
class I tumour suppressor gene. For class II tumour suppressor genes, loss of function is 
caused by a regulatory block of expression. Such genes are supposed to be regulated 
from a different locus. Also for UBE 1 L, there is still the possibility that its expression is 
under direct positive control of a class I gene, which would define UBE 1 L as a class II 
tumour suppressor gene. One or more class I gene(s) are, however, most likely present 
in the 3p2 1 region in view of the results of microcell-mediated chromosome transfer 
experiments .  The introduction of either the whole of chromosome 3 [30] , or only part of 
it [ 6,3 1 ]  into tumour cell lines, resulted in a reduction of tumorigenicity. This is readily 
explained by the assumption that a class I tumour suppressor gene must have been 
introduced. 

The 440 kb homozygous deletion described here to occur in one of our SCLC
derived cell lines, GLC20, maps in the distal part of 3p2 1 ,  between UBE l L  and ZnF 1 6, 
centromeric to both D3S 1 5F2 and UBElL. The results of our FISH analysis of GLC20 
made clear that the deletion in the short arm of chromosome 3 is an interstitial one. The 
finding of a homozygous deletion in a region so frequently affected by heterozygous 
losses corroborates the idea of the involvement of a tumour suppressor gene. Moreover, 
it clearly restricts the area in which to search for such a gene. Also for known tumour 
suppressor genes like RB I and TP53,  homozygous deletion has been reported as an 
inactivating mechanism in a number of cases [32,33] .  

For lung tumours there have been some previous reports on homozygous deletions. 
In the SCLC-derived cell line SK-C- 1 7  homozygous deletions occurred on chromosomes 
5, 8 and X/Y, respectively [34] . The latter two were found repeatedly in a small number 
of cell lines. The X/Y deletion was also detected in a lymph node metastasis. Since it 
did not occur in the primary tumour, it cannot be a primary event. Instead, this kind of 
homozygous deletions may reflect an increased genomic instability during progression of 
lung cancer in vivo or in vitro. Homozygous deletions on chromosome 9 were detected 
in 4 out of 26 nonSCLC-derived cell lines, but not in 6 SCLC- derived cell lines [35] .  
This is  in line with the relatively high frequency of loss of heterozygosity of 9p in 
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nonSCLC [36] . The smallest region of overlap of these homozygous deletions on 
chromosome 9 is between the MT AP gene and the IFN gene cluster in band p22. From 
this region a gene has ben isolated which shows mutations in a variety of tumours, 
including nonSCLC [37,38] .  A large homozygous deletion at 3p1 2- 1 3  has been 
described to occur in the SCLC cell line U2020 [ 1 4,39] .  As this deletion is not in 3p2 1 ,  
the most commonly deleted region in lung cancer, its significance is unclear. 

More recently, homozygous 3p2 1 deletions have been reported in lung cancer
derived cell lines [ 1 0, 1 1 ] .  A cosmid that was mapped to 3p2 1 .3 by in situ hybridisation, 
detected homozygous deletions in 5 out of 36 lung cancer cell lines [ 1 0] .  Thirty-nine 
more cosmids from 3p2 I .3-p22 did not detect any homozygous deletions. Since no 
reference markers had been included, the position of the homozygous deletions relative 
to ours cannot be determined. A homozygous deletion in the SCLC cell line NCI-H740 
encompasses the loci GNAI2 and mfd93 ,  defining D3S l235  [ I I ] .  By FISH analysis with 
a Y AC positive for the latter locus, it lies centromeric to ZnF 1 6  ( our own unpublished 
results). Since D3S l 235 is not deleted in GLC20, this implies that at the centromeric 
side the homozygous deletion of cell line NCI-H740 extends much further than our 
homozygous deletion. The region deleted from NCI-H740 overlaps with a human 
chromosome 3 fragment of approximate 2 Mb transfected into a mouse fibrosarcoma 
cell line by microcell fusion [ 1 1 ] .  The resulting hybrid cell line, HA(3)BB9F, had a 
much lower tumorigenicity than its parental mouse fibrosarcoma cell line [6] . Our 
homozygously deleted region shares GNAI2 with both the region homozygously deleted 
in NCI-H740 and the chromosome 3 fragment present in the hybrid cel1 line 
HA(3)BB9F. These various independent indications for the presence of a tumour 
suppressor gene in the same small region of band p2 I of chromosome 3 warrant a 
detailed genomic analysis of this region. The construction of a Y AC contig overlapping 
the homozygous deletion revealed a marked instability of this region in the yeast 
artificial chromosomes. Whether this may be considered as a reflection of an inherent 
instability of this region or not, has to await a further analysis. 
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SUMMARY 

CHARACTERISATION OF 3p DELETIONS IN LUNG CANCER 

The importance of tumour suppressor genes in the development of solid tumours, both 
hereditary and nonhereditary, is well documented, and a number of such genes have 
been identified in the past decade. For positional cloning of a tumour suppressor gene 
the usual starting-point is the determination of the shortest region of overlap for 
consistently occurring deletions in a certain type of tumour. In those cases where the 
tumour also occurs in a hereditary form, linkage analysis can be used as an alternative 
or supplementary approach to provide equivalent data. 

In lung tumours, allelic loss has been consistently and with a very high frequency 
detected for the chromosomal region 3p2 l .  The observations from the literature are 
being reviewed in Chapter 1 of this thesis. Our own data are presented in Chapter 2 .  
Since we found allelic loss for the locus D3F1 5S2 in all informative cases of al l  types 
of lung cancer we could study, this suggested to us that a candidate tumour suppressor 
gene might map at a close distance to this locus. We conducted a search for genes in its 
vicinity, making use of a cosmid library constructed from a human-hamster hybrid cell 
line which contained a small part of 3p21 including D3F 1 5S2, as its only chromosome 3 
material. This strategy, discussed in more detail in Chapter 3, led to the identification of 
a gene that is now called UBE 1 L. Although one of the UBE 1 L alleles turned out to be 
always retained in the lungcancer-derived cell lines that we could analyze, Northern 
analysis of these cell lines failed to detect any expression of this in normal tissues -
including lung- ubiquitously expressed gene. Only upon a highly sensitive RT-PCR 
analysis (Chapter 4), some residual expression, but more than an order of magnitude 
lower than expected, could be detected. Such a consistently dramatically decreased 
expression in lung cancer has thusfar not been described for any other gene in 3p2 l .  
Chapter 5 describes the sequence analysis of the UBEI L  cDNA. The high degree of 
identity of its product with the human ubiquitin activating enzyme suggests that the 
UBEI L  gene product might be involved in some ubiquitin pathway. The ubiquitin 
pathway has been implicated in a number of fundamental cellular processes including 
selective degradation of abnormal and short-living proteins, cell cycle progression, and 
DNA repair. The genomic structure of the UBEI L  gene is presented in Chapter 6. The 
dramatically decreased expression in lung cancer-derived cell lines could not be 
attributed to mutations in the coding regions of the gene. It did correlate with an altered 
chromatin structure in the presumed promoter region. It might be that the UBE 1 L-gene 
looses its function in tumour cells due to some regulatory block of expression. 

A strong indication for the presence in 3p2 1 of a tumour suppressor gene which is 
inactivated in tumours by loss or mutation of both its alleles, comes from transfection 
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experiments as described in the review of the literature in Chapter 1 .  In line with such a 
mechanism of inactivation Chapter 7 describes the characterisation of a homozygous 
deletion which we detected in a small cell lung cancer-cell line. The deletion maps in 
3p2 1 ,  between D3F l 5S2 and ZnF 1 6  and just centromeric to the UBEI L  gene. Since the 
complete loss of many genes may be lethal to cells, homozygous deletions tend to be 
relatively small. In this case the size of the deletion was determined to be about 440 kb. 
The region which is homozygously deleted is also part of a larger region homozygously 
deleted from another lung cancer-derived cell line recently described in the literature. 
Moreover, it is contained within a 2 Mb DNA segment that was able to suppress the 
tumorigenicity of a mouse fibrosarcoma cell line. Together these data strongly suggest 
that a tumour suppressor gene is located within these 440 kb of DNA. 
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NEDERLANDSE SAMENV ATTING 

Voor wie zich op het gebied van de kankergenetica weinig thuis voelt 

Kanker, ook longkanker, is een genetische ziekte. Dit wil zeggen dat veranderingen m 
het genetisch materiaal, het DNA, ten grondslag liggen aan het ontstaan van kanker. 

Het genetisch materiaal bevindt zich in elke lichaamscel in de vorm van 22 grote 
DNA moleculen, elk in tweevoud aanwezig, plus nog twee geslachtsbepalende DNA 
moleculen. Deze moleculen maken deel uit van de chromosomen die bij celdeling als 
staafvormige structuren zichtbaar zijn. Verspreid over de 24 verschillende chromosomen 
liggen zo'n 1 00.000 verschillende genen. Een gen is een gedeelte van het DNA dat 
codeert voor een van de eiwitten -en daarmee indirect voor een van de functies- van de 
eel . Slechts zo'n 3%-5% van het DNA is coderend; van het grootste deel van het DNA 
is de functie onbekend of wellicht afwezig. Voordat een eel zich deelt, wordt het DNA 
gedupliceerd. De chromosomen, waarin het DNA zich bevindt, warden zodanig over de 
twee nieuwe cell en verdeeld, dat elke dochter-cel weer dezelf de genetische informatie 
bevat. Zit er in het DNA van een eel ergens een fout, dan zal deze dus ook aanwezig 
zijn in al zijn nakomelingen. 

Veranderingen door beschadiging van het DNA treden in onze lichaamscellen min of 
meer ad random op, en hebben meestal geen ernstige gevolgen omdat het overgrote deel 
van het DNA niet coderend is. Zelfs bij de beschadiging van een gen bestaat nog de 
mogelijkheid dat het identieke gen dat op het andere chromosoom ligt, zijn functie kan 
overnemen. Slechts in een heel klein percentage van de gevallen is de ontstane 
beschadiging zodanig, dat de eel weliswaar in leven blijft, maar zijn eigenlijke functie in 
het lichaam niet goed meer kan vervullen. Over het algemeen is zo'n eerste 
beschadiging van het DNA niet genoeg voor het ontstaan van een volwaardige, 
kwaadaardige tumor-eel. Maar het kan wel tot gevolg hebben, dat zo'n  eel zich 
ongecontroleerd gaat delen en/of dat de kans op nog meer DNA schade sterk wordt 
verhoogd. 

DNA veranderingen ( ook wel mutaties genoemd) kunnen veroorzaakt worden door 
kankerverwekkende ( carcinogene) verbindingen zoals aanwezig in tabaksrook en as best, 
door straling of virussen, maar ze kunnen ook spontaan optreden. Niet iedereen heeft 
een even grote kans om mutaties op te lopen. Die verschillen in vatbaarheid lijken te 
warden veroorzaakt door erfelijke variaties in de mate waarin precarcinogene stoffen, 
zoals die in tabaksrook voorkomen, warden omgezet in de eigenlijke carcinogene 
stoffen. Maar ook door erfelijke variatie in de efficientie waarmee carcinogene 
verbindingen warden afgebroken. Verder hebben cellen de capaciteit om bepaalde 
vormen van DNA schade weer te herstellen. Ook erfelijke variaties in de efficientie van 
dit DNA herstel zijn van grote invloed op iemands risico op het krijgen van kanker. 
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Het in dit proefschrift beschreven onderzoek gaat echter niet over de mogelijke 
oorzaken van longkanker, de vraag hoe veranderingen door beschadiging ontstaan. Het 
probeert te achterhalen met welke specifieke DNA verandering longkanker begint. 

Het DNA herbergt een aantal genen waarvan de eiwitprodukten een deling- en 
groeibevorderende functie hebben en een aantal waarvan de eiwitprodukten een 
groeiremmende functie hebben. Samen zorgen de eiwitten ervoor, dat cellen alleen delen 
als "het lichaam erom vraagt", en als cellen er ook zelf "klaar voor zijn". Dit proefschrift 
gaat over de genen met een remmende functie, ook wel aangeduid als negatieve controle 
van de celgroei. Het wegvallen van deze controle kan tot gevolg hebben, dat de cellen 
gaan delen, en blijven delen, op een moment dat dat niet gewenst is. En dit blijkt een 
cruciale stap te zijn in het ontstaan van een aantal typen van kanker, waaronder mogelijk 
longkanker. Omdat elke menselijke eel van elk gen twee kopieen bevat, zal die controle 
pas wegvallen, als in een eel beide kopieen van zo'n gen, ook wel aangeduid met de 
naam tumor-suppressor gen, door een mutatie gei'nactiveerd zijn. 

Een aantal, zij het nog lang niet alle, tumor-suppressor genen is inmiddels 
gei'dentificeerd. Naar een longkanker tumor-suppressor gen wordt nog steeds gezocht. 
Dit proefschrift beschrijft de speurtocht naar zulke genen. Hoofdstuk 1 geeft een 
overzicht van het onderzoek zoals dat wereldwijd heeft plaatsgevonden. In de 
daaropvolgende hoof dstukken wordt met name het onderzoek beschreven zoals dat m 
Groningen is uitgevoerd. 

Een van de methoden om zo' n tumor-suppressor gen op te sporen, start met het m 
kaart brengen van de DNA veranderingen in tumoren. Veel tumoren blijken stukken 
DNA verloren te hebben. Bij een bepaald type tumor is dat vaak steeds hetzelfde 
chromosomale gebied. Ons onderzoek (zie hoofdstuk 2) heeft aangetoond dat er in alle 
typen long tumoren altijd een stuk mist van een van beide chromosomen 3 .  Het kleinste 
gebied dat tenminste ontbreekt, bevindt zich in de chromosoomband die wordt 
aangeduid als 3p2 1 .  Dit wijst erop, dat juist het verlies van genetisch materiaal (lees het 
verlies van een gen) aanwezig in band p2 1 van chromosoom 3 ,  een belangrijke stap is in 
het ontstaan van longkanker. Het is dus een sterke aanwijzing dat het tumor-suppressor 
gen voor longkanker in dit gebied gezocht moet worden. 

Via een heel antler type analyse zijn andere onderzoekers tot dezelfde conclusie 
gekomen. Men is er in geslaagd hele chromosomen, of stukken daarvan, in tumorcellen 
in te brengen. Als deze stukken DNA het gebied p2 1 van chromosoom 3 bevatten, dan 
had dit een zeer opvallend effect: de cellen gedroegen zich niet langer als tumorcellen. 
Het lijkt er dus op dat een gen in het gebied 3p21 de cellen er van kan weerhouden zich 
als tumor-cellen te gedragen. 

Toen duidelijk werd dat het gebied 3p2 1 een belangrijke rol speelde bij het ontstaan 
van longkanker -en misschien ook wel bij het ontstaan van andere typen kanker- zijn tal 
van onderzoeksgroepen op zoek gegaan naar genen in dit gebied. In totaal zijn er nu 
zo'n 50 genen geYdentificeerd in het gebied 3p2 1 .  Hoewel het niet uitgesloten is, dat 
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enkele van deze genen een -bescheiden- rol spelen bij het zich ontwikkelen van 
longkanker, zijn er toch geen aanwijzingen dat een daarvan het zozeer gezochte 
longspecifieke tumor-suppressor gen is. 

De hoofdstukken 3 t/m 6 beschrijven de identificatie en de analyse van een van de 
genen uit dit gebied, het UBEI L  gen. Long-tumoren missen altijd een kopie van dit gen. 
Mutatie-analyses hebben echter laten zien dat de andere kopie nog volledig intact is. 
Desondanks komt het gen in longkanker cellen bijna niet tot expressie. Het zou daarmee 
een tumor-suppressor gen kunnen zijn van een tweede orde, d.w.z. dat het onder invloed 
van het eiwitprodukt van een tumor-suppressor van de eerste orde in de regulering van 
zijn expressie wordt geblokkeerd. Het in theorie v66rkomen van zulke tweede orde 
tumor-suppressorgenen is eerder in de literatuur gepostuleerd. 

Het gebied 3p2 1 is erg groot. Er zouden wel zo'n 1 000 genen kunnen liggen. Voor 
een verdere speurtocht naar een eerste orde tumor-suppressorgen is het dus belangrijk 
om het gebied verder in te perken. Hoofdstuk 7 beschrijft een longkanker cellijn waarbij 
op beide kopieen van chromosoom 3 een en hetzelfde stuk ter grootte van zo'n  2% van 
het gebied 3p2 1 ontbreekt. In die eel ontbreken dus alle genen �aarvoor dit stuk DNA 
codeert. Een van die genen zou verantwoordelijk kunnen zijn geweest voor het ontstaan 
van de tumor waarvan deze cellijn is gemaakt. Bovendien maakt dit stuk DNA deel uit 
van een iets groter gebied (zo'n 1 0% van 3p2 1 )  waarvan is aangetoond dat het ervoor 
kan zorgen dat kankercellen zich "gewoner" gaan gedragen. 

Met de analyse van deze cellijn is een heel klein gebied gedefinieerd waar een 
longkanker-specifiek tumor-suppressor gen zou kunnen liggen. Als dat inderdaad het 
geval is, dan zal de identificatie van dit gen niet lang meer op zich laten wachten. 
Wanneer het gen eenmaal is gevonden, dan wordt het mogelijk te onderzoeken wat de 
functie is van het eiwit waarvoor dit gen codeert. En dit biedt in de toekomst wellicht 
aanknopingspunten voor geheel nieuwe vormen van behandeling VO(?r longkanker. 
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